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dresses, - the ones I am wearing. Agu molu,
I am hungry - my hunger. Agu minaina, I
abhor - my disgust of. Agu mwasila, I am
ashamed - my shame.
Agu makiusa, I am afraid of the vertically
(vertigo).

1. vbl. par. 1st. pers. sg. past & present -1 A peiki, I refuse, I won't, I can't. A ninayua
kiweva vagagi. I am in two minds about a
thing. A gisi waga si laya. I see the sails of
the canoes. (The pronoun yaegu I, needs not
to be expressed but for emphasis, being
understood from the verbal particle.) 2.

agu - mwaguta

(see Grammar) myself alone. Aval som?
Gala, aug mwaguva. Who
s your
companion?
No one, I am alone. Syn. agu-mwaleta.

Abrev. of AMA. A-ma-tau-nal Which this

man? 3. changes into E in dipthongues AH
ELI E. Paila, peila, pela. Wa valu- in
village - We la valu - in his village. Ama

agu [see pg. 1, backside]
agu tounai, my begotten. Tamala kali
tounai, real father. In song - / vagu [sp?] agu

toia, Ametoia, whence. Amenana, Which

woman? Changes into /, sg. latu (son) pi.
Litu —vagi, to do, ku vigaki. Changes into
0, i vitulaki - i vituloki wa- O . Changes
into U, sg. tamala, father, - PI. tumisia. sg.
tabula gd.-father, pi. tubula. Ama what,
amu, in amu ku toia? Where did you come
from? N.B. several words beginning with A
will be found among the KA 4. inverj. of
disgust, disappointment. 5. Ambeisa
wolaulal
How Long? [see page 1,
backside]

touna

ai

dipth. EL E. Ex. paila, peila, pela. Ai bogi
aiyam - e bogi ,eyam. night and day
(by day and night).
aiguri

See guli - tokunabogwa aigur [sp ?] Labai
laima-tomwaia tomesaua [sp?] (vagir after it
has been ordained) it came from Labai - the
ancient [?]. Malinowski. Sex. Life.

ageva, or kageva
small, fine shell disks, (beads in Motu)

aiseki

Interj. I don't know! (prob. introd.)
ago

exclaims Alas! Agoul (pain, distress)

ama

Pfx. What, which, where. Ama gule-nal
Where is the heap? (Gw/a-heap). Amakuaya, - Where was it got at? Ama kwauyal
Where did you get it? (syn. amukwauya).
Ama kala kalu. When will it be? (see

agu

Adj. poss. 1st. pers. sg. expressing near
possession. See Grammar. Placed before
the the thing possessed. Corresponds to gu,
which is suffixed to the thing possessed.
According to the classes of the nouns in
Melanesian languages. See in the Grammar
differences in Boyova. Memo: The other

below).
A
a-ma-tau-nal which man?
(reduction of ama).
A-ma-tau-nal Man where from? Aminanal

Where,

possess, are kagu for food, and ula for
remove possession, both placed before the

Which?

(long,

thin).

Am-am

yagaml What s your name? (reduction of
ama). Am yagalal What s his name? Am
toleml - Where are you from? Am vileml

things possessed. Dabegu, my dress or
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You woman of what? (village). Am miana?
FFhich thin thing this? Am am miawenal
Which thin thing that? (Ya classific. fibrous
th.). Am-besa, (or am baisa or am beisa)
Where (of amovoia). Ambesa maloulo?

amakawala

how, what s it like? Amakawala yakidasil
What about us? (a- makawala) Amakawala
ba vigakil Which way or what will I do
with it, or how will I use it?

How long, how high, how deep, how far,
what distance? Ambeisa I mal Where did
he come form? Ambeisa buku lal Where

will you
maloua,
vakailal
Where is

amtilama

kamtilama, thorns.

go? Ambeisa waloulol (syn.
sup.) What length?
Ambeisa
How big? Ambesa kala vilavilal
his portion? Ambeisa ba kilil -

asia

sneeze (comp. bwalasi)

How will I sort out? Ambeisa tolelal Where

auna

does he belong? (see above, am tolem).
Amahawala vakailal - how big? Amu-toya
whence (ametoia).
Ametoia buku mal
Which way did he come? - (am besa )
Express: Ametoia la bigal Whence this talk?
Amotia bigal
Whence is the news?
Ameteca am

ava

Which? (cf. ama). Avakala kaluyal When
did it happen?
[The phrase, Ava-kaga-peila-ku-wegul For
what my cause did you strike me?,
is
crossed out in original text] (see avai,
availa, ave and avaka)

metoial Where did he come

from? Ambese mu ku toya. Amu ku toial
Where did you come from?

avai (ei)
Who? Which? (see avai la, whose?). Avai
tutal When (which time)? Avai yaml When
(Which day?) Avai yam bi mesal Which
day will he come? Avai vilal Which

J0fflSy

amanikwa

When? Amanikwa yam buku meisal At
which time exactly will you come?
(red. of amanikwaina). Amanikwaina bi
gagal Which one is exactly bad?

woman? Avai taul Which man? Avai tau ku

weyal Which man will you hit? Avai kumila
matoyinal - What clansmen (are) they?
Avai mi lolo ku mesal Why (Which your
walk) did you (pi.) come? Avai vagil
Which thing? Avai tapwala I weyal Which
back his did he hit? Avakawayal What is
the matter there? What with? Avai pekpelal Why, What for? Avai tuvailal Which

amini

Baisa (am

baisa)

(amino)

Where?

Aminabaisa lai mal Where did he come
from?

(note the amini, amina, amani, of the
previous words).

other, What other?

ama-kala-kalu

(See above ama) When will it be?
Amakalakalu bi kalobusil

On which hour

will he go down? Amakalakaluyal
which time did it happen?

availa

At

ama-tuta

Who, which, whose? (avai-la) (la is
implement of the 3rd per.). Avai la
burubwal Whose the pig? Availa yokul Who are you? Availa peila - avai peila.

when (what time). Avai tuta.

Avai tuvailal

which other, what other?

Availa tuvaila bi lal Who else will go?
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kamkola. 3. in gibaba, place slantwards.
(Malin. C.G.2 p.166) e.g.: / taisi bidibadu
baba - they are cutting plenty of boards,

Availa availa, whoever. Availa availa bi ma
ku saiki. Give it to whoever comes. Availa

semayasa, which companion, ours?

timber

(see tulebaba under tuli, babawaga)

avaka

What? (f. ama). avaka avaka - whatever.
Avaka avaka vi Ikwem, ku lukwegu - Tell me
whatever he tells you. Avaka ku vagil what
are you doing with? Avaka peila - why,
what for. Avaka peila ulo vavagi kuyogagil
Why do you spoil my things? Avaka-galal -

babatila

numb or stiff from sitting long in the same
position. Ta siki kaikeda bi babatila,
makawala mauna o lomwalada.

We 11 sit

on, our legs would be numb, as insects in

for what cause, what use, what reason?

our inside,

Avaka giala ku vigakil Will you do it? (see
kaigiala)

babawa

bebetuma

1. molehill, (mostly on sea bottom thrown
up by sea creatures). 2. mounds above
water in a swamp (comp. ex. at Bwarita). 3.
white mud-like pipe clay.

ave

(Avai) Avem tuta buku mal What time will
you come? (insisting that you name the
time) (ave m tuta).

babawaga

planks from old timber of canoes (see
bubawaga, baba, waga).

awe

Alas! (fatigue)
ayo

babi

Alas!

To spike, q.v. to spear food in the pot and
present to someone. / gibabi kaula - he
spikes a vegetable. / baba kala pwaka -

B

took lime.

b

badeluma or bidiluma

1. b or bi or bu combined with or used

1. (badi+lum) (sea, high sea) to fish for
squid (mwaku, small kwiva (octopus)).
2. (white bait) (see: mwaku).

before the vbl. 1 part sing of potentiality,
past, present, future - future tense; emphasis
imperative; subjunctive (see ba). 2. there is
an M form ma [?] ; seems equivalent of ba,
much more rarely heard than ba. Ma, muku,
mu maka mata wuku slei = ba buku

badibadi

pimples e.g.: Ina tunutunu wowola! Ina
badibadi! - Lo! His body all colors! Lo!
pimples (see tulutulu). I kali kalasia, I ka-

etc.

ba

tunutunu wowola, I badibadi. The sun burnt

Vbl. par. 1st pers. flit, (see bl) - will, might.

him, made his body all colors, it is blistered.

Gala I bwabwaina ba watem. It wouldn t be

nice if I were to hit you.

bagewa
In volobagewa (see: valu).

baba

1. board in kaibaba.
rfP\

2. slanting pole of the
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interim garden; see bigaba [many other
handwritten words- difficult to decipher]

bagi

necklace. Bagidou, small necklace;
Bagiriku, large one; Bagidudu, the biggest.
Kwaitababogwa - immense. Bagidou general name for kula riches, same of a
soulaya.

bagwagwagu

see: gwagwagu), complain.
baibai

a fish (bream?)

bagula
garden, to garden. 1. / bagulasi. They are
gardening. 2. biguli [sp?] cultivate. 3.
tobigumata, nabigumata - lazy, shiftless. 4.
kaimata - main garden 5. [?] early or

baikuku
fibre or betelnut

real chief of the village will die, they bury
him in the baku; wa baku o lopola valu, o
pwaiwaia I bakusa - on the place in the
middle of the villlage, in the earth, they
buried him; ku bakwaigusi - bury me.

baisa / beisa / besa

this, here, where, that (see Grammar). Baisa

- denoting, indication, indifferently here,
where or yonder, is also used as
demonstrative

this

or

that

(hands

pointing to) is exploited as a reposition in
the sense of to, with, for, from; is frequently
used before the indirect object of the verbs
e.g.: I sisu baisayaegu. He is stopping with
me; / kaigbiga baisa matousina. He spoke to
them; Ba pwaisewa baisa yoku. Let me
work for you; bogwa I kailai baisa Samarai.
He has left for Samarai. Ba yamata baisa
yoku. I will look after you; Bi kaliga baisa

bakwaila

footprint; e.g.: kwe-bakwaigu - my footprint;
ba la, ba kaita, ba gisi makwaina
kwebakwaigu - I 11 come back. I 11 see my
foot print (I left when going).
bala

horizontally, across, athwant, prone. bilabala - across (see Moru: barbar [sp?].
ka bilabali - to place across, horizontal
gable rods of a bwaima (see Mal. C.G. 262).
likubali - shake horizontally; term for felling
trees, bilamapu. muliebria [sp?] balamsisi.

katoula. He will die of this illness.

baiyaya
open, wide, open mouthed (as basket, a
bottle).

balau

balau wowola - (body tired) weaned,
apathetic, discouraged, lazy.
baluwuki wowola - disheartened, lazy.

bakana

bald;

e.g.: tibajaba tijy\ - you are bald!

baku

1. village square. 2. to bury; e.g.: tolivalu
mokwita bi kariga, I bakusa wa baku - the
clearing, land, garden plot, family section in
garden (tolibaleko, owner of a plot,
Malin. CG, p. 344)

baleku

bilomagu - my soul, biloman- thy soul.
bilomala - his soul; pi. bilomadasi - our
souls etc. bibibaloma - spirits. (See: kousi,
tauvau, tokwai, nayoyowa, mulukwausi).

baloma

spirit, ghost, soul,

bilomagu - my soul.
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from afar aver the sea as a stranger boat
drifting, keibasi - plug up a hole in a canoe;

balola

lip; e.g.: balogu - my lip; bili-balola - lips.

stick sides in a basket to raise the sides and

make it carry more, e.g.: / kebasi peta.
kaibasi - casting a spell over caulking to

bahi

crack

make
baluwuki

(see: balau)
bam

female genitals; uterus; internal organs;
afterbirth; e.g.: bamla - her...

safe

(Malin.

Argon.

416).

banakwa

relieve headache).

the foot of cliffs, tidal flat, old poetic word;

large drops before a heavy rain. Expr. fig. /
basi nanogu - he pierces my mind, he
convinces me; / basi vaigua, or / basi kenia
- take a preliminary payment in the process
of procuring a piece of wealth. (See: basili,

(see pa papa).
bani

r

canoe

kaligbasila [sp?] - (precious) long bottle.
bigabasi - words of blight, curses, harmful
spech. Bisiwosi - foreshorten, take up [?] a
garment. Bisisula - commemorate bisigali.
Bogwa yagila I gasi le ma - the wind is
starting from the east. Ku basi dabagu pierce my forehead (to let off blood and

to find, found - banenia; e.g.: ba bani kwaita
vavagi; bi kitumwau bi ninei bi banena - I 11
find a thing; it will be lost, will be searched
after, will be found. E.g.: Exp. Father D.
bogwa I bani biga kirtwina - F.D. is just
finding the words of Kiriwina (learning
Kirwinian).
binibani - to go fishing
(searching after). Ba la bani [-?] ba la ba
binibani -1 11 go fishing.

/ basi kuna - falling of

kabasilova).
bebega

1. open ocean (no land in sight) deep water
in passage. 2. Cf. bega - sena bebega
kaikegu - my leg is numb.
bisipolu
convulse, throw a fit, e.g.: I bisopolu lopola.

bariga

shelf (Malin.CG. p. 319)

bauweya
a fish

basi

1. small interim gift, token of good faith in
kula. 2. seed. 3. to spear, to pearce; e.g.: /
basi kaikegu - It pierced my foot. 4. ba basi

m

bau

abound (See bawa)

taitu - to thin out taitu tubers. 5. Vivila bi
basi moi - to sew a mat. The women will

bawa

sew the mat. 6. Fig. - piercing (of pain)
(redupl.), e.g.: bisibasi lapoula - piercing
pain inside. ulmlebasi - fish with long
spines, e.g.: / nobasi vivila - they take off
the spine of the umlebasi fish, and they
charm it, and they pierce with it the desired
woman, tabasi - beckon with the eyes,
assent with eyes, katubasi - wash up, come

plentiful. 2. number, e.g.: <kav. kana [sp?]

1. abound,

e.g.:

sena bauweki -

bawasi tailuwotala taiu

very

re-number 12>. 3.

Tobobowa - sena bawa (dup. bo-bawa).
beba

butterfly
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bebeu

adrift, cf. kalua.
beibai

sp. fish

bebai
a fish

a man of sustenance) (comp. dimpala, peila,
kaigiala, uula) - (dokula - verina), e.g.: ku
ligaiwa matowena tau, gala benala gala

beisa

here, this

bagula - cast away that man (don t consider
him), (he has) no substance (no standing; he
has no body) no garden. 3. self-control,
self-possession, consciousness; e.g.: a
nwena o dogina kai, a kouwali sisitala a
kapusi, benagu bogwa I tamwau (nanogu I
tamwau) I climbed to the top of a tree, I

bebetuma

(wowola) (body) numb
bega

bebega, numb, tubega, numb. Sena tubega
kaikegu - my leg is very numb.

broke a

and

fell

and

lost

consciousness (heart). 4. substance, e.g.: ta
keli kuvi tamwokuva wala, gala benala - we
dug up yams, only mere vines no substance;
gala benala kwaiwokuva wala - no
substance, quite empty.

bekam

In tobekam - clumsy,

branch of it

tobubekam - mug,

craftless
beku

1. stone axe blades, wealth of that kind

(come from Woodlark green obsidian) (See:
baku) e.g.: be basi beku mitakata - He will
make preliminary payment on axe stones
with Mitakata. Utekema is a small variety
of beku - ordinary axe in the same stone. 2.
To founder (shipwreck) e.g.: bogwa sodasi I
bekusa, inia, avaka gugua bogwa I la wa
bwarita - already our companions have
foundered, the fish and everything
(possessions) is gone already in the sea.

beisa

See: baisa

here, there (shown by gesture)

besa

1. beiso - that, where, that yonder, e.g.:
Beisala - here! Just so! What did I precisely
tell you! 2. This or that (indicated by
gesture). 3. crowd, throng, e.g.: / besa wala
tomata, sena bidubadu wagisi bi gisi [?]
be

drift, float away
bebeu - drifting

belubeluma
a seaweed
bena-la

1. right ( jus

cf. kalua; bau waga;

beva

in latin), e.g.: ku saki

roe of fish, spawn of fish

matowena tau, simwa benala kam yagogu
mitaga buku yosi gala benala bi tamwau Give your money to that man, (so that) there
be a right to your yam seeds, for (if) you
hold on to it, (there will be) no right (and
your money) will be lost. 2. sustenance (as

beyawa
a

basket

for waterbottle;

large basket.

bi

Vbl. par. 3rd. pers. sg. & pi. fut. See: bita
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1st pers. pi. include, fut.
bidubadu

to pull, to draw, to pull at e.g.: ku bial - pull!
Ku bia waga - pull up the boat. Deriv.: I bia

1. many, much, plenty, abundant e.g.: sena
bidubadu tomata, bwala I kasewa - very
many people the house is full, loposi sena

vivila - he solicits a woman. Bibia -1 bibia

bidubadu kaula L kamkwamsi, I tubwa -

inia, he is pulling in fish, he is fishing.
(See: katu-bia bwaina yoboboki). Expr. /
simwa Lbibia kala kayesi I mwega, I semwa
I bibia kela kayesi I mweya - one draws his
track here, on there, si guyau gala (because
they have).

there was much food, they ate (till) they

bia

were

filled.

Kwatuli

inia?

Alh!

sena

bidubada wa-dom - how about the fish? O,

(there is) plenty in the lagoon. 2. bidugaga
(syn), e.g.: sena bidugaga kaula wa bwaima,
ku kwemalisi - (there is) badly much food
(very much) in the food house, take it back.

biabi

lag behind, of an old man in a company, of a
singer among singers (see: bibila).

Mal. C.G. p. 80 (bida-bwabwau) black soil

bibila

a fish; sea eel cf. biduwakaya

bidubwabwau

bidukulasi

to slow, to delay - dilatory (see: biki, bibiki).
Taga ku bibila, sena tomwayoku - don t be
slow, you are very heavy. (See Malin. C.G.
p. 319 - restore).

biduwakaya
See eel
bidubweni

restore,

refresh, e.g.: b uababidubweni
nanogul - we should be eating (much) fish,
our hearts (would be) as if sena kamkwamsi
inia ninasi makawala bi lagobasi, bita
livala: ku meyyasa they would vomit, (then)
we would say: bring betelnuts, I will refresh
my heart.

bida

raised soil, as by yams growing round foot
of vine, the swollen butt of coconuts or

betelnut palms e.g.: bidala la sekwali la
melya - I measured the butt and brought it
(the measurement) bidubwadbiwau - black
soil (kabidabida, see Malin. C.G. p. 305)

biga
word, talk, language, news, truth about
something. Ba lagi biga - I will hear the
word, (the talk) - biga dobu I tuwali biga
boyowa I tuwali', the language of Dobu is
different from the language of Trobriands.
Ku saikaigu biga - give me the news (the
truth) bigagage swearing, profanity, insult,
sorcery, form v. bigigaga. Bigatona - talk,
conversation, form wb. I bigatona - I
bigatonasi wala, - they are only talking.
Bigavekelela, tradition (see vakalela). (Syn.
liliv, libogwa - si biga tomwaha bogwa).

bidumi

prepare sea slug for baking
bigibagi

prolific, e.g.: sena sekutu buwa I lugibagi the betelnut is packed, it is prolific.
bidivalu

(bida-valu) soil of the village (Malin. C.G.
p. 80)

bidiyala
a shark (kwau)
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Bigawala -just a word: Just a saying: Just a
way of saying! Exper.: la biga kagu biga a
lagi - lit. his word, my word, I heard, i.e.: I
heard what he said. - Kala biga wala desif.
gala ku vataisi. It s only this talk! Stop:
don t quarrel.
Kala-biga, - hearsay,
illustration, metaphor. Biga, geguda, raw
speech, babblings of a child, confused
speech. Bigaula (uula biga) source of news,
authentic news.
/ bigi-makava, talks
nothing. I bigaftala, says but one thing.
Bigatala, one saying. Kaibiga, to speas
speak. I kaibiga baisa yaegu, He told me,
spoke with me, consulted me. Avila I
kaibigal Who said so? Who bade it? Many
discent suprise difference of bigitomwaya
commentary on playfiill applied to a child,
not applied to an old man. bxgitomi, speak
about a thing. Bigibagi, over prolofic, sena
sekit.

Bikam-Bekam

of tobekaru.

bigeunea

Ta iolisi kada bagukweasi so inheritance
see khea?

bigumata

(bagula-mata, garden dead) lazy, shiftless.
tobigumata, a lazy man; na-bigumata,
a lazy woman.
biki

go slow, delay someone (comp. bia, biabi,
bibila). Tobikiyokul You are slow!
Yo - bibiki - ( hold across at.), delay
someone.

bikewa

Class prefix for bunches of coconuts, cf
bukila bibibalala, life.
bilabala

I

(See bala) moving to and fro.

kebigimakava, talks nothing, (see above) tell
lies, talk rubbish. / bigi-mokita, talk truth,
tell the truth. / bigasula (mis-tell) make a
mistake in talking, give wrong account of. /
bigiwada,
be reserved in speech, be

bilamapu

to respond.

discreet.

bili

to roll, fold up the mat. ku bili tocacco, roll
of tobacco, make a cigarette, ku bili laya,

to massacre. (Ibi mesa bi tulisa, - they 11
come and cut off bimtulisa) (See: tuli;

furl the sail. Ku bili wotunt, twist the strands

mtish).

(make rope).
binabina

black basal - stone, (true rock as distinct
from coral)

bibibili

folds, rolls of mat materials; syn. Ninuva. syn. Na-bilibili moi, the getter of ninuva
(the gatherer of that material) (syn. nabilitibili fern.), ku do-bilibili - roll anong as
a log.
/ katu-bili - roll in fingers a paper. Boga I
tabil. It's already folded. Bilibala, bila,
labia majors relapses, (see balola,
bilibalola, lips, biliusus - Testable dizzy.

binam

hornbill
binabani

(See bani) - fishing, (which hook, bani, and
line) (hooking).
bisalokwa

one of the 22 systems of garden magic
(Malin. C.G. p.419)

bimtuli
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quarrel). Ba sagi kam bisila. I 11 hang up
thy bisila (challenge to cut short boasting).
Sena bwaina kam bisila! Thy bisila is very
good, (compliment v.g. to dancer).
Yamigaga kasi bisila (term for badly
performed dance). A magic rite Malinowski

bisiboss

verticals of lattice, gabbaro of a bwaim.
(Malin. C.G. p.262) lyn kawtavatu.
bisiboda

(basi, pierce; boda, met) / bisiboda patila,
the fleet is held up (by wind, rain, magic)
ba bisi-bwado -1 will block him (e.g.: I will
recite magic against him etc.)

bisikuleya
get nothing

bisibutu

bi-silai

(baisi pierce, - butu, drive) / bisibutu
taitu[spl], he tills along his taitu.
(i.e.: he tills around growing plants, reciting
magic to make tubers dwell.

(cf. silai) let go.

Are. 417V

bisi-lai

(basi, pierce; lavi, cast.) to moult. Bogwa I
bisilai lekoleka, the fowl is moulting.
(See kabisilova)

bisikafu

(bisi + kafu) bite the end off a n.q.c carrot,
eating of betel pepper.

bisiulu

bisikola

moult

(bisikwali) make a trial digging around
taros, yams, etx; till a growing plant
(connected with magic). Bi bisikwalisa si
bagula bi kabinai. They will lightly till the
garden (so what) (the crops) grow big.

bisi-vau

(basi + vau) pierce again, start again, do
anew (see basi). ba bisi-vau moi - restitch a
mat. Ba bisi-vau taitu (thin out taitu a
second time.)

bisikuleya
disgusted

bisiya
arrowroot (a plant like a thin canna with an
edible root) (comp. viya, a kind of huge
arum with large edible root.)

bisila

pandanus streamer (token of achievement,
of excellence, flag, banner). / sagi kala
bisila, He hung up his streamer (in the
armlet) (on festive occasions). Bi meyesa la
bisila-mapu lagaila. They will bring him his
bisila - return gift today (when man makes a

bisiyai
the baseboard or lintel in the gable of a

bwaima or bwala, into which the upright
sticks that hold the matting are stuck.

new canoe, he takes it round on show,

receiving pigs or wealth as tokens of
admiration. The giver of the pig takes the
bisila which has to be redeemed by a return
gift of like nature, the bisila-mapu (deriv.) a flag. Express: ba lulu kam bisila, I 11
draw out they bisila. (termination of a

bison

launch, send a canoe down into the water.
bita

vbl. part. 1st. pers. pi. include, fut.

/iP^>
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bobiu
a tree

biu

pull off, draw away. (comp. bia). turn over
?, attract. Ku biu wotuna, bi totina o-dogina
kai, bi kapusi. Pull off the creeper (so that) it
will break off at the top of the tree, and fall.
Expr.: Bogwa I biu menana matouna. This
man has already won this woman, (also to
seduce), game, tug of war - Mal. Sex. 207.
bigumila - held back by [sp?] head wind . /
bigumila waga.

bobo

See bobu - bwau.
bobolai

bubulabi
bobolata

bubulata

biwari

play at work, (be slow at work by having a
mind to play).
Taga ku biwalisa, ku vagisa nanakwa, bi
vinaku - Don t play, do it quick (so that) it

bobobu

See bwabu. (hair cut round the sides, back
and left long on top.Malin. Sex. 253, cf.
gugwapou [sp.?]) cf. takwadoya.

will be finished.
boboma

See boma.

biwau

lengthen
bobosa

biya
pull, drag cf. biu

an insect, beetles
bobu

bo

round, circular, cf. bwebuta.

1. See bu 2. pfx, indicating festive, ritual,
sacred, decorated; derived (Malinowski)
from (a) bomala, sacred or forbidden; (b)
bua, betelnut; (c) butia, wreath.
More
correctly from the last: comp. bwenogu faded (of a wreath) ; bwelala - fresh (of a
floral wreath). Frequently found in names
especially of girls - bokata (bo - wreath;
kata, bright (man s name).
But bomwanauli, bokalosi, bowadili [sp?]. Possibly
bwai is a variant: Bwaivili, boy s name.
Used by M.M. to form new words like love
- charity , bobwaililia. Bobwailila may be
the equivalent of mabwailila. Ma from
magilal Or ma from mwai, equivalent of

muginai, our round faces.

Kwabobu

bobutu

thick, blunt
bobwailila

See bo no. 3; also, a present to find favour.
M.M.-

boda

met, (in trans, form of bwadi) - Matouna dli
kata boda, wth his [sp?]; adequate.
boge
bogwa.

Bog e bwadi.

He has met him.

bwai, bo.

bogi

night, darkness. Bogwa I bogi. It is already
night, ai-bogi, oi-bogi - at night, by night.
Bogiu- two nights, - after tomorrow, bogi-

bobau

baubau - bamboo

Page 10
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tolu, three nights, three days hence. Bogi
vasi.

boku

bugi bogi

cough. Ku boku , Kweveaka kala boku. He
has a great cough, bikuboku, coughing,
/ bikuboku. He is coughing.

nights, i.e. by night, of a night time. / vabogi
I va bugibogi - to go about only by night as
a widower, (syn. Lo bogi) -1 ku bugibogi, to
work in the dark without a light. / bogi bi
yam, all night till day.

bokuli

(bwakuli) - to follow. / bokuledasi. He
followed us. (comp. bokaila sup.)

bogina
stink
bola

In bola valu. Time of mourning for a
village, (no games, no dances, no noisy
enjoyment).

bogwa

r

(See boge) adv. f. aux. v. - meaning
increasing accomplishment or
accomplishment- nearest corresponding
sense already (French: deja). Alternative
form Boma - see under B. Bogewa i ma, he
has come. Bogwa bi kariga. He is about to
die. Bogwa e memesa.
They are just
coming. / menu kel -E. bogwa? It s
cooked? Yes, quite. Bogwa ba weya, taga I
sili-bwedegu. I would have hit him but he
prevented me. Ku mom! Bogwala: Drink it!
I have. / laku bogem. He told you
previously, (before, some time ago). / mebogwa. He came previously, (ahead of the
rest). Kai -bogwa, (kwai-bogwa) etc., old.
umtibogwa (o-miti-bogwa)of old.
tokinibogwa, of old, long ago.
Kaitabobogwa, immense, tremendous.

Si bolebole.
bolawa

old, dry, spoilt, e.g. yams kept for too long a
time.
bolausa

the strength of the betelnut. Bogwa I weya
bolausa I mitamata wowola. The strength
of betelnut has hit him, his body is numb,
(syn. botutu).
boligayagi
death throes, death rattle, pant one s last
breath
bolitela

comp. bwarita sea, old form bolita; water
deep enough to float canoe, shallow enough

boi

brown heron

tostand in.
bokaikena

1. a creeper (white flowers used for
wreaths). 2. bleeding from the nose. Bogwa
kala bokaikena. He is already bleeding from

bolitu valu

a village pig. Bulukwa i toto o valu. (comp.
bwalodila, wild pig).

the nose.
bolu

water vessel, jug

bokaila

bokavila, bokavila - chase, follow after

(running). / bokavilegu. He chased me.
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boluluki

lopola,

indignant,

infuriated,

full

of

the north easterly point of Kiriwina; the east
wind; the east

resentment

bolus

bomilailai

classifier + bulu. Botumwaya, the whole
cut; used in reference to big cuts of yam or

bwaima lailai; the Written Food house; the
decorated food house of the chief.

viya.
boma

bomilala

1. a sign of negative imperative. Boma ku
weya. You must not hit him. (see bomam,
infro.) 2. inability, impossibility, helpless. I

bwaima standing in the baku.

kuva

sago pudding

kala

boma,

I

sisu

wala.

His

helplessness has come upon him, he just is 3. war magic (Malin. Sex. 37). 4. sacred
spot, sanctuary 5. expression - just so, just
like that; there you are.

bomlemala

bomtula

bwaima + tula, the crate [sp?] of the
bwaima; bwaiga, the roof [sp?] of the
bwaima.

bomala

«K^\

restriction, prohibition; bad luck; sacred,
forbidden. (Mal.C.G. p. 301: Kaitubutabu
syn.) (bomagu, bomam, bomala). Gala bi
vagi, pela bomala - he won t do it on
account of the prohibition. Taga ku livala,
pela bomala - don t speak (you 11 bring me)
bad luck. Bwala-bomala - sacred house,
church; a sacred spot in the bush. Bomam,
taga bu kwakaya, bogwa I kambosa sopi. It

is forbidden to you ( your prohibition) you
won t swim (here) they have forbidden the
water, (see boma). Bomaboma, gala I
kamkwamsi baisa - it is forbidden; they do

bomwanogu

faded; (of a flower, or wreath) cf. monogu,
mwolela [sp?].
bonala

word, mind desire, everyway habits,
characteristics. Bogwa sula, pela a nukwali
bonam. I made a mistake not knowing your
ways. Ba sawa bonasi ba sawa - si biga. I
will learn their language, their words. Ku
gisi bwaina bonala matouna tokabitam.,
Look well at the ways of that clever man. /

not eat here. Toliboma, owner of tabooed
grove. (Mal. CG. p. 344). Toboma,

katukubona, rendered speechless, helpless;
made apathetic, unresponsive. Bubunela
(possibly a reduplication of bonala):

honourable old

Amakawal

man.

bonakitu vivila -

continent, abstaining woman, kabomi, make
sacred,

forbidden;

forbid.

bonala? O,

sena

bwaina

bubunela: What are his ways like? O his
manners are very good. See bubunela.

Tau-boma-vitu

kawailua makfsp?] boma-kitula iria [sp?] ,
boma-kitugu bwalodila.

bonebone

worm eaten (food, yams)
bomakaiva

gable end floor (and their sticks) of a
bwaima. (Mal. C.G. p. 262).

bonu

1. wood borer

2. a tree

grubs, cf. tabunubonu
bomatu

r
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bonubonu
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bowa

borogu

black streaks or decorations on the face; a

Syn. duwaku (Mal.: leaves used to charm
Kaipola C.G. p. 422)
[text crossed out:
a red-leafed tree ].

spell for them (Mal. Are. 418.)
bowa, darkened landscape.

Valu I

bowada

afruit.(Mal._CG.p.313)

boseni

anchor chain (old word)
boyabwaya

ripe coconuts

bosisiula

charm for catching the fish sisiula
boyaula
a yam (kuvi)
bosu

boyeya
a tiny plant, small leaves, not aromatic;
small fruit plentiful. Used in Kaitubutagu

lime stick, made from bones of an animal

(imported from d Entrecasteaux).
botabota

concoction

a fish, (the long-shaped ray)

(Mal. Ca 304).

botana

bu

gun (old word), see Lusa.

1. In bu-ku vbl. par. 2nd. pers. sg. & pi. flit.
Thou wilt, you will. 2. glass for figs [sp?].

botoku

Bu-tu watala inia - ten fish of balukiwa.

mushroom
bua

betelnut, betelnut palm; saliva, a bunch of
betelnut; saveaka a big bunch, youa, the
spathe of the betelnut frond, the lining of
which is used as a perineal band. Syn.
mwaibua, napueya.
See bolausa, syn.
botutu (see bo), bolalava and bodawelu,
poetic names for betelnut. Ba kaui bua. I
will chew betelnut. (Mal. C.G. 301 buwa et
buwana).

botuguya
gum-resin, (more usually: pwatiga)
botuma

a bunch of ripe betelnut put on the shoulder
of a chief when dying, eaten afterwards by
relatives; or wreath, vaigua, taken by the
sucesssor of the chief- (heirloom).
botutu

bubawaga
timbers, made from old canoes baba (see
baba waga)

intoxicated with betelnut
boula

See bola.
bubatana
boutuma

a crab

a yam (kuv'i)
bubekam

See bikam.
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bubu

overgrown, as vegetables, in old neglected
gardens. Bogwa e bubu uligabw. I bubu
valu. <vilobiba> Isoted, ngluted viday [sp?].

sawa. I have learned my manner, i.e. one
that I had to acquire, not one that came
naturally.
bubusi

red. of busi. Bwala I bubusi. The house is

leaking (dripping).

bubukwa

rough timber floor, v.g. of a bwaima. Turn
bubukwa

or

kaitumla

bubukwa

-

bubuwaga
See buba-waga

the

pressing of the floor (of a storehouse) Mal.
C.G. p. 250.; a shell [sp?] for the security of
bubula

bubwaiyeta
a love spell; herb or spell of forgetfulness or

shinning ornamental kala bubula, his

oblivion.

the bwasma.

beauty.
bubivakata

a variety of yam, wild yam

bubuli

1. finished; set in order; make shine. Bogwa

I bubuli kalspisila, the style is made.

bubwaluala

Tubukona I bubuli, wa lumalama bu bita

jelly, v.g. of an oyster

loss, the moon is shinning, let us go in the
bubwaluwa

moonshine.

/ katububuli titolela,

derived. - bubwitoka, a scented plant

embellish himself. /

tabubuli gayau, term for paying tribute of
yams to chief. / kabubuli, embellish; adorn,
ashouse with flowers.

bubwayaita
aromatic herb in the Paradise of Tuma, by

/ bubuli - make a

mess of; do in a silly manner, clumsy,
ignorant way. To bubulela matouna, he is
unskilled. / vaka bubuli, do in a clumsey,
awkward way. To bulem yoku, You are a

magic makes forget (Leshe) Malin. Sex.

numbskull.

roundness; bobula, round cf. kalububovatu

bububwala

budaka

353.
bubovatu

planking boards running alongside canoes kaibudaka, longitudinal logs of the liku
(Malinowski. CG. 248)

scum

bubuna

Torres Strait pigeon, (totem of the Temalasi
or Malasi clan.)

budaki

fit, see boda
bubunela

customs; manner; way. (comp. bobnala).
Bubunegu bwaina, my character is good. La
bubunela gaga, his manner is bad. Babunesi
i tuwoli, bubunemasi i tuwali, their ways are
different from ours. Agu bubunela bogwa a

budi

See bwadi.

buditabakabilia [sp?]
army
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budibudi

cloud shapes, resembling objects on the
horizon at sunset (M. Kari-Budaboda)

bugau

to escorcel, perform black magic (see
bwagu)

budoboda

(See bwadi) a gift for which a return is
expected

bugukeya
heirloom, inheritance

buduwerabu

bugwa

mumps

cocoon; kala bugwa - sleeping place of
bush pig; spring of water; stopper, cf.
kaibbugwa, kibugi.

buga

earth mound - at foot of a yam vine
bugwau
hole, v.g. of coconut where spouts come
through.

renown, news, notoriety, (comp. butula)
Bulagam, your renown, nortoriety; bula gala
valu a lagi, avaka kamwatal I hear the
talking of the village, what s all the stir

bu-ku

about?

See bu, vbl. par.
bulai

See bulati

bukula
J0$H&\

Bokuli - saleki I bukula. The bunch of nuts

is full. <followed up>

bulaila

a bird
bukumatula

unmarried people s house, (see bulaviyaka)
(cf. Malinowski. Sex. 59)

a fruit tree; a canoe tree

bukwatala

bulami

(see bwabu) one section; a half.

coconut oil (Vatulebulami, ceremony for
starting war. Malinowski. Sex. 414).

bulakau

bulabola

1. open as boil or carbuncle; (having a bad
meaning) (large orifice)
(Malinowski. Sex. 154 = open - vagina) A
nakopatu [sp?]

bulapwasi
stinking; carrion; bulapwasi bogina
bulati

(bulai) (see bwagau) recite spells against
(sea) enterprises, possessions.

bulabula

a flowering plant. (M. small but stout tree,
grows to great age, has deep roots, used for
Vilamalia magic in Oburaku - (Mailinowski
Coral Gardens p. 235).

bulaviyaka
(bwela + veaka) married people s house,
see bukumatula

bulagala

the hum of many voices, hence fame,
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bulei

bulobulo

a tree with edible fruit

sinking, as leaky boat gradually - (see
bulubulu)

buleikaitata

buloveaka

an animal

bwala veaka (see bulaviyaka)
buleleu

see buluvileleu

bulu

bulesa

1. flourish, abound. Makwa bagula
kwekekitataga I bulu wala, this garden is
small but it abounds. 2. classifier for pigs,

a black bird

fish used as food. Cf bulukwa 3.

overcome, oppress, sena kweweaka I bulu
wala (his task) is (too) big, he is overcome.
Sena yaveaka laiya, gala I bwadi, I bulu
wala, gala I sakuala bwaina. The sail is
(too) big, it does not match (the boat) it only
oppresses, it does not run well.

bulibwali

staying awake, cfbuliyata
buliduwau

bush pig
buligigiku

black heavy clouds that appear suddenly

bulua bua

bulik

Ipalisa bulula bua, they fence round the
betelnut enclosure, gardening a clump of

matala, be sleepy. A buliki matagu, I am
sleepy, (buliyata)

tree

(see kaitapaku).

bulitilaula

bulubulu

a yam war, competitive display of yams
resulting from a quarrel

sinking (of a leaking boat); sinking into the
water- oppressing, / kali bulubulu, it is
breaking (of a pole when poling a canoe);
bulu classifier, beginnin:

buliyu valu
bolitu valu

bulubwalata

See bulati, black magic.

buliwada

an eel. See buriwada, thorny eel.
bulubwalola

buliyata

gargling

stay awake, Uula gala kupwaisewasi
bwaina senemi buliyata. The reason you
don t work well (is) you stayed up too

deep

bulu bwarita

much. (comp. buliki) cf bulibwali
bulugala
buliyamata
keep night watch, v.g. over gardens, cf

bulu kailepa

complimentary reference to ordinary
kailepa. Yowota ceremony.

bulibwali
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bulukatoula

buluvileleu

serious illness
bulukumli

a term for a wild pig

painful swelling on the face

buluvisiga
early dawn [kav. bulubuvisiga]

bulukwa
buna

Pig

1. hip bone, 2. cowrie shell. (Ovulum ovum,
Seligman) bunebune, small variety of
cowrie shells. (Cyprola morata) bunadoga,
a string of buna; round a woman s dress.
bunaigula, small white cowries.

bulu-kwaluka

a bush rat, bandicoot
bulula-bua

betel nut enclosure
bunali

O bunali I kota

bulumaduku

Feburary
bunatolu

temporary boat shed. (comp. Buneyova)

bulumata

a slaughtered pig
bune

bulumavau

1. (See buna) 2. (See Buanawa). 3. An

(biloma-vau) ghose of the newly dead

immature yam-tuber about the size of a
finger.

bulumseu
steam

bunelo

bulumwaya
much, muchness, excess

green dove similar to Torres Strait pigeon
buneyova
a shelter, (no walls nor floor) (comp.
bunatolu)

bulupulatala

bwalapulatala, half built of a house
bulupusapwasa
(bwala +pwasa) a completely rotten house

bunibuni

(bulibuli) walk stooping or backside
humped; cereless in mien.

buluva

catch on a stone or other object of a fish net
etc. bulubi, hitch a rope onto anything, cf

bububonu

1. swams, (animals, children) 2. small crab

takavati
burakema

proper name of ceremonial axe stone, and
spell recited over it. The shorter yowota

buluvatai

(bwala + vatai) dispute about inheritance

ceremony.
buluveivai

escape v.g. a fish from a net

buraku

bulaki, a fruit tree
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carved board of canoe Malinowski C.G.

301)

buresi

bulesi, a fruit tree
buritilaula

buribwari

the osprey (M. Fishhawk; and painted
exchange of large yams (a hostile and
competitive performance)

vilobusi

I vilobusi makateki,

he came down just
now. Bi vilobusi

matiteki, he will come

buriwada

eel, buliwada

down soon.

sibusi
buriyowai
eat in a hurry, (as when impatiant to go back
to play or work)

ku sibusi, bogwa le
ma guyau, sit down,
here come a chief.

tabusi

busilusi

far west, sometimes used as an alternative to

go down. v.g. by
paddling out canoes
from shore-by diving
into deep water from

Tuma, land of the spirits, Obusibusi.

a canoe, of canoe
reaching deep from

buta

shallow.

port???

dobusi

busa

over the rim of the horison.
katubusi
launch a canoe or
boat

a soft wood tree, (used for kaitubutabu
Malin. C.G. 304) as pole, and leaves for

vakabusi

disappear, go down

ku vakabuse bi kenu

concoction.

opwaipwaia, take it

busi

the ground

down and let it rest on

go down, descend, / mwena, I busi gola, he
climbed (a tree) and came down again.
tobusi

kibusi

ku tobusi, stand down,

from a platform, on to
the ground, from a

of a crack

sobusi

boat into the water,

lobusi

kalobusi

I kibusi waga, make
canoe leak, v.g. by
pulling caulking out
1. splash water on a
canoe in sun, to

Ko tobusiya kai, stand

prevent splitting, See

down from the tree.

sobwi

I lobusi kwaita valu,

2.1sobusi bulukwa

he went down to

(R. Su-through) catch
pig running along its

another village.
I bagula, I kalobusi o-

track in the bush. 3. to

be born, to appear.
(R. sai. place)

valu, he was

gardening, he went
down to the village
(syn. kanobusi)

kasobusi

come down, appear,
to be born

/0H^\
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kalibusisi

bubusi

bogwa I kalibusisi
waga, the boats have
all gone down. (R.
^//-through)

sebutu

work, ku sebutu

/ bubusi bwala, the

house is leaking.

nobutuvi

busibusi, the ocean

beyond the rim of the
kabutu

I yobusi waga, the
canoe has drifted

kalibutu

away.

vilibusa
libusa

I vilibusa, miss (of a
spear)
ku libusa waga, bila
wa bwarita, push

bisibutu

the sea

kapusi

drive off, e.g. by
striking a platform to
drive away ants.
/ kalibutu guyau, the
chief drove him out,

down the canoe into
vabusi

sedaya bitayovaisi,
round up our mates
and let s fight,
beat upon, e.g. by
giving a smak on
backs

horizon

yobusi

drive, e.g. a team to

go down
ka + busi, fall

e.g. a criminal from
his village
see basi, to rouse by
knocking on door, by
putting a spear into
coral caves and so

frightening fish
lebutu

/ lebutu wala silkula,

(the wild pig) only
put aside the snare,

butabota

botobota, beads, black banana seeds
kanobutu

drive back to nets

sibutu

shoal offish by
jumping down from
canoes in a body
sit down clumsily in a

butia

(poetic variations: bwita, bewta) flowing
tree, (Frangipani [?]) wreath of flowers
hung on the hair. Expr.: Ku meya agu butia
a gugwalem, bring my wreath, I take from
you. (a flirting maneuver)

group
koubutu

drive over. /

koubutum silami, the
butu

sorcerer has cast a

drive, drive off, beat, sound, take flight. /
butuwosi, he produced a song. Kupistaku,
gala ku vabutu! Go gently, don t stamp.
butuweaka, long
vabutu
drive off, e.g. fowls
yobutu
drive away, (men,
animals) e.g. with a
stick. Iyobutubutu,
driving away
katubutu
1. drive off, v.g. brids
by throwing spears at
2. lull a child to sleep.

vakakbutu

disease on you.
/ vakabutu kova, he
drove off with fire,
v.g mosquitoes with
firestick

kabibutu

engage people for
work, e.g. carrying in
taitu from garden

butubutu

vibrations of

footsteps, drums, etc.
butula

1. sound of footfall, noise of a village at

See kabutuvatusi.
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play or at work, of rain or wind in the bush,
of surf, of animal crashing through the bush.
butuveaka, uproar. 2. renown, good fame,
noteriety, reputation. Butum gaga,
senagaga. Your reputation is bad. 3. news,

menses]

le ma bulula, news came. See luluwala

buwana

bulagala.

buwala, price of intercourse, (see sebuwala)
(Malinowski root: buwa betelnut C.G. 301
(buwagu, buwam buwana) (gala buwam a
payki 11 Malinowski Sex 250)

buluwadi

suit perfectly, / bulubwadi kaile, it fitted his
floor perfectly

buyoyu / buyayu
stop somebody to talk, syn. siliboda

bwabodila

name of the Kula stage between Kwewata
and Gawa. 2. A tree (leaves for magic. C.G.
285 Tobwadodila, the magician of).

bunini

stuff with herbs, cfkaibwanina

buyagu
garden = bagala

bwabotina

bwabotila, ambush, a tree among
buyuyu
buyuya reprove, scold, speak against

mangroves.

buyukkufu(?)
forshortened v.g. limb leprosy, ??? ulcer

the red mangrove

butuma

cut off, cut short, cut the end off, See
bobobu, bobu. I lobwaku (lova + bwabu)

bwaboula

bwabu

light red soil, upland

trim (bwabu -vatu)

cut off v.g. by carelessly slinging an axe, or
by throwing it and cutting off an end of
something. Classificat. par. Bwa- For

butuyumile

numerals: bubwa, ma bwana, this bit cut
off, block of wood, mabwawena, that bit cut

butuvatusi

off. Piece of lumber, log. buuwatala, one
block, etc, bubwaiyu, two...etc. bubwavila,
a few sections, how many blocks?

drive through, v.g. fish through a net. See
butu.

buyavi/Ia or buyai/Ia
blood, buyavigu. Kala buyavi, menses, to
bleed [cf Malin. Sex agu buyavi 11 =
gurgle (as water around a boat) or in a
spring, as ground in swamp is walked on.

bwabula

bwabwaga
a tree, exuding glue from it but (kauwana)
used for catching birds.

bubwali

ku bubwalisopi, gurgle water, i.e. put a

bwabwaina

bottle under water to fill it.

getting better, improving, cf bwaina
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younger brother, younger sister, (compare
luleta, tuwala) bwadagu, bwadam, bwadala,
bwadamasi, bwadasi (sg) bwadagwa,
bwadamwa, bwodala, bwadidayasa,
bwadasamayasa, bwadumia (pi) Var.
Budala, budamwa, budagwa, bodidayasa,
bodimayasa, bodimia, bodisia, (i.e. Bwa =
Bu or Bo) Boda! (Familar) Young Um!
Yaegu bwadeli, bwadagu tupona, I am
Boadeli, my little sister is Tupona. Aviala
matosina? Bodamayasa wala. Who are
these? Just our (younger brothers or sisters)
our young folk.

bwabwau

1. storm, heavy rain, clouds 2. black, blue,
green or any dark colour. Ku gisi bwabwau
le ma kuna. See the storm, there is rain

coming. Ku sakaigu miana yabwabwau.
Give me that black one (piece of calico).
Avaka bwabwaulal Galayakwesi
yabwabwau, What s the black thing you are
talking about? Nothing, only black leaves.
bwaula valu, overcast, darkened, cloudy
weather, bwabwaugaga, very black..
Katabwau taitu bogwa id katubwau, bogwa
pwasa. The taitu is blackened it will soon
rot. lobwauvalu I lobwau, the weather
becomes over cast, tilibwabwau (taria,

bwadem

kala biga bi bwadem, if you think you canif you can manage it. kala giga bi bwadem,
if you think you can, if you can manage it.

tide, + bwa-bwau) deep water, kobwabwau
vavagi, a black thing, utabwabwau, smuts,
black specks (syn. Kuwabwabwau); other
classifiers: kai-bwabwau, pili-bwabwau etc.

bwadi
bwadala

to meet, to meet together; to close; deriv. to
suit, to fit, to become, act, to match, to agree

sebwadi

with. See boda inf. Gala teitala bwadi

vitobwadi

stop up

Ku bwadi som wa keda, Meet your mate on

the road. / bwadigu, he met me (deriv. it

entrance

suits me, it fits me, it becomes me) Matouna

lobwadi

tauyam-yam I bubwagegu (redul. form)
That fellow meets me every day. Gala I
bwadi, does not fit, match, agree with.

kibwadi
silibwadi

yolubwadi

meet to; make

equivilant to.
gala bwadi
not right, not equal
close right up
katubwadi
basi, completely full,
bisibwadi
v.g. a bwaima
vakabwadi

gigibwadi
kambwadi

half meet, meet

poorly, not properly,

kobwadi

meet with fire,

tobwadi
kanabwadi
tobudaki

/f5$ffiP\

make stand in the

way, make blocked,
by an obstacle in an

yamagu, I was stronger than all of them.

budaki

put in the way; block,

v.g. to smoke out a
big lizard
to stand in the way
(kenu) lie in the way
to stand in the way of,

kalibwadi

to get in the way
close with hand, e.g. a
rat hole, a small break
prevent, stop
make blocked,

constipate
blind together
(kam, eat + bwadi)
stuffed up, chlled
stiffrn v.g. by cold, in
a rice bag.
meet, around, e.g. by
surrounding fish with
nets, or blocking
passage with nets.
meet, through, e.g.
fish by net across
their track.
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kabwadi

continually met, blocked, prevented, etc.
bdatala, one company, buditinigesi, a
single body of men. kakayabwadi
shut
off, from swiming, taboo for bathing; (v.g. a

shut off; have nothing
to do with (v.g. two
people will quarrel
and cut one another

tabwadi

water in which someone has been kill, or a

off)
cut off, v.g. fish by
throwing stones or
flashing a torch; to
block v.g. a hole in
the wall by piece of
matting; or the way of
a small animal, e.g. a

leper has bathed. migibwadi,Xo take after in
appearance (See Malinowski Coral Gardens.
237 ; the vaboda kankweda and the vaboda

kadumalaga—X\\t closing up of the front part
and the closing up of the roads against
hunger and ill luck) (magic). Bokovili boko
ila, boka ila, chase, follow. See bwakuli.

fowl

yobwadi

close, block, v.g. by
rebuilding a broken

bwaga
See bwagi, short, insufficient.

section of a fence

lulubwadi

vabwadi

bwagabwaga
1. a tree 2. short, ignorant (see bwagi).

meet round, /

lulubwadi lopola, he
belted his belly.
block, stop, v.g. by
putting a foot in a

bwagau
sorcerer, master of evil magic, devil-man,
devil. Expr. / tuvaluwa wowola bwagau
(He is badly accustomed to the bwagau) he

hole in a canoe. See

inka vaboda

pilibwadi

(pali + bwadi) stop

does not fear the sorcerer. Bugwau, to
ensorcel, to bewitch, to perform black magic
against; see bulati, I kwiai bita lukisa
gugwadi; Ku mesa bugau I lilolasi bi
bugwaumi.

up, e.g. a gateway or

style by blocking
completely.
boda

met, sufficient, equivalent, etc. (Neuter,
passive, of bwadi) budavagasi, met
exactly, block completely.. Budeya, met
with, stop with, etc. Kam boda wala bu
kwau, just take a sufficency for you (enough
for you). Ku meiya tuvaila, gala I boda,
bring some more, it is not sufficient.
taboda,\i is blocked, stopped up. bisaboda
filled up, stuffed up. talaboda, met, v.g. by
someone going to meet, kaboda, be cut off,
v.g. by an angry parent, or someone after a
quarrel, kaliboda, met (see kalibwadi).
leboda met, v.g. a bush pig by a snake.
(kari-budaboda Malin. See budoboda).
Tosilaboda, yokul You are a preventive
person (see silibwadi). Budaboda, being

bwagi

make short, insufficient, shorten, deprive.
Expr. Tau boge I bwagi, the man is late
(has been delayed), kobwagi, peck, trifle
with food, / kobwaga kaula, the food is
insufficient, a kowagi, a sakaim, I break off
a little to give you. katubwagi, make
insufficient, make inferior, Expr. Tagaku
katubwagi som, don t make short your
mate, i.e. don t hit him and make him

angry, unconscious, etc. a libwagi, ulo
kone, I lessen my charge, a tabwagi, ulo
waga, I cut short (my work) (on) my canoe.
/ saubwagi, megava or meguva, he learned
magic incompletely (see sau). I lobwagUgo
short. I lobwagi poulatala lapi, we went
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short on a patch of oysters (e.g. canoe filled

bwailala

with water, the diver was not able to gather

flower in full bloom

all). / vakabwagi, kai, the tree burned
incompletely, e.g. a tree fails to fall by
reason of the fire going out. / vakabwagi
kova, the fire went out. / nigibwagi (nagi,
place+ bwagi) he sets out insufficiently,
v.g. in a sagali. A kibwagi, ulo bagula, I

bwailigu
See bwaina.
bwailimila /bwalimila

south east. South east trade winds.

weeded insufficiently my garden; a
kisibwagi, I weeded it insufficiently. See
kisi. A gigibwagi, kaulo see gani, I bit into
the food a little (fail to eat all up. A
kabwage kaulo, I fail to eat up the food. A
vali bwagi (see vali) I dug out completely.
poulata vigola, a patch of shell fish.
tokaliga bwaga, one subject to fainting.

bwaima

the store house for yams, (a house for other
than dwelling purposes C.G. 257, (syn
bomaliku C.G. 257 bwaima- goregori).
bwaima-veaka (boma-veaka) a common
shelter house (without yam crate) to
accommodate a crowd of visitors.

bomitoula, the bwaima of the chief; a very
large one, the contents are left untouched, in
case of famine coming, (bomilala).
bomisisula subsidiary bwaimas of chief s
wives, cooking bwaima. bomkekitaa small
one. bwemagisa, a show one. bweimayami,
a beflagged one (see p 258). See liku- (see
technical terminology of the bwaima: in
Mai. C.G. p 260 (see sokwaipa).

bwaigila
1. ravage of rats or mice 2. expr.: Agu

bwagila I makayagu, my loses have come to
me, a man has dreamed of his dead relatives

- my loss to avoid speaking the name.
bwaguma

meaness, kala bwaguma (his meaness) he is
mean, stingy, (sexual appetite Malinowski
CCL329)

bwaimatila

to tend the garden, one at a time, by night,
(of the old men connected with magic)
Tomwaya I bwaimatilasi, taitala kwaitala
bogi, titala kwaitala bogi, the old men work
at night each.

bwagwagu
talk big, boasting
bwai

pfx. See bo.
bwaimatila magila
describing a fair skinned person

bwaibwai

1. green coconut (and especially the drink,
it s water) Ku mwenasi bwaibwai ta momsi,
climb up and let s drink green coconuts. 2.
See bwayala (redupl.)

bwaina

good, well, properly, nicely, etc., sena
bwaina, very good. Bwaina senela,
extremely good. Bwainalalal Good (
emphatically). Rather good, not bad, really
good, certainly good. Simwakaiuna ke?
Bwainalal It is sweet? Rather! Ku ligaiwa
gaga! Bwainala (cut out the bad, have only
the really good.) Bwaina-wokuva entirely

bwaigula
the butia tree in full bloom
bwaikwaku

a fish
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good. Makwainapeta bwaina wokuva, That

(??), love. / mitukubwaili la kwava, he

basket full is good. Formula of beauty: (
see Touluwa, old chief of Omarakana, to
Malinowski Sex 260) Migila
bubowatu(round) matala kuvikekita (small);

loved his wife. / bwainaki, amakawala
kamwenala? Bwainakil How like it s taste.

Good. (To. For) Ninibuliki bubwailila,
sena bubwaibila matouna inia, he likes fish

very much. Bonavagasi entirely good. /
yoboboni (syn. yobwaili \see sup.) to heat

kabubula kaikekita; kudual sena

kobwabwau (blackened, kudula sene
kabutwatu). bwainigaga, extremely good,
(badly well), Bwaina kel Sena bwaina gaga
I kugwa, it is good, it is extremely good, it s
number one. kaminibwaita, (things)
appearance good) beautiful, nice- waga
kaminibwaita, a splended canoe.
tomitukwaibwaita (f) handsome, in health.
naminabwaita, (f) in health, pretty,
beautiful. Tomitukwaibwaila (m) (one
acting quite well) a generous, upright man .

well, look well after; love, favour, /
yoboboni la kwava, he loves his wife. /
yoboboni kala I katubiasi bi bwaina, he
likes to arrange his (food) (so that) it is well
(storing in bwaima).
bwaina manum

very soft, very gentle
bwai wala

namitukwaibwaila (f) (one acting quite
well) a generous, upright woman.
Bwabwaina better, getting better. Taga

nevertheless

tokwatoula? Bogwa sitana I bwabwaina,
But the sick man? He is getting better. Gala

white heron (the Bwaituva formula: see
magic for pregnant ? Malin Sex 181 ?)

bwituva

I bwabwaina ba watem, it would not be so

#^

nice if I were to hit you. Iyobwaili(treat

bwakuli

well) love, behave well. (syn. yoboboni; see
infra). Iyobuliki, (hold well to) love,

(see bokuli) to follow. Yoku ku kugwa, igau
Yaegu ba bwakulem. You go first, I will

behave well towards.

follow later.

/ katubulaki ,(make compeltely good to) ex.
to preserve, (as soft earth would a coconut
or egg). Bwainapwaipwaiya I katubulaki
luya. Isibulaki (be good to) to match.
Miyana calico Isibulaki sena bwaina, this
calico matches very well. / tobulaki (stand
well to) face towards, pose- ku tobulaki
pela salibu, pose for photo, ku tobulakeigu
matam matagu, face me face to face, eye to
eye. bu mitubulaki (treat well with), inia
taga tutuana bi kaini kaiyom, preparewell
the fish lest the bones stick in your throat. /
kanabwailaki, (lie well to) well set, as table
or chair on its four legs, kaiyala I
katubwailaki bulukwa (right well to it) the
spear hit the pig well and truly. / mitubwaili
kaiyala, he watched well the spear (that it
did not hit him). I mitukubwaili heat well

bwala

house, dwelling, bulaveaka, a large house, a
chief s house, family house, bulakekita, a
small house, a chief s private sleeping
house. See lisiga. buaula, a large house in
which many dependents are accommodated
or fed. See ula. bwalatoula, a real house,

fit to accommodate a fair number of people.
Kwatulisa bwala? -Bwalatoula- how is the

house? It s the real thing. Sena bulabola
lopola-very housy inside, i.e very spacious.
bwalaga
a kuvi (yam)
bwalasi

sneeze, bogwa I bwalasi, he just sneezed.
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(comp. Asia) / bubwalasi, he is sneezing.

water. Bulitigaga, gala sitana bita gisi
lopola babawa, deep water (bad) we (can)

bwalata

not see the bottom inside at all.

see bulati
bwasa

rigour, power. Agu bwasa, I am strong. /
bwasa wowola, he is powerful.

bwaleta

tree with poisonous sap.
bwali

bwasi

watch, yausa, bulibwali

(Dobu word) a-gu bwasi! Exclamation when
working. My strength! (see agu tovakil)
Tokakabwasi= kabwagi.

bwalibwalita

cf bwarita, deepening
bwasis
small end of a bunch of bananas

bwalimila

south-east. See Bwailimila.
bwata

time, month. Classifier for lengths. Bwata
lewa, a length of stick. Agu bwata, natana I
toto, My time one months stands, i.e. I have
one month to go to finish, (v.g. a work
contract) Bita bwatasi milamala, tubukona
bi la o uula kai bitayobasi. We will keep
the (month) of the milamala, (as) the moon
goes to the base of the trees, we will drive
out (the spirits). / sebwatisa, gala sitana(?)
Bi sulayamyam. They keep on, without the
least mistake at any time.

bwalodila

wild pig, bush pig, savage; kitolina
bwadodila, wild honey; tobwalodih, wild
man; bwalodila urya{l) bush arrowroot.
bwalu

leaf blight of taro
bwamata

(bwa (bubwatala) + mata) a dead fire stick;
a piece of firewood from the fire that has
gone out.

bwatabwata
bwanawa

months and months, forever. Yam-bwata-

half formed tubers of taitu. Taitu bogwa I
katupomasi bita banisa bwanawa, when the
taitu (vine) is branching out, we will find
bwana, see basi.

yambwata, months of days, always.
Kwaitala yam ba tula, kwaitala yam ba
bwaita, I will wait a day, I will wait another
day. Cf milibwata, round moon like. Malin
Sex 249. Cf yapila

bwarita

(dialectic and poetic: Bolita bwanita) sea;
ocean. Waga I kokewasi wa-bwarita,
canoes are sailing on the sea. Sena mamala,
ta mweisa o bwarita, It s very shallow, let s
away to the sea. (deep water), bulitaveaka,
deep water, kai kaiwanaku I sekwalisa, I
kusa sena bulitaveaka, they sounded (with)
a long pole, (but) (it was) short, very deep

bwati

break into lengths, / bwati kai. mabwasina.
biwatala, cf. bubuwatala, bwabu
bwau

blackened. See bwabwau.
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bwaula

(see bwabwau) smoke, haze, of burning
things. Sena bwaula valu, the village is very
hazy with the smoke of (cooking) fish.
Malin. Sex 128 The necrogenic bwaulo.
Invisible to common eyes, appears to a
witch as a black cloud shrouding the
village... dangerous to kinsmen.

bweiga
nothing to do, leisure. Cfsibweiga
bwesi

make water: / la be bwesi, he went to the
W.C..
bwesila

bwawa

urine. Mabwesila baisa? What s this p..?
Trim branches off logs, cf. lakisi.

elephantiasis- / bwawa yamala (?), his leg
is swollen with (elephantiasis), kala bwawa
(his swelling) he has elephantiasis.

moisten. / bwibwi calico, she moistened the

bwibwi

calico

bwaya

fragrant, / nutu vanai bwaya, he was
fragrant from crushed bouguet.

bwiki

drip on, sprinkle on, dampen. / bwikiegu, it
dripped on me.

bwayala
1. momento, something to remind of, to

remember by. wound. 2. Something to
occupy one s hands, a plaything; something
to entertain one s hosts with v.g. tobacco.
Mapwaninana bwayala kabilia, that hole,
(of a spear in a tree) is a memento of the
war. Tokinibogwa apwaisewa baisayoku,
ulo bwayala la gia baisa. Long ago I
worked for you, my rememberence is the
boring there. Bwaibwaya, I go with a play
thing— a bwaibwayakuvi, I play with a kuvi
(looking to see how it is growing).
Bubwayla-ta nanota gala bubwayala, we
went empty handed, without a plaything,
Gala bubwayam ku lilola wala, you have
nothing (to occupy) your hands, a small axe,
tomahawk, handbag, knife, stick, etc.) You
are just going along.

bwaulatabu

water closet

D
d
dadam

a herb (fleshy stem, large leaves used to
wrap food when cooking)
dadana

edge, - ku saili o dadana, put it on the edge.
- ku siwa o dadana baleko - Stop away on

the edge of the garden plot (comp. dadeda)
dadeda

1. strip. - dadeda wala bita takaiwasi bita
losa. We'll go and cut the strip first (of
cutting round the boundaries of garden.) 2.
a tree, more properly sedededa.

bweani

(sometimes bweyani) red
dadoga
crooked.- Sena dadoga kai, gala sivana
dualilia, A very crooked tree, not the least

bwebutu

blunt

bit.

/ffBN
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house. (See didagi) dagi/sasa pull at base of
cassowary feathers, feathered headress Ust.
Ba Bila dagi/sasa.

dadeimi

(dadaimi) falling to pieces, pull to pieces;
obliterate. Bogwa bwala i dadaimi- the
house is falling to pieces. KuKodidaimi

dagu

bwala, Pull down the house. / Katu-didaimi
bwala- knock down a house (violence

soak. Ku dagu calico wa sopi, soak the
calico in the water, (comp. dagi) I dagu
valu, everyone asleep.

implied); / katudidaiminotala lewa, - he
knocked down a stick, i vataisi, iyodidaimi

la bwalasola - they quarrelled, (one) pulled
down the other's house. / vadidaimi,

dagugu

knocked down with the foot, i kisidaimi -

droop. Lala i dagugu, the flower droops. Ku
sinata, kulum i dagugu. Comb (your hair)
it's lying down.

take to pieces, (with hands, a watch, writing
on blackboard). / lodidaimi slash down, i
sididaimi waga he breaks down a canoe by
sitting on it. i Todidaimi peta, the basket
standing crumbled, (an old basket filled with
yams). / vakadidaimi bwala, he burnt the
house down, i tadidaimigam, - he cut down

dagula

(dagala) feather, digulela mauna, the bird's
feathers. Agu dagula makaina morabau .
That's my feather, The white Lily.

the defence.
daima

digging stick, planting stick, daimala
bogula, - digging sticks for the garden.
Expr. - Ku weya deimala matam, Beat the
digging stick of your face, i.e., your
plaything, not for the garden. Similarly, Ku
weya daimala valu, bwala.

dadila

inspect.
if*V

dadoka

craving for fruits, (compare vikeya, hunger
for fish, pig)
Nasusuma bi ka-dodokasi - pregnant women
will crave (fruit)

daka

thirst, Sena agu daka). I am thirsty! (See
dadoka?) Avaka dakala! Dakala bagula.
What's the thirst (from)? (From) gardening.
daku pitch and toss, Waga i dakwa.

dadoya
Wet after rain; rain-water lying about;
muddy (See dalewa)
Ina dadoya valu: what a wet place!

dakuna

stone. - See dikumaga etc., binabina

ladder, steps, - Ku vitau daga, - set up the
ladder. Expr. - Agu daga matouna bi
pilasegu kaiwala ba wosi. He is my support
to help me sing my tune.

dala

family; consanguinity; clansmen. - Dalegu:
inagu, bwadagu, tuwagu, luguta, kadagu, ba
dou "Dalegu". My dala, my mother, my
young brother, elder brother, sister, uncle, I
call them my dala .(dalasi, dalasi) of

dagi
to load; to put into; / didagi la gugua wa
waga. He is putting his belongings into the

kumila.

canoe.

I didagi bwaima,.Hc's loading the yam
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on blackening (in mourning).

dalewa

a sheet of rain water; a lake. See dadoya.
Dadoya wa dumia.

dauwai

wowola, tired, discouraged, (with continual
rain, hunger, thirst) (comp dali)
dauwelu - / dauwelu wowola. Eager
excited, v.g. those watching a dance and
wanting to join.

dali

tire, (compare leki, tire with heavy work), to
make drowsy, listless
sena kweveakayagila i dali wowogu, - the
very big wind tires me.
/ dilidali la wotunu - he is tightening up his
string. Sena i dilidali
sena dilidali wowola, he is very sick, very
listless. See dara. Comp. dauwai
wowola- they tire him very much- in a
quarrel.

dayada
Seeyadi - i dayada kena (he rubs the lime
stick etc)

dayadayasi
a variety of fish
dayaga
shallow; shallows; Bita mweisa o bwarita

dani

compress between the hands. / danisa biya.
Tagaku danisa, don't compress it. - / kausa
sila kutiwa, i dinidanisa - they take grated
coconut and squeeze it.

taga bi madedasi
o-dadaga - let us away to deep water lest we
ground of the shallows.

danuma

dayana

a kuvi (yam)

lazy. Sena to-dayadayana Yokwal You are
a very lazy person, dedawaga (kav) See
didawaga.

dara

(dala) stale, (offish, food, etc.). See dali
Inia bogwa i dala, the fish is already stale.

degila

an epiphytic orchid (the yellow fibres form
its stem used to plait belts and armlets).
See digagegila.

darewa

See talewa.
dau

- i dau matala, weak sighted of kau

deidaya
light brown; todeidaya, light skinned;
yodeidaya, light brown (hair).

dauta

deiga

frigate bird

elephantiasis in the leg. (cf. bwawa, in the
arm, pwapwa, in the testicles)
Expr. Baisa tuwam i lou taga buku la, kam
deigal Your elder brother committed
suicide there. Don't go, your elephantiasis!
(belief being that one would get this disease
from contact with one's brother's blood.)

davi or dai

/ daisa kuvi, they support the yam, by tying
it between two sticks. See kaidai.
davila

(daila) change. I davila migila, I kum koula
- he changes his appearance (face) he rubs
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deigu
calm, O valu kwaitingesideigul O! what
uniform weather! What calm/ Ku deigusi,
keep quiet.

Desi kiboul Enough (of your) secretiveness
(v.g. in catching fish and eating them all
one's self on the quiet)
deni

deli

together with; with; and. / ma deli, - he
came with (him, them) - Ku ma deliyaegu.
Come with me. Iyosisa tolam deli malop.
They caught mullet and sea-trout.

it is enough! (at sufficiency) -E deni ba ba
tulatula. It's alright I'll wait.
desila

enough of it, stop it.

delim' ku mesa

deu

(with thee, you came) = you came with

a raft. Syn. Kainadou. mwadeu, name of

them.

creeper.

deligu
ka mesa (with me we came) = we came

together.

deuya

weeding (the bigger weeds when the crops
are advanced) Vivila i deuyasi, the women
are rough weeding.

delitala

/f!$!\

one company. Delitala madelina le mesa,
That is one company coming, delitinigesia
single company. Delitinigesi bita losa,
We'll go in a body, madelina, this group
coming, madelina.

diani

(See ex. dubumi) I dianisa latusi gala wala i
pwaisewa i sisu wala. They spoiled their
child he does not work at all—to indulge.
dibidibi

sweet; mild (of tobacco)

deliigilela

- (yagila)- and wind! i.e., rain and wind
(Kunela deli igilela)

dibilela

red chilies
delivisiala

rib cut, on a pig- e delivisialal All skin and

dibudaduma

bones!

See dabuma.

Bogwa e delisa - they are together, i.e., in
line, (v.g. feather's in dancer's hair)

dida

See dilideili. Delimwatusi i losa o si valu.

cicada.

They all go home in a body.
didagi
See desi.

see dagi - / didadodigasi - they are leaving,
i.e, getting everything aboard.

desi

didaimi

enough! No more! Stop it! - Desi wala!
Just so! Desi savali, stop (your) rudeness!
Desi ku kwatupoi tuveila, you can ask again.

See dadaimi. take down, take to pieces.

deni

didakwani
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itchy (didekwani) - Sena didekwani
wowogu, a kulikwali wala. My body is very
itchy, I'm only scratching.

dilideili

didawaga

dimlela

(didiwaga) box; suitcase for keeping
belongings in.

reason, kernal, meaning.
(comp. Benala etc,) Dimlegu-Dimlem.

in vitodilideili, place together, -as serving up
food.

Gala sitana dimlela i womakaisa- Not the

didedaya

See deidaya. didi, scold, dididi. Tokatudidi
(above), a scold. See didi.

least reason for it, they hit him for nothing. Kaitotapula wala, gala dimlela, only husk
no kernal. Livalela a lagi, dimlela gala a
kateva.

See dou, calling.

I heard the saying, (but) didn't understand
the meaning.

diduvakaveaka

diwana

a taitu variety

1. a fish. 2. name in a story, Tolela labuma.

digadaga
a fern (scented)

do

didou

digadegila

pfx. denoting that the action of the verb
takes places at sea. (compare possible
affinities: doumsi, sink out of sight; dom,

yellow (colour of the degila fibre)

lagoon.
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digiteuya

doba

hermit crab

grass skirt or petticoat, agudoba, my dress
(not the one I am wearing), dabegu, my

digulela

dress (the one I am wearing)

feather. See dagula. (genitive plural)
dobobu

dikumaga

a well trimmed or rounded skirt

(dikumaguva) solid rock, unmovable rock
in sea or on land. (See dakuna)
dikumwagau, a movable stone, Syn.

dobu

white coconut cabbage (in the heart of
coconut top) - Bogwa molu bita komasi kada

dikumomta

dubusi, it's famine now, let's eat our

solid rock. Dikunela inia. See kaboma.

talk in one's sleep

coconut cabbage. Comp. Niwalina - dobula
luya.
Gumdubudobu, man in the prime of life.
dabula, collapsed, fallen in. cf. dabwali.

dilidali

dobwana

stale, see dali.

(dobwana) (comp. dabala) - head, top dabwana, top of a tree, dobwana waga,
end of a canoe (prow), - dobwana kayala,

dikwadikwa

jPK
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end of a spear(by which it is thrown)

dolapula
appear at sea, come in sight at sea.

O

dobwana koya, on top of mountain.
dobwana megwa
end of spell, dobwana wosi, end of a song.

doki

suppose, imagine, take for granted.
(Compare to (ma) of Motu). Avaka ku doki?
What do you suppose? A doki i bwaina, a
kau a weya i katuvi: I took it for granted
that it was alright, I took it and struck with it

dodewa

fine up (weather) 01 nani bi dodewa bita
losa o-valu O! that it would fine up quickly,
(so that) we might go home.

and it broke.

dodiga

ku dokila!

See dagi (didagi) load, stow.

What did you expect?

dodom

dokinikani

sea weed (long and flat leaves)

the Giant of the Caves at Labai, etc.

dodou

dom

1. a calling, See dou to call. 2. a bird, (in
mangroves) 3. small boy in Kula crew, (see
Malin.)

1. lagoon (comp. Lumata) 2. perish (see
doum) taga bogwa la dom: Lest I perish! I
must not perish! (i.e., all my relatives are
dead, I must not perish altogether.)

doga

1. tusk, v.g. of a boar, horn, claw of a crab
2. a piece of native wealth, of shell,
fashioned like a tusk. (Motu: doa)
Tubukona dogala, horns of the moon.

dosuvi

(dosui) go in, out of sight, v.g. behind an
island, point, etc.
dou

(dau) call, give name to. [kav: / doki, gave
name to] [See vakoli, kaikin]
Ku dou som, Call your mate. Am yagala i

dogina

top, head. Syn. dobwana (Motu: Dorina)

dauwem? What name did he call you?
douula, call in, v.g. members of a household
to a meal, douki, call to. doimali, call back.

dokala

measure, periphery.
dokala taitu

the measure, (periphery) of a heap of taitu.
Taitu gala ibawa, gala i weya dokala, there

doum

(see dom.2.) perish; sink; drown; Waga
bogwa i beku, i doumsi. Tthe boat sank and
they were drowned, dovili, call back.

wasn't much taitu-he didn't measure it. /

lokayadokala, return to form, weight, size.
A lokaya dokagu wowogu, I am back to my
usual form.

doya
Bi doyasi waga kaivau. They paddle a new

dokaliga

canoe.

(lit. die at sea) disappear (of a boat).
dolaba, see koidolaba, doorway
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Yuwaiola sena yadoyona, rope is very
pliant.

give in to? Nanogu a dubumi ulo kariga. I
feel in my heart my death (coming). Taga
ku dubumaki latum. Don't take any notice
of your child (said by a mother to the father
giving a child a relish when he is sick and is
inclined to refuse.)

dualilia

dubukasala

straight. Kai sena dualilia. - the tree is very
straight. Syn. duosisia- Ctr. dadoga - See

(dabala i kasai) headstrong; obstinate;
disobediant. Isiyaga dabam kasai, todubakasalayoku! Truly your head is hard!
You are an obstinate person, (compare
isiyaga pwapwasa dabam: truly your head
is easy, amenable)

doyaga
(see deyaga) shallow, or reef that comes out
of the sea at low tide, doyona, pliant.
Makainakai i doyona. This tree is pliant.

dumwalu.

dubaguyau
(dabala Guyau) dubaguyayyokwal
do you think you are, a chief?

Who

dubukavivila
constellation

dubakaila

mound, higher ground, Comp. sipolala.
dubwadebula

(Compare dabwali) a place where the earth
has fallen in; a crevice in rocks; natural pits;
/ kanaweisa o raibwaga o dubwadebula, they were living away on the coral fringe, in
the pits.

dubakaiwa

(dabala o rokaiwa) I dubakaiwa, - he looks
up. Ina dubakaiwa matounal How
disrespectful he is! (not bowing down
before a chief). Bita laguvasi o
dubakaiwana, let's go up to the lookout.

dubwali

(dubwani) (see dabwali) fill in. / dubwali
mesa. He fills in the hole. / dubwalipeta,
empty a basket.

dubasimila

a fish
dubumi

believe; rely on, trust; realise. Avakapela
ula biga gala i dubumi? Why didn't he
believe my word? Gala toulayoku, gala a

comfort, refresh, as with betel nut

dubumem. You are not a real sort of a

dudubuna

person, I don't believe /1 don't trust you.
Sena kaimwau kai va didagisa, mitaga gala
i salili waga, gala i dubumi mwau, sena
kaipeula waga, We shipped very heavy

round, smooth, - Gala sitana pitupitu,
dudubuna wala, - not at all rough, quite

timber but the boat did not sink down, it

round.

dubwani

smooth. Nadudubuna: tubukona, the round

moon. Kwedudubuna: vavagi, - something

didn't feel the weight, a very strong boat.
Ku doki mwau tagayaegu, ba kau gagabila,
gala sitana a dubumi mwau, You think it is
heavy, but I took it easily, I didn't feel it's
weight at all. Avaka ku dubumi avaka ku
diani? - What do you obey? What do you

dududu

make an indiscriminate noise; go pell- mell.
/ dududu nim o taigagu, a mosquito whines
in my ear. - Bogwa le losa. i dududusi, they
have gone off pell mell. (v.g. to see a fight)
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dugula

dumwalu

Seewodudu. crook of the arm

smooth, even straight, Ba dumwalu, I'll
straighten it. (See dualilia)

duku

1. a large vine, (used for pulling out canoe
logs) 2. to leave one's self without
(tobacco) a lalasi i wokuva, bogwa la duku,
-1 gave away (tobacco) till it was finished,
and left myself short, kapitunena duku, a
spell inaugurating the work over the log for

dumwani

swallow, Taga ku dumwani tutuwaneladon't swallow the bones.

dumyeli
carry away in the stream

canoe.

dumyelu
melt, Posa bogwa bi dumyelu, bi milisopi bi
mwa, -the fat will melt, will go like water,
and come away.

duli

(duduli) put ends together; put side by side;
Gedena Gadena i duli, he put them root tip
-/'duduli usi- cut banana leaves into tiny
strips; card, (see duriduri) See dulu.

dunedune

matala, sleepy, (dunedune is a Dobu word.)
duri (la) 1. a bunch of fruit (as oranges,
which do not really bunch) Ma-dulina; Ma
duliwena; - this, that, bunch of fruit. 2. of
relatives (numerous but scattered in
different villages) durigu.

dulitala, one bunch.
dulila

See durila.
dulu

in sivadulu. -va-duli.- abreast. See duli.

dum- classifier, smooth, or insiduous action.

duriduri

(duliduli) See duli - a fibre - belt. Ku meya
agu duliduli ba gigila lopogu, Bring me my
belt, -1 must bind tight my belly.
duweduwa kola duweduwa arrogance, self

dumali

bend. - Sena mwau koni, bogwa i dumwali
kaitakewa, bi tawala

The load is very heavy, it is bending the
carrying stick (so that) it will break.

assertion.

dumdum, see kaisai i dumdum.

duya
1. the baler shell. 2. classif. for openings
in bush: duya-tala waya, one creek,

dumia

"swamps" duyaveaka, large, of a creek or
river, duyawauau, long, of a creek or river
maduyana, this maduyasina, those.

fresh-water swamp, dumkini, take line of
least resistance
dumwademwa

slippery; bland (of taste) v.g. castor oil.

E

Sena dumwadamwa keda, - a very slippery
road.

1. pronounced as short as e in get, or long

/|PN

dumwakwani

as e in fete or as a in late.

itchy, / dumwakwani kaikegu - my leg is
itchy.

2. changes to A: we la tuta; at the time. -
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wa bagula, in the garden- to 0 in dipthongs:
i woiya i waiya, iweiya - he hits, to i,
lega hear, ligalega, hearing.
3. Colloquial assent. - Magim tobacco ke?
E - Do you want tobacco? Yes.
4. An interjection to hold attention when
narrating. And..
5. Sometimes 3rd. per. v. par. E nukwali he knows (for i)
6. (ai, ei) at, while, during, by E bogi, at

gaba

in the reduplicative"gabagaba", a pounding
word, a patter used for pounding taroes, etc.
for vegetable pudding.
gabaku
bow, (kayala, arrow; wotunu, string) <Gobaku> (kaikwanisa, arrow)
Gabaku ba lai ba weiya inia. Gabeni
government.

night, by night, - E kota, at anchor, while at
gabi
carry on the head; I gabi la koni. She carries

anchor.

her load.

eaubada

Dobu word for 'God"

gabila
emeima

gobila, carrying.

Ina gabila moi. What a

this side, at this side, this side of, Eweiwa

load of mats.

yalumgwaemeimaMoligilagi, o-luala
bagula- Yalumgwa is on the far side,
moligilagi this side, and the garden in

gabogi
morning, - syn. kaukwau.

between. Esaesa. see To Esaesa

[Malinowski - headman] wealthy.

gabu

eweiwa

beyond, on the far side, the other side of.

roast, burn, - Kaulo i gabu, i kabwasi, - he
grills food, he cooks himself (a light meal).
See Sulu, Kumbi Ina Gibugwabu- what a

See emeima.

burn off: Gabu

gabula

G

beard, (gabulagu, my beard), kimwam
gabulala, the beard of your chin,
chin, kalagabula, beard.

g

gadi
bite. Igadiyamagu, he bit my hand. (See
geda) (gegeda)

ga

sfx. - however, and, but, (similiar to the
Latin "autem ") Matouna bi siwa, Yokwa

buku ma-ga - he will stay away but you will
come. - Ba la ba kai-ita-ga - I'll go and
come back, (expression for going to school)
often heard as gwa, and stool with some
intensification of meaning of surprise,
interrogation, or dissent.

gigadi,
biting, bites
gidageda
biting, painful aches. I gidageda lopogu.
My inside aches.
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gadileya

gagi

(i gadi kala leiya) consumed with passion,

prize open. I gagi lapi, he opens the oysters

anger.

gadimolu
i gadimolu, consumed with hunger.
gidivilem giditanem, hurt you more and
more.

gadoi
upright sticks in a log fence, stake, stockade.
kawakali bulukwagadoi, upright sticks set
up in lieu of a fence and charmed to drive
away the bush pigs, (see Malin. C.G. II.

gagabila
(comp Gabi, carry, hence carryable) light,
permissible. Koni gagabila, - a light load.
Kai gagabila, - light timber. Expr. Gala
avaka bomala, gagabila. There is no
prohibition, it is permissable. kaigagabile,
rite of lightness. Malin. Argon - to give
lightness to logic, mwau.
gai

1. a tree, (ebony) 2. raise up.

Text. 78)

galaluwa

gaki
a viyaki

black soil

galabuma

squeal (as a pig) loud, protect.
galausena

squirt. Seegilosi
gali

bite, chew; gigali, biting
gaga

bad, wrong, nasty, - gaga kai, bad tree. -

gaga bubunela, bad manners, gala valu, bad place; - gaga migila, a nasty face ; biga
gaga, bad talk, swearing. Baisakeda gaga,
this is the wrong road, iyogagi, hurt injure,
spoil. / yogagegu- he did mewrong, he

gala
not; no; without- neither, nor, nothing.
galawala not at all nothing at all.
gala i
vagi he did not do; Buku ma ke? Gala.
Will you come with me? No.

togweluva, nanolagala, - a lunatic has no
mind - is without mind, gala la valu, gala
veyola, tomakava wala: neither home nor
kindred, just a nobody. / meyasa gala- they
brought nothing, gala i bawa - not many, a
few. gala toboweni, not many, a few. gala
taitala, no one. gala availa, there is no one
who gala ambeisa, no where, togalagala.
outsider, to go away, togilagala, destitute.
Gala as means of comparison: In song,

Gala migua tan migiu kineta, Your face is
white as coconut cream.

treated me badly. Makaina bwains,
makawena gaga, - this (tree) is good, that
not so good. Gagenal Very bad! Bad luck!
Meaning of Gaga- Baisa lena gaga; gaga
naga; gaga mokita; see mwaubaisa; gala ta
vagi- gala!gala ta vagi! Taitala tauli wagi
mansta bi gaga, bi negwa, i mamata, i boi
gala ta vagi, ta numwailava; gala ta vagi, ta
mwasana, bi gagabile Gala ta vogi, kava

gali
See gadi et gani
gam

sign of prohibition on betelnuts etc, (plaited
coconut or other leaves) against thieves.
gamogamo

rancid, stale, sour, distasteful. Kuleya bogwa

mwala, etc. Malin Sex 393-394.
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i gamogamo, apeiki. The leavings are
sour, I don't want them.

witches). / koma leiya, i gugwau valu, he
eats ginger, he bespite the village.

ganena

gauma

fin. Agu ganena ku meyesa, Bring me the
fins, (perquisite of old men).

a bright yellow timber

gani

(gaula) taste, smell. Bogwa i sui gaula, the
taste (of fire or smoke) has gone in.

gauna

bite into. See gali gadi ginigani, gnawing.
Ina ginigani wadolal What a biting mouth,
what a sharp tongue!
gana

beach washed by the waves. O kudula gana
(on the teeth of the beach) - on the edge of
the ocean, togana, one who rouses,
upbraider. (See todidi, tomali, totoli)

gautu

(gabu-ututana) half burnt, (of roasted yams,
or in cooking, of yams burnt on the bottom
of the pot.
gayasu

plant sp.

gapusa

gagewis

plug, (compare uwa)

petals of the kaibivibwi.

Igasi
name; Dimdim si bwala, tomwaga i gasi

grove on top of mast for rope to pass over

"Sepu." The old men calledthe white
men's houses "Sepu" (sepu - an extra large
net) (comp. yagala. N.B. See/gas/.)

gegedu

gayola,

unformed speech. Gegedu biga.

gasisi

gawala

rage, fierce, gasisi makava, angry over
nothing, nagasisi, fierce, (of an animal).
togasisi, quick tempered (of a man)

go white, mouldy, (of copra flour, etc)
gaya

gatu

cut a V shaped depression in the top of a
pile, (see gayayu ingagu) (comp. Motu:

1. dirty, dirt. Seepupagatu, dirty 2. a tree

kata (kata): Rore: Kaka)

gau

gayega

expel from the mouth by blowing (to season
food, flesh food) iden. to prohibit by magicBuyavila ipakala i gau bulukwa (when) the
blood is dry, they season the pig. (Sinaketa,

shake. Likukiku i ma, i gayega bwala,
(When) the earthquake came, the house
shook.

gayewo, paijamu flower, petals Malin Sex

Wakuta,) (with leiya ginger). Kaigau, name
of the death magic, (performed at a

955

person's death), leiya is charmed and the
chewed stuff (kaui) scattered by the mouth
all over the village, against the kayoyowa,

gayu

fork, (of trees) (see gaya) (gaya + yu)
Kai i gayayu, Gaya tola i mwemwa,
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gayatala i mwemwa: the tree forked, one
branch this side, one that.

gelai
(gei + lavi) / gelaisa wata, set up a net, to go
as when hunting wild pigs.

ge

pfx. signifying "not." See Gala - not found
in common speech but in magic and song.

flea

gea

geguda

(Kitava word) not (gala), geata raw,
uncooked, of genata.

immature, sour, sharp (musical note). /
geguda igau, gala bi mwanogu, It's still
immature, it will not ripen (v.g. bananas).
gegola, gegudala valulu, premature birth .
gegola, chewing

geba
a cloth round the head, sort of turban worn

genigeni

by old men (Seetugebi)
gegina
gebageba
a fish, the hammerhead shark

in kasigegina, to snarl. ( comp. gigila).
gei

gebile

lift up; push up; (Seegogebila) <See gabi>
i gebile koni, - she lifts a load (by getting
her head under it). Taitu i gebile
pwaipwaia, the yams push up the soil (in
growing.)

lame. 1. gekaikela, lame. See pern, to-gei,
bandy legged, gei matala, distorted sight.
kalagei, bandiness, lameness, geikaikela,
bandylegged. 2. handle of a hand net
3. apart, scattered, disintegrate gesiyai,
katugeiyai.

gebolo

geisi

centre compartments; carrying
compartments in a canoe.

tear off, tear open; wrench apart. I geisi
bua, he tears betelnut. I gegeisi, tearing
apart.

gegoba tree sp.

iyugeisi waga, - the canoe breaks apart. /
katugeisi- wrench apart, - v.g. taking yams
out of the ground breaking the tuber from
the stem, tageisi, cut apart, cut up. I
vageisi kainavari bulukwa, - the pig goes
about tearing roots. / kabigeisi, i kigeisi,
tearing apart in the hands. / kogeisi, break
off. / sigeisi, break apart by sitting on. /
utugeisi kuvi, break off a bit of yam (the rest
remaining in the ground). / wogeisi, strike
apart, (torn apart by a stroke)

gegila

gela

small red parrot; the totem of the
Tokulabuta. (seekumila)

call, chirp, warble, (of animals birds etc.,
making any kind of a noise). / gilagela, it
is calling, warbling, etc., gilisuvasiwa,

geda
biting, bitter, (see gasi) = gani.
gedena

tap root growing tip of a tuber (the end from
which the new roots will come) Taitu

gedenala gegeata raw, uncooked.
gegeda

biting, - Gegeda biga. - (see gadi, geda)
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shriek.

koma, he ate a little piece raw.

gelivilavi
or Gelivilai, 5th month after the Milamala,
January.

mushroom

gelu
1. to man. Kugelusa waga: man the boat.

usagelu, crew 2. rib ofa canoe to which
the freeboards are fastened.

giabu

giala
See kiagiala, to do with.
gibalapula
show the face (See lapula)

gelubwaku

gibabi

a fish, genata, raw, uncooked of geata.

spike. See babi. giba, wrought gibageu,
wrought into mounds.

gepwa

1. half adrift, insecure (ofa boat) I ma

gibaki

taria i gepwa waga: the tide came up and
the boat was rolled about. I gigepwa, swing
around (ofa boat aground). 2. a Jew's harp.

straighten, (as in a vice). / gibaki kayala wa
kova, he works out his spear at the fire,

gesi

gibu

1. See geisi. 2. In taitinigesidesi g.v.

sullen, distorted, heavy, (comp. gibulua) i
gibu migila, sullen, i gibugubu, sullen, about

getana

to cry.

(to correct crookedness, and made straight)

stop, wrung of the ladder, Getanala bwaga-
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Getanala daga.

gibula

geu

mound of the kwarota (mound bird, - sp.

cf gabula kwaigibu migila, ugly;
togibugibu migila, sullen, down. / kagibusa
migila, they consider ugly. / gibuki matala

wild turkey), geuna, loose, gogeuna, shaky

la mwala, the husband has alienated his

gewagewa

wife, - i.e., he sees in her face the reflection
as it were of his revilings, beatings, etc.).

lifeless, nerveless, shaky; cowardly;
shiftless. Matouna tau i gewafewa. That
fellow is lazy.

gibuki valu, - put the village out of face, v.g. by cooking bush pig in it, by
extravagant behaviour in public gigibula

I kagewagewa, he has become lifeless, - (of
a man suffering from a fatal disease).
Togewagewa a coward, lazy person, a
shiftless person.

matala, dazzled.

gewalulu
a fish, gewani dofrey

gibulaki

gibugabu

burning, roasting. See gabu.

var. of taitu.

geyata

gibulua

raw, not cooked. Kuwatala kwageyai i

put out, annoyed, indignant, angry, (comp
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gibu). Gwadi i kambulibu kala tamala, i
ma igiburua- the child scoffed his father's
food (when) he came he was annoyed.
Bogwa i giburua, he is put out.
giburokaiwa
S.E. side, C.G. 310

gilaisi
go about independently as a child after
babyhood
gimsau
compete in throwing spears. / sigigi kai, he binds it tight (v.g. the end ofa board to
prevent splitting)

gibutilawa
N.W. side, C.G. 310

ginigini
bug

gibuveaka

a large roasting of food; a main burn off in
the garden; name ofa spell for the burning
of the Liga leaves, (see gabu) gibuya,
gibugibuya, lull a child to sleep

gigibula
matala, dazzled. See gibu.
gigiku
a native fruit tree with fruit

gibwabula
boil. Sopi i gibwabula, the water boils,
(comp. gabu)

gigila
laugh, - Iyo sokunasi i gigilesi - they are

gidageda
biting, aching (See gadi)
gidaleya, flore up, get angry.

joking and laughing, gigilimakava, laugh
for nothing, gigila, laughter, gigilibosa,
giggle, titter, gigilaki, laugh at, laugh down.
gigiliwowsa, laugh inordinately.

gidawebu

a tree (the leaves redden the teeth when
chewed)

gigasisi
fierce (See gasisi).

gigilimtu
blackened (of teeth) (when teeth are
blackened with the sap of the toivila)
[Malin. gigiremutu. See 252. kudubwau]
gigisa, cf. gisi, seeing.
gigiu

gig"

bind tight with string or cloth; squeeze.
Katugigi moi, bipeula. Vagigi cramped,
Tomota i vagigisa o baleko kwekekita- (
many) people are cramped (when working)

drill, (instrument for boring hole, in shell
discs) by extension brace and bit, auger.
gigiyami, drift back and forth, as flotsam at
the beach.

on a small plot.

gilabogi

ku logigi wozunu, pull the string tight.

Kalagilabogi, he has stones (inside the
body) (according to the native ideas); the
pain might not be really due to gallstones.
gilabogila kaula- a bit of coconut flesh put

gigifivi
belt

in with cooking vegetables to flavour. /
gilabogisa- they make a "gilabogr i.e. they
charm herbs cooked gilabogi fashion, to

gigipoi
contract, squeeze
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remedy pains like of gallstones.
gilagila

/ bigili, pull out (See bia). i vigili sola, he
left his mate behind. (Comp. gilaimwa).
gilitala, one row n.g. of kaloma disks.

sliding, slithering. / visigili- gilagila, set for
a fall.

giligili
a tree with a bunch of blueberries

gilagaluva
grated coconut grated coconut (used like

nutmeg) for flavouring mona or vegetable
pudding,.
gilagela

gilipwapwa
a stick, a playing stick ( See katukweku)
gilikwekwa
a game with short sticks

chirping etc. (See geld)
gilaimwa
leave behind (See vigili at Gili)

/ gileimwa sola bi maga: he left his mate and

gigipwapwa
an amusement, a bit of pandanus leaf, held
over the enclosed palm of the hand and
flicked to make a rattling noise.

came (alone).

gilatala
first cry of gela
gilivitau
stunned

gilosisa
spurt

gilulu
pierce

gilisimwasimwa
giggling
gilivatoa
turn the face to the wall (in sickness); rest
the head against the wall

giliwali
spin

gilubwabesi
a small fish (if eaten, its effect is to stop
urination)

gilubeba
gilumtu

crouch, cower

threaten (by beating the ground with a
gili

switch or stick near the feet of someone to

1. pull out, pluck, cull. 2. (from vigili,
dropping v- igili, crasis of I - Gili) leave
behind. - - Igili kaiyala o-mitakwabu- he
pulled out his spear from the eaves. - / gili
digulela mauna, - he plucks out the bird's
feathers, igiligili bua, he is culling betel

make him move away). Thrash with a stick,
cf. gimsisi.

nut (one by one) (not taking a bunch at a
time, = leku). i kaiigili, slip out, slip off,

gimilikatila

gimagima
sticky of food, lollies etc.

call clearly. Yagala i gimilikatila, his name
is clear, i.e. easy to pronounce (See igasi hence gi)

v.g. anything carried on a thing over the
shoulder.
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gimkoila

(gim-kovila) (See gimkulai) -1 gimkoilasi
ke? Gala, gala i vinakusa ? Did they
achieve (what remained, the lot)? No, they

ginaleu
hermit crab

ginavavariga

didn't finish it.

a shellfish found in the mud

gimkulai
a little remains, (ofa task) vigimkulai

gineuba

Ba gimkulai, I will do the little that remains

a shell-fish used as an ornament

-1 will complete.

gimlabwaina

(/ gimwala - bwaina) good price, good
exchange.

gini
1. cut designs; engrave; (v.g.
embellishments on prows, prows-boards etc,
of canoes, decorated boards on houses). 2.

to scratch designs on mats or dress material.
3. to write, to draw. 4. to play, amuse
oneself, to-ginigini, scholar. / ginigini, he is
writing etc., / ginikesa copy. - / tagini,
scratch designs on mats or dress material. /
katugini, he over decorates (so that one
cannot follow the design). / kagini gwadi
tonagoa, - the child plays with the deaf mute

gimlakekita
cheap, gimlaveaka, deer.
gimlagaga

(gagagimwala) a bad price, a bad exchange.
gimlaki

(pretends to hit him etc.). / keigini, play
continually, be always playing, always
writing. / logini wala gala i kam, he went
drawing (footmarks) only, he did not eat. (of
a pig walking round a heap of yams without
eating any) i.e. the impudence of a wild pig

(gimwala - ki) trade on, buy wholesale, buy
and sell, trade.

gilumtu
thrash

that has eaten his fill in the garden).

gimsi
thrash, whip

/ mwaigini, play, amuse oneself (/ mwa bi
gini - hither away to play). / mwaigini si ovalu, - they play in the village.

gimwala

barter, exchange, (see mapu, exchange; to

pay for) / gimwali, he buys it (exchanges it

gimipunapu

for something, purchase)

lime gourd (wild plant)

gimwani

ginopuli
up sail

joke, tease, immoral practice

ginukwadewa
a small very active crab

gimwoula
a fish

ginuvavaria

gina

(gini) var. of Gisi, see / gineidasi,

he swa

mollusc riddling the ooze of mangrove
swamps at low tide (C.G. 2.303).

[sp?] us.
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giokesa

See giyokesa.
gipwalei

giomwaleta
only chief, (guyau) paramount chief

lalang grass, kunai grass. (Motu Lei).

giovila
chiefs wife, head wife

giriwakuma
a vaigua, (riches) - stone axe (beku).
Seligman 518-

gipilapala
a tree, wild fig

gisa
See gisi.

gipita

tip of an arrow. See memetu.

gisemura

watchful, wary, take precautions
gipomala
hip
gisaki

let slip, when carrying something. See posa.

Look at. Avaka pela ku gisaki som i
waweyesa? Why did you look on at the
beating of your mate? (Why didn't you do

gipulu

something?)

giposa

immerse. / gipulu gwadi wa-sopi - she put
the child under water.

gitotona

spart (as water out of a small hole in the side

gisemowa [sp?]
wary,

of a bucket, off a bating contrivance on a
coconut or valila, - the water streaming on.)

see, look at; hence, sometimes understood,

spit, gigiu, spitting, giula, gigiula, spittle.
Comp. pulu gau. Avaka giugin? What is
the spitting for. / giuseli (giu, saili) spit v.g.

look about,
suspicious.

be

circumspect,

gisi

etc Agisi valu: I am looking around the
village (a visitor). Bogwa agisi kedala wosi:
Now I see (understand) the way of the song,
i gisamnaki, to imitate another's actions in
fun.
/ gisimwani (gisi i mwani) look
threateningly at; urge another to fight by
looks; - Old saying:
"Simwa yagala
gisamwana:" there is a word: threatening
looks - to call a person's attention to a fact

giu

out of the door, off the road. / giusaki sola,

he spat on his mate.

See kaigiuyaula.

giugwayu

dazzle, dim; obscure,

/ giugwayu matala,

dazzled.

giuya
to spin, as a top: mwagiuya g.v.

he is making trouble for himself by his
looks.
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o-la kaukweda i gogwausi: the dog barks in
the alleyway, they all bark, (i.e. don't get
annoyed with people for what they can't
help.) Duya i gogwau! - the baler shell
rattles, (i.e. the shell tumeli are tied by
pandanus - beside a baler shell which they
ring when the wind blows.)

givagavela
(guvagaaua) a tree, - the pith is used as the
"Dogo" of the Kasawaga dance.

giwoya
veer (of the wind)
giya kesa

peerless (of a chief) - Desi-wala i giyokesa
kalamwaleta bita komsi: enough of it! with

gogwesi

a single chief by himself we can eat.

wowola:

make impatient. See gwesi. (rga,

go-la).
giyami
drift in and out as flotsam [sp?] to the beach

gola

1. also, again, even, too. / ma gola: he's
come again- / sasopa i matoa gola, - he's
telling lies and swearing too. - bi katoula bu
kariga gola - he would get sick and even

gobaku

(See gabaku) bow, (kaikwamsa, arrow). /
gobakusa, they hunt with bow and arrow.

die.

gogebila
carrying on the head. See gabila.

2. round dish with hole in the center.

goli
See gwali.

gogeuna

golia

wobble, (of things carried or being worked
upon) Taga ku teta wa-makaina, i gogeuna:
Don't stop on that log, it's wobbly.

maimed; defective; (congenital rather than
accidental), nagolia (of females) togolia,

gogoa

(of males).
golu

1. raw, uncooked, half cooked.

Lai kapwali wa golu.

2. a tree.

gomanuma

gogva

1. soclaimation [sp?], applause.

See gumanuma.

See

katugogova.2.dnp, I gogova buyavi,dripping
gomita

with blood.

a tree

gogu

gomwata

usually nugogu - snot

safe wood
goguna

1. prepare for a journey, - / gogoguna bi la:
he is getting ready to go. 2. the smaller
yams, seed-yams and smaller, (the yagogu,

ganata

immature, unripe.
kaigomwata.

See goyata.

See

unasu, saleku, collectively).
gomigomila

overcast, gomigomila valu: cloudy weather.

gogwau

rattle, bark, ring. Saying: / gogwau kaukwa
/i$fe\
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gubuma
(see gubami) stiffness and soreness.

gonita
(intr.) gramophone.

Kala
gubuma: he is stiff and sore. Kasi Gubuma.

gosa

gubulua

Agu Gosa, the nose rings. Seepaya.

See gibulua put out, annoyed.

gova

gudimata
a child born dead, (gwadi + mata) stillborn;
miscarriage.

shout, Qoy, admiration) / katugovgova,
acclaim, (intermittent shout by closing
mouth with hands).

gudivau
gowa

spent tuber, remains of seed tuber

(/ gwadi vau) a new child, V.G. newly seen
in his own village, adopted elsewhere.
Igau gudivau - he's still young.

goyata

gudu
break off, cut off, bite off v.g. by premature
death. See kigudu.

See Gonata, unripe, immature.
grifis

Eucalyptus liniment.
guduovau

guba

youth, Qust on the verge of full manhood

1. a string basket, (mostly used by divers for
pearl shell) bi gubisa. See gumli.
2. a small plot in a baleko. gubaksyeki for

about 18 years).

use, not urigubu.

gugua

belongings, baggage, goods, sogugua - pack
up.

gubukeya
inheritance. Kala gubukiya.

gugui
(transt. of guguya) instruct

guba kayeki

the field planted for a sister, and its crop.
Comp. kaiulela. Plots planted for home
consumption.
gubaki

Bumkiva ku gubaki kaula.

See gwaba.

gubami

(see guyma) make heavy, stiffen, (effect of
violent exercise). / gubami wowogu: I am
stiff and sore. / gubamegu, it makes me

gugula

heap, - gula-tala, (gugula + tola) one heap.
gulaveaka a large heap, gugula-lova - an
extra heap, i koguguli, gather, kogugula,
gathered, assemble. / gugulasi, they are
gathering into heaps.

/ sigugula they are assembled (in a crowd).
/ katuguguli, gula-tinigesi, he gathers it all
into one heap. / loguguli, gula tinigesi, they
gather it all into one heap. / taguguli wawa,
- he clears away the rubbish.

stiff and sore.
gugapou

kulula, a mass of hair, a heap of hair
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gugwapou

a compact head; a racema of tiny flowers
close together.
Really typical mass of
Melanesian mop (of hair): the favourite
mode.

gulagula
sena bwaina, very good trimming (see also
gulagula).

viguli
rouse, awaken; whistle (Note: the native
manner of waking a person is never rough

lopping that tree. 2.
/ gugi latula, he instructs, corrects his son.
guguya instructed, corrected, instruction,
correction. Seeguli.

but by soft repeated callings.) i keiguli da
wagasi, he moors our canoe, (by driving a
pole into the mud between the outrigger and
the canoe.) / duguliguli waga, the boat is
disappearing (in the distance) / kabiguli
lola, he gives himself up altogether to going
about. / loguli mwalina uli, he went about
cutting off the taro tops. / guliki uwanmi,
he disturbs your bodies, - i.e. he disturbs you
(v.g. for example when someone does
wrong, involving others, i yoguliki sesia, he
acts (in such a way as) to upset his mates.

gula

gulitinidesi

guguya

1. a fish 2. see gui.
gui

1. lop. / gui sisila kai, - he lops off the
branches of the tree. / gweguya kai, he is
lopping off on the tree. (See Kai gureguya,

leproy [sp?]. i gugui makaina kai, - he is

1. decreed; a decree, injunction.
2. [hand-written text- illegible]

See guli.

a single heap. See gugula.
gum

gulagula

monument. See Guli. kasi gulagula, their
traditions. Dikula-kwaiwaya Gulagula le
Dikula- kwaiwaya est monument, (the name

of the megalith between Kwaibwaya and
Tawa). toliguliagula, man of ancient things.
guli
twist, and drive in; - trim; - set up, establish.

See after gumgwam.
guma

(gum before a vowel) man from; woman
from; Matouna Guma-Dobu, This man is
from Dobu. - Menana gumi akuta, She is
from Vakuta. gumavegila, named person.
Guma is perhaps more proerly a "male
form" - ima, a female form - ima-Dobu

/ guli daima - he worked in the digging
stick. - / guli doba or: / guguli doba, trim a
petticoat, (i.e. she lays the knife where the

woman

from

Dobu.

-

Im-Omarakana,

fibres are to be cut, and severs the ends by

West.

drawing the edge over them without lifting

gumam

it.) / guli bubunela, he preserves a custom. -

a shrimp net of very fine mesh

woman from Omarakana. gumadihaboi,
wind alternating between S. West, and N.

/ guli lowosi, he maintains the practice of
dancing, (of a chief ordering the Milamala

gumanuma

dancing).
Tokinibgwa i guli (ai guri),
established ling ago. / gula, is established,

white man

trimmed, set up, etc.
sm\
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gumguma

gumsa

chew. Kala gumguma bua i kasau.

cut the end off, cut at right-angles to end of
anything

gumgwam

a tree (with a very strong fibrous bark, used
for sewing mats binding petticoats etc.)

gunigaga
grieved, sorrowful. A gunigaga, a nigagi
tuwagu i kariga, I am sad, I am grieving for
my dead brother.

gum

make blunt; take the edge or point off, - /
gum kayola, - he blunts his spear. / tagum
daima, bi tasi-vau - he cuts the point off his
digging stick to sharpen it anew. / yogumsa
kaigum, they are setting out the net sticks
(the upright sticks to hang the gill-net on). /
kaligumsa - they set up the kaigum across a

gunu

chew. Igani luya i gumugum.
gura

decree. See gula.

gap. i segumsa - they put the gill net poles.
/ togum, i kegum, i vigum, i ligum, i vagum,
all terms relating to the use of the kaigum or

gusiki

distress, anntonym - / gusiki wowogu: I'm
tired beyond patience. See gwegwesi.

gillnet poles.
gutagota

jp\

gumguyau

squeal (of pigs at feeding time) - hen caught,

Paramount Chief at Omarakana. (subchief)

alligators / gutagotasi.

ordinary chiefs proper title in relating to the
gutaguta
a tree, edible leaves

Paramount Chief at Omarakana. (subchief)
gumgweguya

guti

(plural), the secondary chiefs. Also name of
the head family of Lukuba clan (see kumila).
Other families (dala) of their clan: Tudava,

uneasy. / guti wowola, feel uneasy, feel
premonitions of coming sickness, of timber

Duborakolava, Minamwadoya.

[sp?] to wash and turn [sp?].

(Seligman

678).
gumguma

guyau

cud, residue ofa betel chew

chief, pi. gweguya: chiefs gumguyau.
ordinary chief: gumgweguya.
gioyeaka,
great chief, giyakesa: - giomwaleta. See
giovila. giobasw, all chiefs, all aristocrats.
giosaki, outstanding chief.

gumila
a tree with large leaves.

gumli

ku gumlisa kada iniasi: wrap our fish in a
net (basket) (to cook it) (The practice is to
use an old guba to cook or bake a fish in

-gwa

whole so that it does not fall to pieces bi
gubisa) See guba, 1.

sfx. See bogwa; kainigwa; kugwa; lumgwa,
(la + go + mugwa) - before.
gwaba

mixed dish, garnish, (meat or fish are gwaba
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with vegetables).
Gala natana inia ku
meyesa, agu gwaba: You didn't bring me a
single fish for my mixed dish. See gubaki.
gwadi
child, (male or female, - from the toddling
stage to young manhood; - and relatively,
when old people speak, even young men and
young women.), milagwadi, childish. PI.
gugwadi, children, gudisi teyava, teyava
children, gudimata stillborn, gudivau, new
face of a boy. (guduvau, young people ab.
18 years.) O-gwadila —in his childhood.

gwali

1. fill by immersing. / gwali sopi: he fills
with water i.e. bottles. 2. / gwali bua: he
sets aside the betelnuts, he puts up the gam
so that they will not be touched by anyone
till ripe. (See gutia: gugwalem)
gweda
a tree with a sticky sap
gweguya

1. a tree. 2. pi. of guyau 3. redupl. of gui.
4. kaigweguya, leprosy. (See gui)

gwadila
the common pandanus. Comp. kaibwibwi,

gweli
scratch to let blood, scratch with memetu to

mwaivadila.

relieve pain. Compare: kididuni, kalisiseli.

gwadoiya

gweluva
lunacy, madness, Bogwa i gweluva - he has
togweluva, a lunatic.
gone mad.
nagweluva.
Comp to nagava.

flying squirrel See kwadoiya.
gwagu

/ katuvagwagu, lay down the law, proclaim,
issue instructions (in a loud voice to all the
village). - v.g. for a new garden etc., /
katuva-gwagegu - he bade me, commanded

gwemata

cold damp night, wind or breeze

me.

gwesi
gwagwagu

gurgle; make deep noises in the throat (in
sleep, at death, etc.) Kwatuli tokatoula?
Kayola i gwagwagu, How is the sick man?

tired by importunity, scolding.
(See
gogwesi-, gusiki) gwegwesi; wowola, fed up,
gwesiki wowola, tire, put out of patience.

His throat is rattling (i.e. he is dying.).
i bagwagwagu, complain.

I

gwaigwaiya
mash leaves
gwagwesi

wowola:

1. sounded as i in it (short) or like / in

importune, etc.

See gwegwesi.

regime (long) It is often used for a or e and
sometimes u in the building of compound

gwala

words.: V.G. livala: livila - bogwa - -geda,

claimed by gam, g.v. Also gwali.

gidageda. 2. 3rd pers. sg. vbl. par. present
and past.
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ibogi
night time

nets round, they will (then) gather the fish.
Bogwa i kariga? Gala, iga i mova is he

idala

some later time; some time in the future;

indeed! - also Idaila, idavila. - (Comp.
isiyaga!) Magim? - Idaila: Do you want it?
- Of course - Idavila-ga - Ku yemati gwadi?
Idavilaga. Look after the child? Yes ,of

igauvau
1st - first pregnancy, See pfx. iga.

dead? No he is still alive. Igau yam tola:

course.

igi

see pfx. iga.
iga
1. pfx. indicating woman, (in childbirth;
child) (see guma other examples) igavau,

pregnant first time, kala igavau, her first
born, kgamugwa in subsequent pregnancies
on child birth, child-bearing.
- kala
igamugwa, - her second, third, fourth born.
2. Pfx. indicating name (from yagala). Also
igi - igatinigesi only one name, igamwau, a
heavy name, hard to pronounce, igiyuwela,
a second name for; another name. 3. pfx.
indicating leaves. - Also igi. See vana igavanela, one leaf, igavana, leafage. 4. pfx.
indicating wind, (fromyagila) - iga-veaka, a

great wind. 5. for igau, often before a verb.

igibogi
do previously

igikwali
(vagi + kwali) try. Igau-ku gi si beku waga!
O, ba igikwali (ba pronounced as a
dipthong.) Slowly now! Look out you don't
sink. Yes I'll test it.

igivanela
a leaf, leafage, see pfx. iga .3.
ikwaiai

evening

See igau.

igaki

igunigu
mint. See kwingunigu.

for vigaki, - crasis with vbl. par. Sometimes
written gaki.

ika

classifier for bundles often spears.
igasi

(crasis with vbl. par. /) See gasi, to name

ilaibisila

to.)

the month of the strong wind, May. - (/ lavi
it throws, bisila, the streamers).

igatala

a name; one of his names, See pfx. iga.

ilalai

noon, midday
igau

(often iga before a verb) not yet; later on;
by and by; then; still Bogwa e menu? Igau. It is cooked? Not yet. - Avai tuta bi ma?
Igau, - When will be come? Later on.
Bogwa bi tapatusa wota, igau bi vakolisa
inia. (As soon as) they (will have) set the

i lauiviluva
a lizard
ile

pfx. indicating women (girls) See ina.
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ilila

imkekita

vilela, woman of, Ilela Tukwaukwa - a
woman of Tukwaukwa. Ileisi - Teava, -

fine thread; fibre

women

imkubula
a fish

of

Teava.

-

Amivile

-

Which

(village) are your from? (woman of where),
(compare: am Tolem).

imkwitala
ili

a yam

pfx. indicating females. See Ina.
imtinenei

(mitinenei) - look for something actually
ilia

under one's nose.

or inia, (at kov. vak yena) - fish.
imtugaga
mitugaga, g.v.
ilitomwaya

eldest girl in the family

imtuli

massacre, kill all
ilowosi

dancer
ilu

pfx. indicating females, see \na.
ilumteula

ina

1. Exclamation:

Oh!

What!

Ina:

(a)

kwaita spa!
O what a seception,
(admiration, wonder mock- admiration, etc)
Ina kaipwapota! What a shame! What a
pity! Ina madagi! how beautiful. Ina
talavadada! how wonderful. 2. Na Ha, ine

fibre for making nets; rope; string; hand

ilu, i pfx. denoting females. Ina-gwadi, a
little girl. Ina-waiyu, (a girl's name IneTuma, (idem.) (Tuma the underworld - Ilu
Pwaikova (idem) (pwakova - weeding). Ipokala (do) (pokala - tribute) Na-veaka, - a

bags; etc.

big woman. See na.

a yam
im

fibre out of nerial roots of pandanus; thread;

imsesa

fine variety om im.

inala

imkwai

Nesia etc, (See Grammar declension of cert,

net of thick string;

names)

mother; maternal Aunt.

inuvailau

imgusegu

youth. Malinowski, Sexual Life of Savages

extremely fine net for sardines

348.

imaigusegu
a small net of thin string.

isaveaka

a fish
jp^\

inagu, inagua,
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farewell). 3. pfx. see kai (wooden things,
long things). Compare ka-bilalabala, a log.
(Clf).
4. Pfx. on verbs: effective, get,
become auxiliary-verb. (pfx.verb.)

isikai

a plant
isiyaga

surely: Just as I thought! (comp. Idala).
kaba/kabo

itayatila

neat. Sena itayatila bagula: a very clean
garden.

See kaba-la. seat-of, place-of. (prefixed to
nouns), kabakabilia, battle-field; Kabomwasawa, picnic spot;
kabekota,
anchorage.

iva...ta

sister-in-law, Ivaguta, my husband's sister -

kababasi

ivaleta, wife's husband's sister.

throw stones; fight by throwing stones. See
kabi-dakula.

iviyavi

See viyavi, hot - Koyuiryoor vitakola tou,
bazuma vioola [sp?].

kababasia
small black ants

ivalaka

kabagewa

a fish

butterfly fish

iwota

kabaikau / kabeikau

a fish

ally, ally-village. Mi-teava kasi kabaikau
tubukwaukwa, the people of Teava are the

iya

allies of Tubukwaukwa.

exclamation, (protection).
kabakakava

grope, e.g. in the dark.

iyam
day-time

kabakwaila
imtamwota

foot-print, spoor. See bakwaila, diminutive

stuttering (See Mota)

form (?).
kaba-la

K

resting-place, bed; place-of, seat-of.

ka

kabaliliva

1. Behold! See! Look there! (in pointing
out something, in surprise). - There! Well
then! There you are!... Ka! bogwa a
lukwem! There you are, didn't I tell you?
Here! Take it! (handing something over). 2.
verb. Par. 1st pers.pll excl.- Ka losa we go!
(to those who remain; a formula of

storage compartment on a canoe

kabaleiya

fierce, of a village or district, (kabala leiya,
place of anger).
kabalova

place for casting nets
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kabekuna

head-rest, pillow, {kabala kulula, place of

kabigisdoya

hair).

hold the ceremony of the first paddling of a
new canoe

kabikata

kabigigiveluva

anchorage

delerious
kabewota

area surrounded by nets (wota), in which the

kabikabi

fish are enclosed, kabala Wota).

see kabi.

kabi

kabikaula

pfx for grabbing, clasping, taking.-v. grasp,
clasp, take hold of, take. / kabikabi bagula,
he is weeding the garden. / kabikabi
dakuna, he is picking up stones. / kabi

answer; obey. Trans. Kabikuwali.- A dou
gala i kabikaula, I called, he did not answer.
A luki gala i kabikuwalegu, i la i dom, I told
him but he didn't obey me, he went to his

visivesei,

doom.

he

takes

the

measure

(see

visivesei) for a new armband, belt, leg-band
etc. - Tokabikuriga, steersman, (kuriga,
rudder).

kabikona

feeling, groping; feel, grope.Tr.Kabikwani /
Kabikwali.- Sena dudubile, desi wala bita

kabikwali, he feels. Ku meiya ba kabikwani,
bring it and let me feel it. (See kabi, hold +
kwani, test).

kabibakwai

v. track. / kabibakwaisi bwalodila, they
track wild pigs, (kabi + bakwai, spoor).Comp. kaliteta.

kabila

cut, portion, v.g. of pork

kabidadau

talk to oneself
kabidakula

kabilabala

fight with stones; a. stony. / kabidakulasi i
kababasisi, they take stones and fight.
kabidakunapwaipwaia, stony soil.

log, lumber.

See pfx.

ka. +

bilabala.

kabilabi

(kabi, grasp; labi, to the last one), proficient,
v.g. in taking a shoal of fish, (each man to
his portion of the net, and the company as a
whole catching all the fish). See the next.

kabigasaki
declare

kabigeisi
tear off in taking. / kabigeisi taitu, he tears
off some taitu (drags skin etc. off) in taking
them (out of the ground). See geisi.

work equally well together, (figurative),
See the preceding, (from Kabi + ilalai;

kabigidou

kabilatala

a fruit

one portion

kabilalai

noon).
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kabilia

war, fight, troops, army, fighting men,

kabisilova

soldiers. / kabiliasi kasi nilun [sp?] waga,

(ka + basi + lova). There are several spells
for charming leaves etc., to turn a wife's
affections from her husband's, one person's
friendship with another: the practice is
kabisilova, alienation.
K kabisilaiyegu
matouna, ulokwava i pakaigu, he has
alienated me, my wife does not want me.- /

they are competing with toy boats.
kabilula

an atonement (gift). A meiya ulo kabilula, I
bring my atoning-gift. (kabi + lula).
kabiluwa

bisilai,

he

root up, v.g. a spring [sp?].

kabisila(v)i.

alienates

someone.

Tr.

kabima

kabisina

work back, i.e. weeding, picking up stones.

fumble with the hands at death; restlessness

O-tokulumwala la kabi-ma, I have weeded

in painful sickness.

back from the ridge, (kabi + ma come).
kabisivisi

kabimwaiwaga
take the stem, take the steering position in a
canoe. See mwaiwaga. Comp. katuwola.

(ka + basi + visi), section of a bwaima; to
divide a yam crate (liku), sections. Hence
olf .Kabisi- as kabisitala, one section;
makabisina, this section.

kabimwaya

good soil, Bwaina pwaipwaia.
kabinai

grow, swell with growth. Kaulo bogwa i
kabinai, the vegetables are growing.
kabinai-Valu, a place where tubers will
make great growth, kabinei-vau, grow
again, v.g. a bit of the tuber left in soil.
Comp. palisa. kabinei-la, groth.- See next.

kabitam

clever, able, accomplished; ability. Sena
tokabitam, very clever (man). Ulo kabitam
sulusulu, my forte is cooking. Bogwa i
kabitam, he is already accomplished. See
kabitutuki.
kabitetau

crawl, of a child just starting to learn to
walk. See kabi + tetau.

kabinaki

kabitutuki

(kabinai + ki) grow to / towards, v.g. when a
large vine influences (according to the
native view) a small vine to produce large

trained to, able from practice. See kabitam.

tubers. Matamla i kabinaki matamla, this
vine grows up to that one.

(kabala + kenu) place to lie, bed, bunk.

kabinenei

hands.

affected by betel-nut. Woula i mitamata i
kabolausa, his body is numb, he is
intoxicated. See bolausa + ka).

kabisibasi

kabo - luluwai

good deportment [sp?], carry oneself well.

(kabala + luluwai, remember) a place that

kabokenu

kabolausa

(kabi + nenei) search for, i.e. with the
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can

be

remembered.

A

seuma

o-

kabeluluwai, I hid it in a place I could

katutuya, kaiseku, kaikumgwa, kabomahava
[sp?]

remember.
kabo-mata
kabolu

holed; waga i kabolu, the canoe is holed.

(kabala + mata, dead) a vital spot, vitals, a
place where death is easily inflicted.
kabonaisiga
Venus as the morning star.
star, and isiga, dawn.

kaboma

1. wooden dish 2. (ka + bomala) made
sacred.

A kaboma menana inia, I am

forbidden this fish.

Tr. kabomi.

See kubwana,

Dikunela

inia i kabomisa tomwaya, the old men made
sacred the fish stone, kaidodiga, kailuya,

kabosih [sp?]

place to sit.

kabubwati

right, correct in statement, predictions etc.
kaboyowa

go on / carry on, as usual, v.g. after upset of
a village.

kabudaka

long timbers of the bwaima crate
kabosivisi

= kabasivisi, divide into sections by upright
sticks, v.g. the crate of bwaima.

kabudoga

(= kubudoga) platform before a bwaima or
under it.
kaboseliu

court of appeal, tokabuseliu, protector. See

kabudubwadi

kabala.

interrupting. See kaligibwadi.

ka-botuma

kabugabogina

make the Botuma, q.v. (ka).

a tree

kabubotala

kabubabwaku

= bubwatala q.v. of bwabu.

a fish

kabiduna [sp?]
eating rubbish

a fish

kabulakila

a fish

kabukuwala

You don't say so! Well what do you know
about that?

kabulu-la

See bulaki in bwaina, pfx. ka, and sfx. la).

nose; end, projection, cape.

kabulatala

kabulatala, one
standing-up-nose,

one end
kabulivi

stands).- kabulitauya, eaten away nose, as in
leprosy tertiary yaws.- kabuluvau, a new
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Hence elf.

end etc.- kabulitoto,
pointed nose.
(toto,

nose, (a word of praise in discussing a
child's features).- kabunutoguna, cold in the
head, sniffling.

insufficient. Se bwaga. A kabwagi kaulo, I
failed to eat up the food. See kobwaga scraps of food.

kabulukusa

kabwaku

a banana, with thick round ends

a bird, the black and white jay

kabulu-na
= kabulu-la.

kabwani

peel

kabunutoguna
see kabulu-la.

kabwasi

roast in flames or on coals; grill. Roast on
hot stones in oven. / kabwasisa inia, they
grill the fish. See tokakabwasi.

cold in the head, stuffed

nose.

kabuselai

take too much upon oneself. / kabuselai,
mwadaMitakata! he took it upon himself as

kabwatea

if he were MitakataX- Avaka kam kabuselai,

across creeks etc., to make a road - hence,

yoku guyau! what are you taking upon
yourself, are you a chief! (Prob. kabulu,
nose, + saili, place, + lavi, throw. See selai.
= what are you flourishing up your nose..)

bridge.

make corduroy, lay tree trunks over mud

kabwatutu

stupefied with betel-nut.

Syn. kabolausa.

ka-butu

kada

proclaim, make clamor, v.g. for the
launching of a new boat, the completion of a

(1) pfx. elf. signifying "road.". See keda.
(2) 1st per. pi. excl. dual.- our. plural:
kada-si. our. The -si suffix is placed after
the word qualified.
kada molusi, our
hunger (we are hungry), kada debasi, our
skirts.- Used absolutely, this possessive

new house... - kabutu, drive off v.g. ants
from boards by striking, = produce noise.See butu-la. System of working for a chief.

means "our food.". It is a noun.

ka-butu-vatusi

sign post, beacon, sign.

See also butu-la.
kada-bwainila nanola

(or kadu bwainila nanola) solace.

assuage.

kabwabu

an insect, small hornet, See also bwabu, to

ka-daidai

like the daidai, -an herb with tiny blue

trim.

flowers which will root itself anew from the
kabwaku

smallest piece. Hence, insuppressible. Pfx.

butcher bird

ka.

kabwadi

ka-kaidaya
or kaideidaya, fair-haired, ginger.
deidaya.

fit, etc. See bwadi.

kabwaga
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See

secondary road

ka-daka

thirst. A kadaka, I thirst. Kailia kala daka.
kada-manaku

far, a long way off; long, of a road.

kada-la

uncle, nephew, niece. Term of relationship:
the man's sisters' children are kada-la to
each other.

kada-tutu

A man's sisters' children are kada-la to him,

a beaten road, well used road

and he to them.

The kada-la of the older

generation is the legal guardian of the kadala of the new generation, in the matrilineal

kadilalai

order.

crossroads

kadamalaga
See kada. 1. a break in the ring of houses,

kailiki

where the road enters the village; main road.
See malaga, bare soil. Kadamalaga-la
kwadewa, the road of the beach (to the

bush track

kadibeba [sp?]
wide road main road

beach).
kwalesi
kadaluwala
igp\

(at a race) name for main military roads,
name coined during the war

kadedea

drift, lie at rest on the water. Gala i wolasi,
i kadedeasi wala, they do not paddle, they
are just drifting.

kada-uula

or kadula, point where a road meets another,
enters or leaves a village

ka-dideimi

ko-didaimi, break up. See didaimi, dadaimi.
kadaveaka

main road; kadalebai.

kadiduni

or koduduni, scratch, as the cat does on
branches.

kadawaka

a fish
kadikoko

a tree, sweet-scented; hence the
decorations with its sap.

kada-wanau

long, high, deep, (keda + wanau). Var.
kadamanau. Despite the classifier kada =
road, this is the usual word where length,
depth etc. is expressed and is not a quality of
some object, but only relative to something

facial

kadikwa

= kadikoko

else, kaiwanau kai, a tall tree; but O-dogina
sena kadawanau, it is very high at the top.

kadilakia

squeek, as new boots; grind, as teeth; creak,
as timber, (compare dali and leki).

kadawanaku.
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kadilalai

See keda.

ka-guli

kadoda

pass on, carry on. See gull Latula guyau i
kagaIi kala wosi, the son of the Chief carries

exceed, exaggerate, v.g. in asking or giving
a price. / kadeda le gimwala.
kadudina

on the song.
kagunugnu
lick and gnaw

crop, as cows crop grass.

kagwedagweda
kadukuloku

a tree

a tree

ka-gwegwesi

See (gwesi), tired, put out of patience

kadumiyala

ritual rubbing of canoe with charmed leaves
kai

kaga
name of a timber

ka-geisi
graze, graze off. See geisi.

(1) Pfx. Clf. for trees, long wooden things,
long things, plants.- kaitala kai, one tree.
kaitala waga, one canoe, makaina kawala,
this pole.
makaiwena kaitukwa, that
walking-stick.- Shortened form, ka, as
kaiveaka kabilabala, a big log. (2) tree,

scarce, rare. Weitunu kagima, kalawaleta i
bani. Pearls are scarce, only a few find

plant, wood, timber. (3) coire. (var. kei, koi,
kwoi, kwai, kwef). An expression of intense
surprise, admiration, or exasperation, is "Kei
inam!"
Also a great insult;
filthy
expression. Compare kaita, kailasi. (4)
Verb. sfx. (5) disturb, kaikai, disturbed. /

them.

kaikai wowola, he is disturbed. See kaiiki. I

kagi-tinidesi
all-together, alike. Ku biusi kagi-tinigesi,
pull all-together. Taitala i dou, taitala i
dou, kaigala kagi-tinidesi, One called and
the other called, but with the same voice.

kai nauola, he is impatient. / kaiki nanda,
he is impatient with it.

kagibu [sp?]
[text illegible]
kagima

kaili

jungle land, New Guinea mainland

kagota
bark, v.g. a dog.

kai-babatila

numbness, pins and needles, (from
babatila).

kagu

pron. poss. 1st pers. sg. my-food. See kola.

kai-baba

large garden plot, main plot. Kam kwaibabu
kwe, kam kweveaka, the main plot for you
is large, (you will have) much food, yours.
Malin. C-G II. 166, slanting pole of the
kamkokola. slanting sticks of the kalivisi.

kak-gudu

bite off, chew off. See gudu. Bulukwa
bogwa i kagudusa peinaba, the pigs have
bitten off the pineapples.
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kai-budaka
kaibabu

short timbers in crate of the bwaima

beautiful, splendid of things
kaibudi

kai-bala

name of a carrying stick for coconuts, on
which they are put in bundles of four for
carrying, (compare tebwa).
kaibasi

syringe, injection cf. basi: I kaibasi waga,

largetrees left standing in the gardens; such
trees lopped of branches; lateral yam
support.
kaibulaviaka

a beku, (gala kala doba: not adorned).
Seligman 518.

he caulks his boat.

kaibubusi

stream of water from a tree or roof in which

kaibeba

it is possible to take a shower

spike, nail (See babi)

kaibutia

kaibiga

firewood, kaila mona, wood for pudding
(for cooking it); trees with flowers but no
fruit, as male pawpaw.

speak, talk, command. I kebigi makava,
orders in vain; speaks without reason;
commands without warrant; affirm.

kai-bwanini

kaibilia

a kind of couch grass, the stem of which is
used by natives to treat their ears; any kind
stem used for the same. (See mitupulupulu.)

(See kabilia, var.)
kaibogina

stinking, epithet for mwanita (with its
blinding fluid), yagavam teitiu kaibogina i
lova, throw foliage to point of stinking
(excessive abundance).

kaibwarita

that side of the circle of hand-netters

towards the sea (bwarita). Compare
Kailamwesi.

kai-bogwa
Old, of trees, long things, etc. (cf. kai.)

kaibwau

humming of certain notes before
commencing to sing and at intervals during
singing.

kaiboma

wooden dish. More frequently kaboma
[sp?]

kaibwibwi

a pandanus with large aerial roots (see IM).

kaibomatu

a shell, reserved for the use of the garden

magician, (compare kaniku).

kaidabala

groove cut for the tebuya to fit into

kaibua

stalactite, stalagmite
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kai-daba

kaidodiga

syn. kaidada

very large wooden dish or bowl, mostly
made for export - not so common as the
kailuya; carrying operation, v.g. carrying

kaidada-na

edge-board, a plank down the side of a bunk
to keep the sleeper from falling out.
edge -kusaili o-kaidadana, put it on the

in of harvest.

edge.
kaidagi

a bent timber fixed across the top of a canoe
at one end and fixed to the outrigger at the
other. Compare pitapila (itapatila), the

torch

platform; liu, cross-sticks; vatutua, fasten.

kai-dolaba

(See dolaba).
kaidalaba

food roasted quickly without [sp?]; of
kabwasi.
kaida-tutu

pounding block (see kaitutu, pounder; also

kai-doyona
pliant, of trees, long things (see doyona),
pliant, makainakai I doyona, this tree is
pliant; yuwaiola sena ya-doyona, rope very
pliant.

kadatutu, trodden track).

kaigabwaila

kai-davi

pleasant spoken; term with an adverse
connotation. Kaigbuwaila yoku tomekita,
you are a pleasantly spoken mean fellow.

splint or kaidai, stick to which kuvi (long
yams) are tied for support. / davi= I daisa
kuvi, they support the yam by tying it
securely between two sticks.

kaigadu-la

occiput, place where the spine joins the
skull. / katagudu kaigadula, he broke his
neck, kaigadula kaikela, heel. Compare
segadula. Compare also kabomata, death-

kai-dawaga

carding board, trimming board, on which
women work their dress materials.; carding
board for preparing dress material from

seat.

banana leaves.
kai-debu

kaiga-la
voice; command. Var. kaigila. Kaigala

dancing shield; a type of dance with the
kaidebu. Compare usitoula.

bogwaI kamtulisa, they have made-know
his voice (whose voice it is/ Kaigam I
kabikuwali umtona, this man obeys you (see
kaigavau).

kaideu

side of a house cf. posisin
kai-dobu

kaigau

of coconuts and betelnut without fruit; pearlshell worn as an ornament. (See dobu)

a ritual bespitting (see gau).
kaiga-vau
a new voice; a renewed proposal by a
different person, a new suggestion (see
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writing; pen, pencil (see gini).

kaiga-la). Bita lagisa kaivau kaigala
(kaigavau), let's hear the new suggestion.

kaigoda/kavigoda
get shell fish - vigoda

kai-gewagewa
weak, of timber, etc. (see gewagewa).
Menonimenoni is very-weak timber, we can

kaigitua

bowl, soup-plate. Compare kasakapana.

just take and break it (in the hands).
Kaigewagewa kwila, term of abuse, filthy
expression.

kaigogwau
rattle

kaigi
So what! But after all, but then.

kaigomwata
unripe, of bananas, yams, trees (i.e.
sapwood). Compare Gonata.

kaigiala

0^

(kai+vagi+ya-la) the something to do with.
Ambeisa vavagila kaigiala? Where are the
tools for the thing, v.g. spanners for bicycle.
Avaka kaigiala bitayakalasi, what would
we go to court about? Bi doumsi gala avaka
kaigiala, they had to finish, there was
nothing to do. Baisa avaka kaigiala?
What's the use of this? (to someone who has
done a needless thing).

kaigotewa
pay attention
kaigoula

1. nape of the neck, kaiyola + uula. 2. the
more rigorous mourning of the nearer
or nearest relatives (see gou.)
kaigui

kaigibwaina
amiable, nicely spoken

auger; name of shell from which a natural

kaigiaula

kaiguli
mooring stick, beacon (see gulf).

aguer comes

(kai-giu-yau-la) name of a spell against
strong wind. Also against dancers (black
magic).

kaiguliwa
outer beacon. I guliwa, drive in away, v.g.

Malin. Sex. 301.

drive in another beacon, still further out.

kai-gilagila
hammering-stick; hammer.

kai-gulugula
bump on the bottom. I kaigulugulu waga.
(see prob. kai- gilagila).

kaiginauli
poison

kai-gum
gill-net poles (see gum); first slender
support for taitu vines

kaigini
playful. Tokaigini yokwal You are a
playboy! (see mwaiginf).

kaigumagona

thorny

kaiginigini
carved, written on; instrument for carving or
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cooked yams, the first presentation after
marriage, given by the mother to her
daughter, (each member of the girl's family
bringing one platter to the boy's housemapula kaikaboma repayment in the same
form. Malin. Sex 40).

kaigumita
slim, small bellied cf. napasaka
kaigweguya

leprosy, tokaiweguya - leper
kai-gwela

(secgwelf) scratches; marks of scratches.

kaikai

kaika

See kai (5). I kaikai wowola, he is
miserable. Compare kaiiki wowola.

name of a dye-bark of red mangrove, kami
wayaku

kaikaila

kaikavila, lightening
kaiiki wowola

look favorably upon

kai-kakaya
a spell for love making (kai-kakaya, leaves
for the bath, native towels),
ritual washing and rubbing with charmed
leaves, Malin. Arg 418.

kaiisisa nanola

kaikakosa

please, gratify. / kaiisisa nanogu, I am
pleased. / kaiisisa umpwaisewa, he is
pleased with your work, he praises your
work. Bi kaiisisa nanom, you will be
pleased, satisfied.

shuttle string holder for making mats

disturb his body. / kaiiki wowogu, I am
anxious, worried.
kaiisi / kavisi

/^

kaikalidagi
extra support for taitu vine
kaikapatata

kaiita

mis-shapen

return, go back. / kaiita o-valu, he went
back to the village. Bagula I kaiita baisa
Kapwapu, the garden goes back (stretches)
from here to kapwapu. I kaiita-ma, he

kaikanaga
name of a tree; portion of fruit or end of
fruit; spoiled by birds (kalaga).

comes back, returns hither.

/ kaiita-wa, he goes back, returns hither.

kaikapola
a branch or racema of the coconut; the same

kaika

used as a torch.

name of a dye, bark of red mangrove, [sp?]
kai-kapu-la
kaikabila

a bandage, i.e. a leaf put over a sore; a

(kai-kabi-la) an instrument for weeding
with, v.g. a worn out knife, kutou
kaibwabogwa kaikabila valu (=-?-the

bundle of leaves thrown from the end of a

spear to clear the dancing ground from
crowds of spectators. Ilowesi bi vagisa
kaikapula, the dance leaders will do the
kaikapula;_kaikapula daima, the wrapping
up of the planting stick, an operation in

grabbing of the village).
kaikaboma
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garden magic, kaikapula tomata, the
wrapping up of the corpse (with mats for

kaike-la

leg, foot, canoe paddle, kaikeimi, your legs.

burying).
kaileka laya
legs of the sail, a triangle

kaikapwapu

immediate superior. Monakewa la
kaikapwapu Mitakata; mitakata la
kaikapwapu gabeni. Appeal - Bogwa bi
weyasi, taga I kaikapwapu mitakata, they
would have hit him, only he appealed to
mitakata. Compare kaboseliu. I
kaikapwapu ulo biga, I kariwagi ulo
karaiwaga, he hands on my word, he bids
my bidding. / kaikapwapu yagagu, he
employs my name. = kaitawapu kaiga

kai-ketoki

(elf. kai) short, of wooden things, long
things...
kaikewoni

tiny
kaikeya / kaikea
heirloom, family possession

pwapu

kaikikila

long, slender, supports sometimes, see in
front of a bwaima centre, post of house.

kaikariga
name of a spell and also of a ritual process

for preventing conception.
kai-kisi

rasp (shark or ray skin) for polishing spears;
medicine such as iodine that stings or

kaikawa-la

conveyance, carrying chair; stretcher; cage.
Avaka kaigiala? Kaikawala mateuna
tekatoula, what's if for? It's a carrying

scarifies.

chair for this sick man.

kaikivi

kaikea

call; summon. Ku la ku kwaikivi, bi mesa, go
and call them to come. (See dou etc.)

souvenir; family heirloom. Kaikeala
tuwagu I kariga. bigukea = inheritance.

kai-konu

a shell used in carding women's dress
material

kaikeila

a paddle
kaikosa

long stick to pull dowan wild fruits etc. Compare kamitagebu.

kaikeiva

leaning over, of trees etc.
kaikeiwa

kaikoula

beating stick, used in working up puddings

a fish, kaikoulo, black paint magic, Malin.
Arg. 416

etc.

kaikeiwosi

kaiku-badu

wooden bathing tub

thick, babutu
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kaikukumatula

kaikwani

a kema, not very good.

midrib of the coconut - leaflets

kaikubila

giant tree; forest; name of a tree, name for
large and old trees in general

kaikwanigula
shade, kaikwanigulala. kai. Ikenu
o 'kaiwanigulakai kaikwai

kaikula i tamwau

kaikwanigula

expression said if a shark or an alligator gets

shade, kaikwau.

in the nets and takes it off.
kaikwatu

plaster, blacking, blacklead. See
kwatukwatuya.

kaikulu

head of the bed
kaikulumwala

kaikwau

ridge pole, kakulumwala

shade. Bita kaikwau, let's take shade.

kaikumala

kaikwaula

name of tree-brittle

rope that hoists the main sail. Bita
kaikwanigulasi. Comp. kanunuvosi.

kaikumgava
wooden dish use to wash in

kaikweluva

cf. kweluva. kala kaikweluva, fruit, fish
etc. in season.

kaikunikuni

ulcerated with small ulcers
kaikwewosi

wooden dish used for washing

kaikuwala

See kiuva. (kuiva) [sp?]
kaikwila

empty. See kiwosa.

rubbing stick used in making a fire
complementary piece katilwa.

kaikabu-la

kaukubila

shadow, image; reflection; picture.
kaikwabula.

name of a tree, name for large and old forest
trees in general.

kaikwaila

kaikunu

short stick, baton, - used in fights; fly swat

a shell used in carding women's dress

kaikuwosa

material
kai-kwaiwosi

(see kikeivosi) large wooden basin

kaikubadu

thick, babutu
kaikwala

fire wood for hut warming purposes

kaikubu
head of the bed
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kaikurugara

kailamwesi

wooden disk used to wash in

Adam's apple. - (in fishing with hand-nets,)

kaikubumurala

the man, or the section of the line of fishers
that cuts off the shoal from escaping into the

ridge pole, kakulum wala

mangrove swamp. Corresponds with
kaibwarita.

kaikumala

kailasi

name of a tree, brittle

adultery; to commit adultery or fornication.
kaikwala

firewood for heat warming purposes

kailausi/keilausi

main stem of a bunch of bananas

kailagai
stone chip

kailauwewa
noose, snare

kailagila
hearthstones, three stones on which the
cooking pot stands.

kailavasi

kailigilela
bagula, hearthstones of the garden, i.e.
sacred to gardens by magic payment of

big lizard, iguana

workers etc. - Malin.

See mutumutula kailavasi.
kailavasia

kailagila =

kailei

insult, shames anyong beyond endurance;
the extreme of verbal indiginity; as: Igabu
yamagu kum kwan, (your) eating burns my
hand! Ku kwabi kum tomata, take your
corpse, kavilaki

foundation.

kailagim
short timber of the bwaimacrate. See lagim.
kaila-kaila

of men past the prime of life. Bogwa i kailakaila, pekekita-wala tuta bi tomwaya, when
they are past the prime of life, they will soon

kailepa
stick used by garden magician, malagau.
See bulukailepa.

be old men.
kaileta

hand-net for catching small fish

kailalabi / kailabi

uniformly big, thick, (of trees, timber etc).
kailuebrila

name of Tabalu magical garden system

kailalali

toy canoe
kailulu
kailalalu

instrument for pulling out v.g. claw

dyeing pot

hammer

kailalaya

kailusila

a fish

back of the neck.
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kaileta

kai-luvaluva

handnet

the large, long poles laid onto the
kamkokola, and marking two sides of a

kailia

baleko at the corner.

= pi. of kaiyola. Kailia kala daka, thirsty
kailuya
wooden bowl. (Selig. 530) - see katutuya.

throats.
kailibilabeta

mainstay, perpendicular from kaisikalu to
kaikulumwala on a chiefs lisiga.

kaimagu
mangrove crab, mud crab

kailiku

kaimali

compartment in a canoe, marked by the liu.

See keimali.

See liku.

kaimapu-la
price, price of; payment. - yaegu kaimapula
matouna tokatoula, I am the substitute for
the sick man. - see mapu, exchange.

kailiwosa

cf. katuwosa.
kailobu

a stick or sapling with branches cut short on
which coconuts are spiked. - / keilobusi
latusi, they set up their child, v.g. with

kai-mata,

dead; out, of a burning stick etc,; a single
large garden, v.g. all the baleko of all the
villagers making one large garden; the main
garden of the year; compare kaimugwa,
kaimgwa.

ornaments of wealth etc., for a dance.

(kailoku, well adorned/trimmed, term of
praise for man's body, kaisaki, kaitubu Malin. Sex 410)

kai-matuti-la
kailuki

dead, of timber, trees, see matutila, ripe.

abuse, / kailukwaigi = / kamtokaigu = he is
abusing me. Malin. Sex 410.

kaimelu

kailum

food ready to serve, (yams etc., whole or
undivided, but cooked)

shading material, v.g. coconut leaves over
canoe. See lumlum.

kaimili

pestle, v.g. for crushing betelnut. See mili,
kailupa
a spell to make canoes lighter, "to lift out of
the water" Malin. Arg 418

crush
kaimili-vau

a new pestle; / keimilivau, recrush.
kaipita, mortar.

kai-lupwesi

suspending strings; strings. / lupwesi la
gugua, he carries his things, i.e. under the

see

kai-mugwa or kaimgwa
interim garden, the plots made before the

arms.

(See lupi, lift up).

main gardening effort of the year, especially
after a bad crop. Compare kai-mata.
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kaimwaloyo

kainevi or keinevi

rite over the mint (sulumwoya) boiled in
coconut oil (bulamf). Malin. Arg. 147

stir, mix

kai-mwana

leisure, holiday time

stick in the throat, choke. / kaini kayogu
tutuana inia, a fish bone sticks in my throat,
i kaini kayola bi kariga, it choked him to

kaimweli

death.

kaini

liniment
kainolewa

marking stick, pen, pencil

kaina

If, or, may be, perhaps. Kaina bi gaga, ku
ligaiwa, if it is bad, reject it. Biga mokwita
kaina kwesasopa, aiseki? True or false, who
knows? Bogwa le doumsi kaina? Perhaps
have they perished! = have they perished or

kainubiluma

a kind of clamp, a pole the end of which is
forced down by a twisted creeper to give
pressure and hold in place, v.g. in setting up
the tabuya.

not? Kaina i sisu o-valu kaina wa-bagula,
kulaku kwaikivi, go and call him whether
he is in the village or in the garden. Kaina
numwaya kaina tomwaya, tobovau gala,

kainumla
tune

either the old women or old men, but not the

younger people.

kainutatala

miniature kamkokola
kainadeu

kaipapaula
name of a canoe bigger than a kwou

raft of canoes

kainaga
settle order of proceedings, karaiwaga,

kainaleura

basket.

marking stick, pen, pencil.

kainagola
swelling with pain, especially round joints;
(rheumatism, tertiary yaws, etc.)

half-burnt sticks.

kainunubwa

kaipagala (bela)
fringe of clothes, mid rib

kainavari or kainawari-Ia

root, roots, kainawarila kai, the roots of a
tree.

kaipapa or keipapa
clasped together, each with an arm over the

kainavasi

other's shoulder. - / keipapisa, they clasp
each other, friendship, dalliance. Szepapi.

= kailavasi. (lick) (elbow)

kaipatila
fleet, number of canoes in a body.

kaineva

a "stirrer", a flat sided sword-like instrument

of wood (large spatula) for stirring big
potfuls of mona etc.
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make the kaipwakova, i.e. yams spoiled by
fire will be distributed in other villages to be
eaten at once, and repaid later.
-See vageda magic

kaipatu

joined, closed, or wooden things etc., v.g. a
pipe. / kaipatu, it is blocked. - needle
without an eye. See patu.

kaipwapota
See kaipota.

kaipa

representative, kala kaipa

smouldering, inclined to smoulder (of
firewood)

kai-pwesi
string by which a handbag is slung on the
shoulder. Seepwesi. Name of decorative

kaipita
mortar, see kaimili, pestle, kala kaipita
vagina

(kaiwiwa, a system of love magic. (Malin.
Sex 311) other systems: kwoigapani,
libomatu. (Malin 314).

kaipilipili

belt.

kaipoma

kaisamila

a fish

needle or scalpel for letting blood, kaigwela

kaipopula

kaisegita

sago wrapped in leaves in small bundles like
dumplings and so cooked cf loto, name of a
canoe bigger than kewou

skin rash, leperous patches
kaisikalu

carved and painted lintel of a chiefs lisiga
(also kwesikalu)

kaipota
Kaipota i lai ula vavagi, he understand ingly
threw my things, igau ba igikwali, kaipota
wala, I'll try it, but serves me right, avakapela i la? O, kaipota wala. Why did he go?
O, because he had to. - see kaipwapota.
Kaipota a monakamku gigilasi(?) You asked
for it when you laughed, as I drank and ate.

kaisai

wave, surf, swell. Kaisai I dumdum, the surf

is heaving. Kaisai-boyowa (kaisai +
boyowa) cross seas, choppy seas; short seas,
i.e. waves buffeting a boat from two side
alternately
kaisaki for kaisai-ki, meet, kabulula waga I
kaisaki e-kaisai, the prow of the boat meets
the waves, (kaisaki -like a swift long canoeterm of praise for a man s body Malin Sex
253)

kaipula
small of the back, region of the kidneys.
Compare lupoida.

kai-pwadau
holed, rotten through, of wooden things etc.
See pwadau. - kaipwadaula, sore-covered.

kaisaki

1. See kaisai. 2. (ka-vi-saki, or kai-vi-sakf)

kai-pwakova

insult, deride, be sarcastic, mock, imitate.
Ta weisa, I kaisakeidasi, let s away, he is

(Seepwakova) burnt, of yams, of a village;
yams so burnt, kaipwakova-la valu, the
burning of the village. - / keipwakovasi, they

making fun of us. Avaka pela ku nigada
tobacco, urn bwala I kasewa; taga
kwisakeigul Why do you bet tobacco, you
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have a house full: don t make fun of me!

kasikalu

Taga ku kwavisaki tonagoa, don t mock the
fool! (imitate). Ba gini-bwaina, gugwadi, bi

carved and painted lintel; a chiefs lisiga
(also kwesikalu)

kavisakisa. I will write well, and the

children will copy it.

kaisimila

fragrant, of trees, plants etc. See simila.
kaisalu

kaisipu
the blind fish, knot (kaisipusipu). See sipu,
(the fish of Luba clan Malin. Sex 355]

a tree lopped of its branches and left for a
yam to climb on
kaiseku

a wooden dish, see kaboma

kaisisu-la

kaisapi
a wristlet worn by the chief

(kai + sisu) mainstay, Fig. Matouna
tokaraiwaga kaisisula valu, that man is the
leader, the mainstay of the village

kaisegita
skin rash, leperous patches

kaisosau / kasosau

the ordinary drum. Compare katunenia,
tobebesa, kupi, kupia. (?)

kaisi

0^^

See kavisi.

kaisosa kabulula

prominent nose

kaitabu or keitabu

See katabu.
kaisova

kaitagem

a fish

name of a tree

kaisumila(?)

needle or scapel for letting blood, kaigiela

kaitagi

kai-susine

call by name, summon by name, / kavitagem
yagam, he called you by name.
I kaitagiyagala, he called him by name.

sprouting, shooting up, of plants etc

fork stick, a fork

kaita gudu
weeding instrument

kai suvasova

kaitakewa

kai-susua

/fPN

incest, intercourse between persons of the

carrying pole for two weights, one before

same totem, See kai + suvasova.

and one behind, across the shoulders

kai suya
threading stick, shuttle, used in net making

leaning out, (of trees, branches, etc)

kaita or keita

kaitalu

have intercourse, kaitu wisi, female sodomy

reddening process or material. Kaitalula

kaitakova
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wadola waga, rouging of the canoes mouth.

Katuwalela

kaitalula

kaitopwapu

Kaitalula wadola waga, the staining of the
mouth of the canoe... Mwasila magic Are

measuring instrument, tapwapui [sp?]

417

kaitavalulu

kaitamakai

on.

wedge, v.g. to put in axe handle to hold head
ravish, (kaita + makava)
kai-tavila

transfer v.g. cargo from one boat to another

kai-tanei

broom
kaitalilena

kaitalilena mwoina waga, a spell on canoe.
Arg. 418 <changing its entrance>

kai-tanini

of timber, poles etc.: planed, stripped of
bark, see tanini, scrape

kaitigamla
lopola. delighted, happy, satisfied, cf kai

kai-tapa
torch, usually of coconut leaves, kweyeyu
q.v. See tapi, shine

isisa

kaitolosi

monument, memento, souvenir; something
by which an event is remembered, (of trees,
wooden things) Makaina kai kaitolosi
tomwaya tau I weyasi, that tree is a
memento of the old men (where) they killed
a man, Ku gigi la kaitolosi o-tapwala kai,
see his mark on the tree, v.g. a man has

kaitapaku

the defense put on betelnuts, a split stick
charmed and tied to each tree. / tapakusa
bua, compare
Bulu, bulula bua, Ipalisa bulula bua, they
fence round the betelnut enclosure, guarding
the clump of trees.

marked it for himself, for a canoe, etc.

Comp.gulagula, kaikea

kaitapana
native shovel, spade, instrument for picking

up loose rubbish, Compare kwatukwayabu,

kaitone-na

kwesalu.

stem of a leaf, vine, etc.

kaitopwapu
measuring instrument cf. tapwapu

kaitotaplua
husk, ouward appearance, fruitless. Fig.
without strength, weak, kaitotapula, gala

kaitasusiia

kaiuwala, fruitless, without fruit. Matouna

?? shoot

kaitotapula gala lapeula, that man is weak,
he has no strength.

kaitatata

squeak of mice, rats

kaitotosi

kaitaula

pointer, sign post; figuire head of a boat,
men, leader, pilot, exemplar- kaitotose
umtona tokwaibagula, yoku buku vagi

foundation beam, bearer. Comp.
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makawla umtona, he is an example of a
perfect gardener, you should do as he does.

a fish

kai-tubutabu

kaivala

the defense of betel nuts or coconuts.

wooden grill on which fish are roasted,
roasting or smoking fish, preserving

kaivalabila

Compare tokwawau, kaitapaku. See gam,
katabu, boyeya

kaivaliluva

supporting yam stakes, put in help of the
main yam supports; large variety of
kavatam, yam stake.

kaitubwa

full sized, kaitubo (Malin. nakaitubwa, big
fat girl, gudi kaitubwa, tokaitubwa,
kaitubwagaga rolling in fat, grow of persons
cf. kabinai, grow of vegetables.

kaivaliu
razor

kaitukwa

walking stick; limp

kaivaluba

kaitumola

adopted child, relic Relic of dead . Malin
Sex 133 "The relic brings the departed back

pounder— block of wood for pounding taros
etc in making of mona. Comp. kaitutu.

to our mind and makes our insides tender.

kaitumu / kaitum

tipped spear, iron tipped spear, harpoon

(kai-tum) a pole for holding down a pig
while its legs are tied.

spear

kaitutu

dropsy, general swelling in sickness

kaivakau

kaivatatukula

pounder, compare katumola (kai + tutu)
kaivayawa

kaitutuya
pestle, wodden bowl or dish or tray

name of a tree

kai-uwa-Ia

big, of trees etc. See kai elf.

kai-veaka

fruit. See uwa, to fruit
kaiviavi
kai-vaka-veaka

a tree

very big (of trees etc.)
kaivigoda
kaivilelia

a tree

name of a tree found in dunuya
kai-vila

kaivitusi or kaivatusi

elf kai + vila some; how many (of trees etc)
kaivila bwaina, kaivila gaga, some good
some bad. Kaivila I gaga? How many are

point out

bad?

a fan, see visi, to fan

kai-visi
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kai-wokuva
kai-vitusi

empty (of boats, wooden things, etc.) see

kaiwa see orokaiwa

elf. kai

kaiwada

kaiwola

jealousy

kewoli, kewali

kaiwaga
a manager for pigs; a tree whose leaves are
brewed in making love charm unguent.

dropsy, compare kaivatukula

kaiwoli

kaiwonigaga
very tall, very long, very deep

kaiwailua

fruit, (comp. Kai-uwala) Usi sena bwaina
kai wailua, bananas are a good fruit. (Var.
Kawailua)

kaiwosi

song and dance. / kikewosisa they are
dancing see wosi

kaiwala

song, tune, melody. Tokaigabweila sena

kaiwota

bwaina kaiwala, a man of beautiful voice, a

a tree, depth of the jungle, heart of the
jungle

nice tune, see wali, sing
kaiwali / keiwali

kaiwowola or kaiwoula

(sing out) claim, Guyau I keikwali la
burukwa, the chief claims his pig. See
kewali, decide upon killing

medium sized (of trees, saplings etc.)
kaiwoula

sago dumplings, cooked wrapped in leaves
cf. kaipopua

kaiwamatila

main stream, river

kaiwoya
pouted, kaiwoya wadola, compare woya

kaiwanau

long, tall, deep
kaiyeyai
small wooden platter for serving out food.

kaiwayala
hybiscus

kaiyoyu
kayoyu, scream

kaiwayawaya
small narrow wooden dish

kaiyudila
materials

kai-wekuva

empty (of boats, wooden things etc, See elf
kai)

kaiyui
scoff at, mock

kaiwewa

wedge

kaiyuwayuwasi
hesitate
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kaka

elf. Pfx for kinds. Kakatala, one kind,

kakayu
Gala ma-kaka-na, not this
kind(variety) unconcerned, / kaka nanola
kakailuva

a tree with black seeds, the pods opening
them selves, wild bean tree
kakalumwala

boundary between baleko

kakaka

loose soil

kakamya
name of a tree

kakakutu

close together, sekutu
kakanaya
syn kakalaya

kakalaola

name of an insect

kakapugula
adolesence in girls, act as adolescent girls

kakalaya
thin (of any class of objects)

ka-kapula
bundle, parcel, package, wrappings (kai +
kapwala)

kaka-lima

r

five, of kinds. See kaka
kakalomla

kakasili

tortoise shell, Arneau??? M.M. mixed

tidbit, v.g. feet, liver etc of a pig, kakasina

colours
kakata

kakaliyotila
ka + kali (put in) +yotila (return gift) wipe
out a debt, pay up. / kaliyoltila tuwala, he
pays up with his elder brother.

bright, sharp, distinct, marked, pronounced.
/ kakata kova - the fire is bright. / kakata
kutou - the knife is sharp. Kakata-la Yamala: the right hand. O-kakata - on the
right. Kakatagu - my right hand. / kakata
tobuniyou - a distinct haze. Compare kataOpp. Kikiwama.

kakaliwosila

kakau

(magic song), spell for the dance. /
kakalise dagula, they put in the feathers.

Compare Milabova and Valeta and Makapa.

kakakutu

delouse. Kutu, louse

widowhood. Nakakau - Tokwakau.

See kaliwosi. Kakaliwosi-la is the name of

the spell going with the operation. See kali

kakauli

kakaluala

kakavaku

gall bladder. See kalu-la. See kata.

grub, wood borer
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kakavala

kakilaki

smallest grade of tubers, smaller than
yagogu, used when proper seed yams have

abuse in speech.
ka-kisi

run out.

tearing. See kisi
kaka-veyola
affinity, long standing friend. See veyo-la.
Deprecatory term = my spurious kinsman:
kakaveyogu (Malin)

ka-kiuya
see kiuya.

kakawala

midrib of coconut leaf used for brooms, etc.

shine

Arrow of gabaku to play kwenutu.
(kaikwanisi).

kakonisa

kakavaku

grub, wood borer

kakosa

weave (v.g. nets).
kakawoi

kakouya

excuse

refreshments - the food supplied by the chef
to visitors from far on a great occasion.

kakaya
1. bathe, 2. having intercourse, 3. Name of
tree that rededens teeth, 4. Beauty magic.

kakukali

frighten

Jffc\

kakayuwa

put to shame, make ashamed. Ku
kwaiyuweigu - you put me to shame.

kakuli

cry - as a child does to go to its parent.

kakei, kakai, kakayasi
See kai, intercourse.

kakulaki

kakelomla

suffice, enough, fit. Kwatuli yagogu?
Bogwa i kakulaki - how about the seed?
There's enough. Kwasi i kakulakeigu - the

tortoise shell, finger ring. Kakalomla.

armband fits me.

kakema

kakulami

a tree

unhusk, as a coconut. See kulami.

kakeya

kakulumwala

copulating. Kakeya pwala- sodomy.

(kai + kulumwala) ridge pole.

ka-kila

kakuluwaiwaga

(ka + kila), estranged, aloof. Kula ku gisi
lubem. A paiki, bogwa a kakila - Go and see
your friend. I can't I am estranged. Kakila
nanola - fancy free, rid of an obsession.

a tree

kakupwana

explosion, burst. Kaikupwana lusa - a gun
explosion. A tree with pods that can be
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made to burst. Kaikukupwa -la ka meyesa
o-valu, ka kukupwanasi o-dabasi semayasa
- we bring k. into the village and burst them

kalakaiguya
taro variety

on the heads of our mates.

kala-kau

(1) blindness. Kala kau. Compare tokwau.
kakupwasi
break up (v.g. pandannus cone).

(2) amenable, obedient. / kalakau, sena

tokabi-kaula - he is obedient, very
amenable.

kakuraipakala
a phosphorescent fungus.

kalakova

lean over. Kai i kalakova - the tree leans
kala

over.

(1) adj. & pr. pass. 3rd pers. Sg. his, her, its.;
his food etc. Expresses more remote
possession, special possession, states of
mind, body, acquired possession, kala
katoula (his sickness), he is sick (Cf.
Gram). N.B. kaka, A meya kaka -1
bring his food.
(2) elf. Pfx.(deriv. from kalasia, sun) a day
(a day of 24 hours), a day and a night.
kalatala, one day. Bita kalatalasi - we
will be one day (e.g. in visiting), will
sleep away one night, returning the next
day. kaliuwaimasi = kalayuwe (masi) 2
days
(3) rise. Bogwa be kala taria - the tide is
already rising.

kalakwapa
thigh. Kalakwapa.
kalala

the mullet, kaibola, syn. tolam; a mangrove;
a jelly-fish (the man-of-war).
kalamata

A kayasa term: that portion of the products
in the show which will be taken and repaid
by the recipient village at their next kayasa.
See complementary kalamelu.
kalamelu

A kayasa term: that portion of the show that
will be taken as payment for goods given in
a previous kayasa. See kalamata.

kalabugwavai

burn in patches, of a garden.
kalamwaleta

himself, herself, itself, by himself, alone.

kalaga
(1) the large red parrot, the green parrot of
same genus; totem of the Lukwasisiga

kalapisila

(kala+pisi). stile, doorstep.

clan.

(2) food for journey.
kalapula
appear, v.g. the moon.

kalagegawa
vociferous denunciation

kalaputu
kalapatu, closed, virginity.

kalai

stick in, v.g. feathers in the hair
kalapwadom
vest with the [text unclear]
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kalasamwaina

kalea

a taitu

a bird, the brown hawk

kala sepu
See sepu.

kaleta

A fish

kalasia

kali

sun, sunshine. See kala- elf.

1) put through, put in. / kakulisadagula,
they put in the feathers, v.g. at the beginning
of a dance. Compare tokali, yokali, etc.
2) burn, as the sun does. I kali kalasia.of
bright sunshine. I kaleizu kalasia. the sun

kalatala

one-day. See kala- elf.
kalatau

burnt me, I am sunburnt.

(kala + tau) relatives, i.e. those who supply

3) pfx. vbl. through. I kalisuva. he puts it
through, v.g. a carrying stick through a

the married woman. Bidubadu kaulo o-daba

kala-tau, much food from (on account of)

basket to be carried. Pfx. n. kalikeda, road

her relatives.
kalau-busi or kalo-busi

through, passage.
4) fence. Ipali kali, he tightens a fence, he
is fencing. Kalilibu, a fence of sticks.

arrive, go down, happen. Bi kalo-busi
makiteki, he will arrive soon. Bogwa bi
kalobusi wa-bwarita, he is just going down

kaliyai
build, construct. / kaliai bwala.

into the water. Aiseki avaka bi kalobusi?

who knows what will happen?

kaliyala
portent. See kariyala.

kala-vasi

4 days of 24 hours; kalavasi, elbow,
mwaitutula kailavasi.

kaliaya, kalieya
importunate, importunity, persistent. Ina

kala-vau

kaliaya! how importunate! Ku ligaiwa
kaliaya, stop your importunity.

new vegetables, first fruits of the season.
Kala + vau.

kalibala

horizontal timbers in a fence. See bala.
kalawa

1) A plant (similar plants: digadaga,
sisiyei, also called kalawa) used for
counting.
2) Count. Amakawala kalawa? How is the
count? Sena kweveaka, very big. Hence,

kali-basi

pierce, of pain, (basi, pierce.) Clf. kali.
kali-beku

bury. Tau lagaila I kalibekusa, they buried
the man today. See baku, bury. Clf. kali.

read:

I kalawa book.
kalibom
beat drums

ka-laya
Get angry, (ka + leiya).
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kali-gili
draw right out, v.g. carrying stick out of
basket being carried, a pig taking the hand

kalibudaka

turned timbers in a fence corner. / kivili

kalibudaka, he turns the corner timbers. See

budaki, in bwadi, adjust. Outer boundary of
a garden.

as well as the food. Clf. kali.

kaliguliguli
sleep unwakeably. / kali-guliguli I waya,
gala-sita bi mamata, he continues to sleep
unwakeably, he will not wake up at all.

kalidagi
prop up

kali-doga
uniformed crooked. (Kali + Dadoga) Ipilikesa kalidoga, he fences overmuch (with
rather) crooked timbers.

kaligumgum
dumbness, fat-headedness

kalidudila

rafter

kaligwasi

running aground, keel grinding on the
kalikupwali

bottom.

wrap up

kaliga
die; dead; death. (Compare MATA.)
Bogwa bi kariza. he is about to die. Kariza

kalikatuva

roofing material, v.g. dead pandanus leaves.
(See katuva)

manikwa valu, there is death in the village.
To-kariga. a dead or dying man. Na-kariga.
barren woman.

kalikeda

passage, usually at sea, but also on land for a
land conveyance as a bicycle.

kaligeai
break to pieces; loose [sic] its nature (cloth);
overlooked (offish, vegetables); of rot when
disintegration takes place. Bogwa I
kaligeiai waga, the canoe is breaking up.

kalikokwau

call off, v.g. as a dance when tired of it.
kalikuliku

kali-gega or kali-gaga
thoroughly bad, calamity. Kam kaligaga,
that's your misfortune, kaligagi, run? Clf.

a stick dead and dried, used for pounding the
canoe when driving fish.

kali.

kalikuvi

dive head first. / kalikuvi o-babawa, he

kaligei
boundary line between kwabila; limit of
village territory.

dived head first to the bottom.
kalikwema
a fish.

kaligiaki
(kali-vagi-ki) do thoroughly to. Tubulela
menana bulukwa, I kaligiaki valu, it was an
ancestral (enormous) pig, it did the whole
village.

kalilai

(kali+lavi) Pass over. Bogwa ku kalilai.
gala kusapwo baisa, you have passed over,
you did not plant here. (Term for planting
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coconuts.)

kali-lavai

kalilekava

churn through. Inia I kalilavai o-lopola
kabewota, the fish churns through the inside
of the enclosed place. Clf. kali.

pull up grass for thatching

kalilivi
stick into

kalileu

run off with, as a pig runs off with a fish
kalilibu

kali-mati

horizontal logs in a fence

kill. (Kali+mata)

kalilova

kalimomyo
brushwood shelter, v.g. over heaps of taitu
in the gardens at harvest time.

cast off, commence a voyage.
kalimamata / kali mamata

a garden ceremony.

kali-mova

come to life, beginning to live (mova) of
planted things. Bogwa I kali-mova la taitu
matouna, this man's taitu is beginning to
grow already.

kalimwala

flirt, show off.
kalipadaka

kali-patu
surround. Kali I kalipatu, the fence is joined
round. (See patu, closed)

taro var.

r

kalipasala
(no definition)

kali-pitu-ki
stick in, impale, transfix. Kayala I kalipituki wa-kai, the spear is stuck in the tree.

kalipwadom
dive head first

kalipoi

kalipwaninuva
dive, go overboard, dive head first.

take a shrt cut, pass through. Kalipuya.

kali [unclear]
push through something with whole body.

kalipoki

to poke through; to set fire to, v.g. with a
fire stick. To jab.

kalilapula
go right throught to the far side, or end, v.g.
a group of islands.

kaliposou
dart

kalilakiya/kalikiya
syn. kadilakia, q.v. squeak.

kalipoula

a type of canoe, bigger than kewou, smaller
than masawa, usually used for fishing Go
through the bush (unclear)

ka-lilava

wrapped and charmed, v.g. goods for safe
keeping on a jopurney Pfx. ka.
/fPN
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kalipoyela or kalipoela
avoid being seen disappear; hide, i.e. take a
thing and hiding it for stealing. / kalipoelasi
o-la odila,t\iQy hid in the bush.

inialela? Kalisosula, What are the fish for?

Payment of magic.
kali-sowoula

(kali+so+wala) rub out. I kalisowali
ginigini blackboard.

kalipu
cut through, dock, take a short cut. / kalipu
kaitala, has [sp? unclear]

kali-suya
thrust through, v.g. a carrying stick through
a basket. (Suya, spike on). Visuya, kalisui.

kalipwali
perforate

kalitana

lie on one's back.

kalisalala

luxuriant, of yams (kai + sai + lalai = much
divided or branched)

kali talava / kala talava

kalisalewa

bad debt. Bogwa I talai kam talava, your
bad debt has been cut off, i.e. I have cut my

a light breeze

losses. See talai.

kalisau

kali-taula

win, bet, deal out. Tokwaibagula matouna, I
kalisau tolivalu komwaidona, he is an expert
gardener, he beats all the rest of the
villagers. (Kali+sau, put in completely)
Kwglisaweigu_agu pwaka, deal me out some
lime. (=kalusuwoli)

(kali + tuwali) Thoroughly changed, v.g. by
sickness, bronchitis. Regarded as the result
of a special black magic, in which a stone
charmed is wrapped and thrown over the

kalisesila

change, v.g. one's mind. I kalitavila
nanogu, he persuaded me, he convinced me

head of the victim. See next: kalitavila.
kali-tavila

push along, v.g. a long thing lengthways.

I kalitavila kau he went round the tree.

Compare witrh preced. kalitaula, although
roots differ: tuwali & tavila. Biga I
kalitavila, the word went [unclear].

kali-sewa

See kalisau, the first, to have won.
kali-siseli

(kali+saili, put) graze, glance off, v.g. a
branch of a falling tree off one's back.

kali-teta

transplant. / kaliteta usi, he tranplants
bananas. Track, as bushpigs. / kaliteta
bakwaila bwalodila, he is tracking the bush
pig. Comp. kabibakwai. Teta, creep.

kali-solu

(See solu, descend) hang head first.
Midiaweda I kalisolusa, flying foxes hang
head first.

kali-tobu

kali-sosula

reach through; reach bottom, of a depthing
stick. Tobu, dip in, fathom.

payments to a magician (sosoula), v.g. after
a good catch of fish, a good harvest. Avaka
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kali tola / kalatola

kalituwali

difficult, heavy, of tasks, burdens. O

overthrow, as a ball; exceed, win, surpass.
Sena togigibula matouna, I kalituwali sala,
this man is very swift, he surpasses his
mates. Comp. Kalisau.

kalitola! Senavakailakoni! Difficult! A

very big burden! See tola.
kalitokwala

matala, pupil of the eye

kaliula

section of villages combining for garden
work, taula

kali toula / kala toula

guests (to + ula)
kaliva

kali toyomova / kala toyomova
succourer, saviour

beche-de-mer, chalk fish
kalivanana

lie on the back, recline

kali-tuli

divide, as a house into rooms, a garden into
plots. Compare kalitutila
kalitum ila / kala tumila

difficult, heavy, of task, burden. Compare
kalitola. See turn (tumila) kala kalitumila
Omarakana boundary
^iPS\

kali-tumu / kalitum

cover over, as yams with logs against bush
pigs; the superstructure over a grave. /
kalitum kuvi. I kalitum laka. I Kalitum kai,

lay the first big logs in the making of a
fence.
kali-tutila

divide, apportion. / kalitutilasi kali, they
apportion the fence, i.e. making of it. /
kalitutilasi bagula, they divide the garden,
i.e. one baleko for this man, another for
that.... kalituli.
kalitutu

complete, fill a quota
kalitutu nanola

appease. A weya bwadala, I kariga asuki
beku, I kalitutu nanola

0$!\
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kaliyau
turn end for end, scull a boat round, knock

kalivi

break with spear point

head over heels, kaluya
kali-vila-vau

go-through-with-anew (a second time). /
valakusi, I kuga kaibogwa, toliwaga kaivau
magila bi kalivilavausa. They raced (see
valakusa) the old boat was first, to the
captain of the new one wanted to race again.

kaliyewau / kala yewau
kaliyeya
persistent

kalivilemata

kaliyotila
see kakaliyotila, pay up a debt. Kaliyuvisi,
dry in the end as a freshly cut garden

sapwood, (Kali-vi-lo-mata to make go out,
of fire)

kalo bobau/ kala bobau

/ kalivalavau bwala, he rebuilds his house.

bamboo pipe
kalivilemeku

heartwood. (Kali-vi-lo-meku)

kalo-bobawa

kalivili

(kala clf. + bawa, many) many days. /
kalobobawasi, they are many days (away),
of people on a journey.

turn over, of logs, canoes, big things.
Compare katu-vili

kalobusi

happen, arrive, be born. See busi,
kalobusiya, come down with

kalivisi

kaliyuvisi. Angle enclosed by kamkokola,
lapu and ground.

kalodeu

side of house; closed space between two
houses in a village. Cfpusosiu

kaliviluvi

a tiny canoe for taking souls to Tuma. Make
a regatta of these. Ikaliviluvi waga ??????

kalokala

perineal band, kalokala I sikamsi

kaliwosi

brandish. / kaliwosi kayala. See.
Kakaliwosu

kalolo

1. Of cooking, to provide for visitors,
relatives, friends who might come, (ka +
lola) 2. Settled, affianced, of young people
whose marriage has already been
determined; match in size. Match in size, in
age etc. Yoku kalogu, you are my match (we
are the same size, age.)

kaliyala
portent, Iseula kaliala I valapula, does he
announce his arrival with portents.

kaliyagila
Whoosh, noise of osprey in flight, ply the
poling poles, to send the canoe or drive fish
into net. Toluguta bogwa I kaliyagilasi, the
fishermen are taking off. / kaliyagila
agumwaleta, I set out alone.

kaloma

red seashell, the red discs made with, native

wealth in objects of this shell.
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overhang

kalova

weaned. (Ka + lova) Trans. Kalai, wean.
Bogwa a kalai latugu, I have weaned my

kalula

child.

gall, gall blader

kalovina

kaluleusa

round about

blaze mightily

kalu

ka-lulu

(prob: from Kalasia, sun) time, hour,
moment. Avai kalu bi ma? Ku tulatula agu

pull up, pull out, of a pig rooting up yams,
or a cow uprooting plants.

kalu ba ma.

kalulupwini
kalua

tubumyou I kalulupwini valu.

float, rise to the surface, float away. See
Beu kalu float something, bring by water,
bring to the surface

kaluluva

take shelter, from sun or rain = kanunuva

kalubai-la

kalumwala/ kulumwala

kalubeila, friendship. Gala kalubeila, no
friendship. / kalubeila, they are friends, (
they make friends), Term for trading, Kula:
mutual assistance, etc relations. -Magigu
kalubeila pela inia, I want a connection for
fish (kala+lubeila) /(ka + lubeila)

ridge of a house, of stones in garden, ridge
pole, ridge thatching
kaluna

hair, = kulu-la
kaluvalova

boast, assertive, (kali + va + lova)

kalubu

a fish, the large soka
kaluwa

kalububovatu

float (drift) compare Nokapau. Float, rise to

??Malin Sex?

surface

kalubuwala

kaluwalasi

(kala + bua, areca) payment for intercourse

month after Iyakosi: June

kalu buyem a / kulubuyema

kaluwau

a fish

curse

kalubwabwaga
a beautiful flowering tree

kaluwayala (?)

kalukuloku

kaluwonkusi

hibiscus

gall, gall bladder.

see wonakusi, valu kaluwonakusi in
readiness— of food for time of famine

kalukuvaki
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Kamagwesi nanola, bored. Biga yogwesi.

kam

1. Eat. BogwaI kam, he has eaten. /
kamkwam, he is eating. Sena bwaina
kamkwam, very good eating, very good to
eat. [kam mavaweisai= full meal] kam =
bawa see koma (kam mwesi) see koma,
kamau (kamvau) start to eat again after
everyone has finished. 2. Adj. & pr. Poss.
2nd pers. Sg. —thy, thine. Thy-food Cf

kamainaguva

(ka-mwena-laguva) go up on/from the shore;
send up from/on the shore. Bogwa I
kamwainaguvasi, they have come up
on/from the shore.
kamali

ancient erratic dalliance in Vakuta, see

kala. 3. Prefix

kimali Malin. Sex 217, kamali kayasa
kama

1st per. Dual Exclusive (also noun, our
food. Kama prefix to verbs v.g. kamagwesi, get in state of.

be in a hurry, impatient. / kamamalu bi la,
he is in a hurry to go (kammamala).

kamadada

kamapata

greedy, (wants more than one s own share)

see pata/patu. Agupata, my equal, as in
height, strength etc.

kamamalu

Tokamadada. Nakamadada.

kamagwesi/Kamagasi
tired, fed up, bored. Sena a kamagwesi
menana I lukukwaigu, I am very tired of that
woman scolding me. (Kama + gwesi)

kamata

dying v.g. a fire / kamati, dies- a lingering
death

kambulupeya
ka-matala

a seaweed

(=kai + matala) first, of boats in a race, of
plants in a garden, etc

kambwaila

ka-mawila

eat anything, kam. Generous in sharing
food, not greedy, unselfish

ashamed; become ashamed; put to shame
(ka + mwasila).

kamgaga

kam gaga / kamigaga
kamayaba

courting kuvisilakeigu kamayaba do me the

kamgumwagi
speak indistinctly. (Compare root:
Kamkokola)

favor

ka-mayamaya / kameyameya
(ka + maya) softened; soften. Of food
cooked. Gugwadi I kameyameyasi, children
speak softly.

kam-gwabogi

morning meal, (gabogi, morning).
kami

kam-bugibogi

a. & pr. Poss. 2nd pers; pi. Your, yours;
your food. Clf. Kala

evening meal. (Bogi, night).
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ka-milaili

kamkokola

ka-minaini, abhor, / kaminaini la kwava, he

corner posts of a garden plot; the decorative

detests (and fears) his wife.

erection at the corners of a baleko as a

kamilapwasa
funk, something rotted completely

doubtful: makawala =kawam = kam +

whole, subject to magical viles. Etym.
kokola, post

kamili

kamkuloi

kiss, ancient erotic dalliance in Vakuta. See

kimali, Malin Sex 47 kamali kaya????

(kamkulova, kamkulai) eat up. (Comp.
Gimkulai)

kaminabwaita

kamkumku

good, excellent

crush in hand or between teeth. / kavi bua, I
kamkumku. He bit the betelnut and crushed
it.

kamitagebu
(ka-mitu-gebu) the short stick tied at an
acute angle on the end of a pole for pulling
down wild fruit, etc.

kamkuyau
a tree. (Kamilakuyau) used as yam-pole

kamitalama

kamkwaisusua

thorn

stye on the eye

kamitauwasi

kamkwam

strange, of plants introduced by whites.
(Kai + mitauwasi)

eating cf. Kam. Eats, food
kamkwami

(kam + kwali) taste; try by taste. Kumeya,
sita ba kamkwam, bring me a bit to taste.

kamitalaki / kamitilaki

catch someone in the act, as of stealing.
Bogwa bi vailau taga a kamitilaki. He
would have stolen it, but I caught him in the
act. {Ka-mitu-lo-ki)

kam-lalai

midday-meal, dinner, lunch. To take a
midday meal.

kamituli

confess, reveal; guess; make known; pimp.
A kamtuli bogwa la vailau, I confessed to
stealing it. Ku nukwali? Gala, a kamtuliwala, or a kamtulu-kwali wala, do you
know? No, I m only guessing. /
kamtuleigu, he reported me, / kamtulakeigu,
reported me. (=kamtulaki) accuse. Kamtuli
nanola, express one s ?? —Root: -{kammatula). (kam-tuli) . See kamkokola.
Beisa kala kamtulai, final gift or token of
acknowledgment of a deal squared( ?)

kamlibuleba

eating greedily, selfishly, taking more than
one s share. Kamlebu, snatch v.g. a fish the
bait
kam-lili

speak distinctly (kam + lili.from Dualila).
Opp. Kam-gumgwagi. - (See etym. At
Kamkokola)
kamnumwani

boast, praise. See kamunomwana
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kamroru

song meeting of women. Competition Malin
Sex 214 = kamroru kayasa

kamnumwasi

1. catch in the hands, v.g. a ball
2. lick = kanumwasi

kamsini

nibble at, smell at, taste tentatively

kamokuku

wild citrus, hence mandrin, orange, pomelo
kamtabu

hoarse

kamokwita

(ka-mokwita), certify, attest, witness. Aiseki
kaina mokwita, gala availa bi kamokwita. I

kamtalai / kamtilai

distribution etc. After famine, plague, etc. (kam, -the kam as in kamkokola, - + ta +
lavi, lova) make as it were forgotten

don t know whether it is true, there is no

one to certify it. Tokamokita, witness
kamoru

hungry, unfed. Avaka I kam? Gala-wala, I
kamolu. What does he eat? Nothing, he
goes hungry. / kamoru ba kamovi.

kamtilama

a thorny tree
kamtobu

kampudakula
eating silently

hoarse

eating. See kam.
kamtoki

swearing, abuse, Malin. Sex 409

kamulea

entangle
kamtomata

an eat corpse , something on which to
carry live coals.

eat greedily

kamtububuli /kamitububuli

kamunomwana

= yamati. Watch over, carefully

boat. Gala bi vagi! Kamnumwana, he can t
do it. It s boasting, To-kamnumwana,

kamtuli / kamituli

boaster; see kamnumwani.

kamtuya
stump of a tree

kamtalai, sq.

kamulibulebu /

kamutalai

kamwaguta
(See agu-mwaguta at agu) your self alone

kamu

Kam. Possessive.
kamkukumeku

kamwaibu / kamwebu

a tree

a fish

kamukwamu / kamkwam

kamwanana
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kamwani

kamawenala

urge on, v.g. to fight, tautoula I kamwani
gugwadi biyowaisi, the grown-up urged the
children on to fight.

table <kam mweanala> (cf. Kamuam)
kam-yabi
care for; cherish as guest. A kamyabi
tokinana, I welcome (make at home) the
stranger. / kalna (?) Yaba, kindness,

kamwainaguva

get ashore, cf valaguva

consideration cfmitakwai
kamwasila

ashamed, become ashamed, put into shame
(ka + mwasila)

kamyauwena
eat a full meal, eat properly

ka-mwata

kana

make uproar, uproar. Sena kamwata, too
much row. / kamwatasi, they are making a
lot of noise. See bulagala Kai mwita
perpetually

1. lie, see kenu. kala kanaki, philandering. /
kanasipu tau, she is in love 2. try, see kwali
(igikwali). A kana wa-beku, a igikwali gala,
I tried with an axe-blade, I tried in vain (to
purchase something).

kamwayaka
red mangrove especially red heart wood
used for spears cfbwaboula

oversleep

kamweiki

kanabogwa

go to, / kamweiki nanogu makwa
kawailuwa, I fancy that food

lie in wait

kanadubaduba

kanaga / kalaga
kamwenala (?)
Taste, savour, flavour
parrot

beside his friend

ka-nagowa / kanagoa
so silly, make a fool of, pfx. ka-

sand

kanagwanum

kanaki

kanakenuva

lie to, on. Ku kanaki lopom, lie on your
belly.

cower

kanaina / kanavinela/ kanavina

skin, bark

kanakulawa

a fish

kanaiyewa
change end for end
kanakaila

kanapala
dodge- action by prostrate creatures. Cf
yobui

lie beside, lie on. / kanakaili sola, he lay
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kanapwala

kanala

lie hidden v.g. one dying in exile, pig dying
in the bush. Also expression referring to a

lie on, v.g. a bird on its eggs. KanaI kanali
pou. kanaula kaboma

garden well advanced ahead of others.
Kanapwali, hide

kanalova

kanapinum

(kenu + lova) remain absent, departed.
BogwaI kanalova Samarai, he has gone to

weak from hunger, slumped

live at Samarai.

kanakopu
sleep fasting
kana-makava

Lean against

(kenu-makava) lie freely as stones on top of
ground; stay away without reason (makava)

kanavi

etc.

lie on something and break it

kana-mosi

kanavila

(ka + mumwasi) catch in the hand; lap up as

stay of mast

cats. A lai I kanamwasi, I threw it and he

caught. / kanamwasi mayela, he sticks out
his tongue (in fun).

kanavina

kanamwa

kaula, I am peeling yams. Kana inelakai

lay aside in abeyance

bulukwa

kanaina, skin, bark, A tanini kanavinela

kana-simla

kanayobu

camp out, (kenu + simla) I kanasimlasi bi
leluwasi, they are camping out to fish for
pearls

set v.g. a hen on eggs, / kaniyobu gwadi, she

kana-nubwa

a small crab

lies with her child
kanenebu

half burnt wood in the domestic fire

kaneiyewa

kanapula / kalapula

see kanaiyewa, change end for end
kana-sipu

pine. Kadala I lau gwadi, inala I kanusipu,

kanibogina

the uncle took the child away, the mother is

(Of food) put in water to soak, as gwadila

pining for it. (See sipu, knot). / kanasipu tau
menana, She is in love with someone.

kaniku / kaneku

kanavai

a mussel shell, used for peeling yams, as
spoons, for cutting hair. Malin Sex 252.

marital relations
kaninini

a fish

kanavaleta ???
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kaniwavila

(see niwavluva) calm

kaninitanata
a tree

kanavinela

kanitotaula [sp?]
Go straight to bed, go to sleep without
eating

see kanavina, skin
kaniwola
a fish

kaniyabu/kanayobu
set, v.g. a hen on eggs, kanayobu

kanobusi

syn. Kalosusi see busi
kanubiyaki
crouch down, hide from

kanopulu

kanubilabala

drown (kenu-pulu) as child walking out of
its depths. <Kanotula drown>

lie across. / kanubilabala nanola, in
articulo mortis

kanu-bwadi

kanumwasi

cover, as sick man so that he will be left in
peace. / kanubwalisa tokatoula.

catch in the hands = kamnunwasi, lick
kanunuva

kanumwasi

a rain mat. / kanunuvasi, they take shelter
with. Bi mosisi bi kamunuva calico, see

kanuvateta

lean against. Kanavateta

kaseke ula

<see kaikwanigula> vakanukuvi to cover
kapaigala
misfitting

kanupwagega

sit open legged. (Pwagega, open)
kapakupa [sp?]
Small spider like insect that eats yams

kanuwa

see kaulo

kapakiki

gather, as clouds

kanuwasi

see kanamosi, catch

kapula / kapali
/ wakikapali, done cooked

kaolawa (Kav.)

kaninitanetamwaleta

kwadewa

var. of bananas

kapaga-la

twirled sides of leaves (sespaga-na) edge;

kanitavila / kalitovila

hem. each side of the midrib (kai)
kanivala

kapakali

side. Ku wa o-kanivala som ku siwa. Go

and stop besides your mate. (Kenu + vala).
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stiff v.g. food that will not mash

go over; change over; change. Bulukwa I
kapeli litula, the sow changes towards its
offspring, V.G. A weaning time driving
them off. Miss, fail to notice, (peli, go
over). Miss, v.g. catching the ball. Ikapela,

kapakau
warm, tepid

kapala

fastidious over food.

district

kapika-panunu
shriveled, as old folks. (Panunu, wrinkle).

prf. Take, do, -prob. A variant of kabi, q.v.

kapapita

stiff-necked, obstinate, disobedient, (kapi +
daka)

kapi-daka-la
an insect

kapari
spider web, / kapali si keda, confused their
way (same in Dobu spells, Fortune 121)

kapikapi
name of a wreath

kapi-kwakusa

late, overdue, of a boat, Sena kapikwakusa
waga, the boat is very late. (Kapi + kusa)

ka-patata

thin, drawn of countenance, (patata, flat)
Ina kapatata migilal (Nose, long, narrow,
flat=ugly Malin. Sex 251

kapi-kwali
withhold. See same word after kapinum.

ka-patu
kapi-laki
transfer, contact. / kapilakeigu kala katoula,
he gave me his sickness

closed, as the lips; be silent (= kei-Patu)
kapayawa
a bird, the swallow

kapilapela
headstrong, rash. Tokapulapela

kapeki
small shells

kapilikala
be contrary, do the opposite of what one i

kape-kwani
steal stealthily. (Kapi + kwani) I

asked

kapekwanisa I lokayasi, I gisisa, they went
stealthily to it to see it.

kapilimwaya
a large spider, (kapari-mwaya)

kape-kwati
be quiet, stealthy, (kapi-kwati)

kapinaveaka
1. shout, scream out, 2. Treat or do
vigorously

ka-pelapela
challenge. / kapelapela kuvi, he challenges
on yams, (pela, jump)

kapinipini

bloodshot. / kapinipini matala sena kala
leya.

ka-peli
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kapitune-la
kapinum

instrument for cutting off, knives, saws,

bite the lips, Ina kapinuml What a biting!
(Sign of anther),

scissors

kapipuli

(kapi+ Tuni) cut off. / kapituni sisitala, he
cut off a branch. Kwapituni wotunu, cut the
string. Keep secret, suppress and withhold
information. Amputate, clip, sever.

kapituni

roll, joggle along v.g. hermit crab
kapiwali
see above. (Continued) lay claim
beforehand. / kapikwali tokinbogwa, he lay
claim to it a long time ago, (as to a tree in
the bush).

r

Kapituna
kapiwa
wasp, carpenter wasp

kapiyekwani
speak, move, quietly or silently

kapisi
(ka-pisi, throb) to be sorry for; to pity.
(With nano or lopo, preferably). I kapisi
lopogu, I am sorry. A kapisi matouna le la, I
am sorry for the man who has gone.
Kapisilaki: I kapisilakeigu, he was sorry for
me. Kapisi-kwapa: extremely sorry, deeply
moved. I kapisikwapa lulagupela latugu I
siwa, I am extremely moved for my absent
son. See kapisili, - Nokapisi.

kapiyekwati
take or do softly, silently
kapi-yoya
swing, Gugwadi I kapiyoyasi, the children
are swinging.
kapiyuwa
in doubt. Kaina bi lagwala kaiya bipuki I
kapuyuwa.

kapisili / kapisi-Ia
sorrow, pity. See kapisi. O kapisilal O
what a pity, poor thing!

kapoi / kapui
1. Take a little. Meya a kapoi kam sopi. Let

kapi-sisi
break up in the teeth, sugarcane.

me have a little of your water; see kapotala,
2. Threaten, I kapoi lewa (sticks), threaten
with a stick (have it in for someone) see
kapu

kapituki

(Ka-pitu-ki) get fast between. Bulukwa I
kapituki, the pig sticks fast (going through a
half-closed gate). Blame another for what is

kapoka

one s own fault. (Kapitugi?)
kaponai

perish, commit suicide, Bogwa I kapoka, I
mwena, I lou, he has perished, he climbed
and fell. I kapoki nanola, unshakeably

I kaponayeigu, speak suggestively, flirt,
improper suggestions.

determined, as one whose mind has gone. /

kapoli bwagau, doom (Ka + poka) after,
kapitola, kapolou, seepololu, sweat

kapopu

patches of uncut scrub in the garden
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kaposa

(ka-posa, see kipwasau) miss, v.g. a dog
attemptingto bite, a snare, a gun, etc.
kapoula

kapulu taitu, he is covering over his tubers.
kapunadoga
beginning to colour, of flowers in the bud.
(Ka-puna-doga)

region ofthe kidneys. (Kai + pou)
kapo-tala

a bit, a little, of water, etc. in a cup etcKapotalaI mom, he drank a little.
kapu
1. Prevent, block. / kapu matala, of
someone wanting to fight. / kapu kayola, in

sickness. / kapu duwayala, swallow hard a
sign of great grief. 2. Lay for someone,
have it in for someone. / kapweigu, he has it
in for me. See Kapoi. 3. Bind in, kapu
degula, he binds in feathers. I kakapu
digulelawawega, he is binding in the
feathers of the cassowary. / bisikapu
mwaga, took spice.
.gps

kapunani
eat through, eat holes in.

kapupu
fruit and other trees left standing in odila
uncut section of a garden
kapupwanada
get cockles, a ridiculous forage
kapusau

(ka-posa-sau) stumble. See kipusau
kapusi
fall. Kawailua bogwa bi kapusi, the fruit is
beginning to fall: of moral lapse: / kapusimakawa, just fall of itself, kapusipusi

kapugula
girl in adolescent stage; act as one.

kapu-sisi

Nakapugula. I kapugulasi, they are ??????

/ kapusisi lopogu, he infuriates me.

kapu-kwapula

kapuwa

perspiration, due to exertion. Kala
kapukwa-pula. I kapukwaulasi, they are
sweating. Compare kapwayasi.

small,just forming coconuts, about the size
of an egg. Heart as physical organ. Many
of its manifestations are referred by natives
to kukula

kapu-Ia

(ka + pula) parcel, something wrapped up

kapuwana

(see kapwa-)

form of witch. Mulukwausi.

kapulai

kapwa

explode, burst. (Kapu + lavi) Wawolu I
kapulai, the pods of wawolu explode.

elf. Pfx for bundle, (ka +pula) kapwa-tala
bua, a parcel of betelnuts, as wrapped in a
leaf. Ma-kapwana, ma-kapwawena, this,
that, bundle. See kapwa-la

kapulipuli
take or carry a variety of things at once.

ka-pwagega

open, gaping: Express / kapwagega Wiwitu,
the Wiwitu stone is gaping. A saying

kapulu

heap over, as soil over planted taitu, /
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kula partner

referring to punishment of crime by magic:
the stone is supposed to swallow the evil

karasamwaina

doer.

a taitu planted by Vakuta, not much
thinning. (Austen)

kapwa-la
wrapping. Kapwalela mwaya, the wrapping
for the pepper-pods. (See kapu-la & kapwa)
kapwali wrap. / kapwali dagula, he wraps
up his (dancing) feathers.

kari

vbl. Pfx. = kali, qv
karibom or kalibom

join, mix, in dancing or festivity. Beat
drums. A period of quieter festivity follows

kapwana

crab yaw. Kala kapwana, crab yaws.

the milamala, that of the karibom.

kapwani
burn, scald, scorch, Sopi sena iviavi I
kapwani yamagu, the water was very hot, it
burned my hand.

Malin.

Sex 211

kari-budaboda or kali-budaboda

1. Payment in riches for food. Kaulela
kalibudaboda. 2. Run nose to nose, of
canoes. Taga kwalibudabuda. See Bwadi.

kapwa-tala
one bundle something wrapped up. See
kapwa.

kari-butu or kali-butu

drive, as fish. Preliminary gift in the kula,
see pokala. See butu.

kapwayasi

perspire, sweat, due to hot weather. Comp.
Kapukwapula

kariga or kaliga
die, dead. Bogwa I kariga tomwaya, death.
Aiseki kariga kainal I don t know maybe it

kapwayata
heavy, slow, sluggish, of men, boats, etc.

s a death.

kapwinipwini

kariegei

(expression) kapwinipwini matala, his eyes

(kali + gei) limit, as of a village-ground etc.

are bloodshot.

kariguvasi
rafter. Kariguvasa bwala

karaboiyuva / kalaboiyuva
gone cold, of food

karikeda

karaigaga
write badly; badly written

passage. Seekalikeda

karwiwaga
command, authority. / karaiwaga, he
commands, / karaiwaga matouna, he
commanded him. Karaiwagi nonola, induce

fence of small timbers, small, flimsy, of a
fence (kali).

kari-kekita or kali-kekita

kari kitu

(= kala kitu, his disappointment), he is fed
up, disillusioned, estranged.

karaitau
/sP^S,
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kari-pusagi or kali-pusagi
trip, make stumble. Kamtuya I karipusagi
karikegu, the stump tripped my foot.

garden
kasawakuva(?)

Dancing without the get up.
karipwala

broken through. (Kali). Kwalilpwali,
papers, puncture the papers.

karivisi

dividing mark. Ta sailisa kalivisi o-buyagu,
we put dividing lines in the garden.

karisala

kariyala
portent, as rain, thunder, of a death eye.

=karisansa cfkorisa
kari-tana or kali-tana

kariyava
see kuliyava, a fish, type of whale

lie full-length
kariula

= kaliula, food give to near relatives of a
dead person, to help with the sagari
(distribution) name of a digging stick.
Working bee by section of village in the

kasa

kasatala, kasaya, kasatolu, rank, file, row
makasana

half full, as a basket

/sm\

kasagogu
gargle, hold up with both hands to the face,
as in drinking a green coconut.

kasakosa

katumwalela kadakasa = the priming??? of
the rank and file ( see kasa) = name of a
second sagali in usigola (dance month).

kasai

Malin. Sex 294

strong, firm, hard. Sena kasai dakuna. A
very hard stond. Kokola sena kasai, a very
firm pile. Sena kasai wotunu, a strong
string. Kasai taigala, hard of hearing,
inattentive, disobedient. Kasai-lula,
constipation. Late, slow, stiff. / kasai

kasali

1. Urge on; incite. Bogwa I kasali bi
yowaisi, he has urged them on to fight. 2.
Bequeath, hand on. Tuwala bi kariga, I
kasali luya bwadala, when the elder dies, he
will hand on his coconuts to the younger. 3.
Consent. / nigadi luya, I kasali I saiki, He

nanola, slow witted.
kasailola

asked for the coconuts, he consented and

name of a gardening spell

gave him. 4. Betray. I kasaleigu lubeigu, a
bani mipuki, my friend betrayed me, I am
punished.

kasaisuya

hold hands in a ring. / kasaisuyagugwadi.
kasamwegina

A tree

slack, loose
kasakala

slur. Kasakola biga slurred speech.

kasasosu

kasakapona

a tree. Polished looking, glowing of
appearance. Kasasosu migila.
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clitoris
kasawa

1. (Ka+sawa) teach, make learn. 2. (Ka sau) spit out, eject from the mouth, kasau.
kasa-waga
a type of dance. (Complicated figure dance,
the solemn kasawaga, the 3 men performing
it receive a big portion in sagali Malin. Sex

kasesila

urge on, as a dog. See kasali
kasewa

full. Peta I kasewa, the basket is full.
Kasewa nanola.

293

kasi

kasayegina

Their food. See kala.

a: & pr. Poss. 3rd pers. PI. Their, theirs.
loose, able to move
ka-sibula
kasekeula

get cold, chilled. See sibula, cold.

put on shoulder. Tomota I kasekeulasi
calico Imasiyisa. See kanunuva

ka-sibuli

kasekutukutu

put on the bottom. See sibula, bottom. Kasibuna, not full, as a basked with a few yams

full, of a bunch of fruit. (Ka-se-kutu)

in.

kasem
scented

kasi-gegina
grin, snarl, grimace. See gegina.

kasemwali

kasikasi

solicit, tempt, make oneself pleasant

rotten out, hallow, of trees, yams etc.

towards. / kasemwali vivila.
kasikesa

a tree, growing in salt water.

kaseni

startle, v.g. by practical joke.
kasikuni
kasesa

snort, cast off v.g. a bad smell, show

clusters of little ulcers, pocks

repugnance
kasi-lalai

make noon, i.e. return v.g. from fishing at

kasilam

noon. Ka-si-lalai

whisper, kasilumki, whisper to.

kasilaitala

kasinenega

one whole beast, v.g. dugong carcase at sale.

take a fit, run amok, Tokasinenega, one who
takes fits.

kasilalaya
kasinikai

a fish

cage

kasilali
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j0^S

kasiyena

irritated. V.g. by irritant leaves. Sena I
kasiyala wowogu makaina kai.

name of yam with aerial tubers, the aerial
tubers of such a vine, name of a throwing

kasiyeyina

game.

wave in the breeze. Kasiyaiyoga
katabu

forbidden, ensorceled

kasiyu-mali
fetch back, v.g. to vomit a meal

kasiliki

hand over, v.g. a pig as a present

kasobusi

syn. Kalobusi, see busi. Become present,
arrive, happen.

kasi-mwaleta, kasi-mwaguta
see agu-mwaleta. Themselves alone

ka-sola

take companion

kasina

sibling, sucker, nibble. / kasini bua, he
nibbles betelnut. A strong magic for love.

ka-sopi

Malin. Sex 309

take water

kasinekakwa

kasosakuna

?? catch, get caught by intermeshing.

a fish

kasisegila
become detached, as a dead leaf. See kasisi

drum

kasosan

kasisi

kasumsam

strip off, as bark. (Ka-sisi)

chew

kasisuva

kasusu

sandy stretch at foot of raibwaga (cliff).
See momola— low ground inside raibwaga.

youngest child of family

kasita

wooden fork used in eating

kasusuwa

a tree with fragrant wood.
kata

bright, sharp. / katakova, the fire is bright.
/ kata kema, I kakata kema, the axe is sharp.
Yamala kakata, right hand. Matala kakata,
bright eyes. See kakata

kasitagina

tantrums, yell of a child
kasita-yu
those two

katala
liver

kasivi

plane. I kasivi kai bu dudubuna (smooth).
katagi
stack up, as firewood

kasiyala
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r

katakaila
a fish

katauwega
see katouwega, a crab

katakela

cockatoo

katatuma

a fish
katakata

congealed, scab.

kata-vilata

katakera

block of a pig s track with brushwood.
Compare valililata.

white cockatoo. Katakela
katakewa

katavitagi
see katuvitagi, compare kavitagi, kaitagi,

carrying stick; collar-bone. (ka + ta +
kewd)

report, denounce, / katavitagi tovailau
yagala.

kataki

katekewa

dodge, v.g. lewa

katakewa, carrying stick, collar bone.

kata-Ia

kateta

see kata. The right of. O-kata-la, to the
right. See kaka. = ka-tala, abbrev. of
kakatala, one kind, variety.... Ku meki o
katala, move over, make room. Also

know, understand, able. Gwadi bogwa I

katetapoula, the child already knows how
to fish. Compare katilaki.

kakata-la, liver.

katilaki

kataloki

know, understand, able. Compare kateta.
Katilaki bagula, he understands gardening.

see katu-loki (keep from)
katilakaya
katalolosi

be abrupt towards, unfriendly towards,

burning brightly, v.g. a fire

abuse, scold.

kalalua

katilai wowola

spines of the crab Minalua, used by women
to scratch designs on their dress material,

abandon one s self

draw out splinters.

katitaki

stick fast, jam
katamea

a sea bird

katitekina

katapeli
see katupeli (pass over).

Katikeni-la

near, close. Teava katitekina wala. Var.

katitetina

come up along side of

katapwala
see katupwala ( burst open).
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sick. Kala katoula, his sickness

katitoki

fix, fixed. A katitoki, bogiu ba kaiitama, I
fix the day after tomorrow to come back.

katouta

katoguna

set out, begin. / katouta kaikokewa, he is
starting to sail

wet on leaves after rain.
katoutou

katolimala

a tree

a tree

katouwega
a large crab

katotila

1. Estranged, exiled. Bogwa I kabwadeigu a
katotila ba la ba siwa, they have shut me
out, I am estranged, I am going to stop
away. (?determined)- 2. Obstinate,
determined. Bogwa I kasai nanola, I

katu- 1. Causative: katu- gagabila, lighten,
v.g. a canoe by magic. 2. Completion: katumigileu, make quite clean, clear right up. 3.
Exact degree: katu- bwadi, meet to, shut. 4.
Vigour: katu- dubali, knock down.

katotila, gala sitana bi kaiita, his heart is
hardened, he is determined never to return.

Bogwa I katotila, gala bi tavila nanola, he is
obstinate, he will not change his mind. 3.
Promise. A saikipeula biga, a katotila ba
la, I assured him, I promised to go. Ka + to

katuagwagu- katuvagwagu.

+ tila
katuamaula
a tree.

katoula

drag along the ground, / gwegwesi wowola
katubalabili

inala i katubitetina latula, the mother was

rattle the spatula in the lime pot.

worried, she dragged her child along.
katubititani

(same meaning)

katubau

(Bawd)- do fully, completely; be unstinted;
forthright. Kwatubau urn peula ku lupi,
exert yourself and lift it.-&-admire, praise.

katubiasi

(Bia, pull, biasi)- set in order, prepare; get
ready. / katubiasi waga, he gets his boat
ready to go.

katubayasa-katubiki

katuboda

(Biki, go slow)- delay someone. / katubiki

closed; (see katubwadi, transitive).

sola, he delayed his mate.

Katubinini- graze, as by throwing a stone
and grazing the bark of a tree, skin, etc.

katubolu

knock a hole, as in a cooking pot.

katubitetina
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katu boyuva
my last (possessions).

wrapped up, covered, closed, katubukwali,
cover.

katububula

katubutu

(bubuli, adorn)- embelished, adorned, dolled
up. / katububuli latula, she adorned her

(Butu, chase)- drive off, drive away.

/

katubutu bulukwa.

child.
katububwali

to realize, try to realize, to keep in mind.

katu buyavi
(buyavi, blood)- shed blood, cause blood to
flow.

katubukoli

katubwabu-Ia

finish off.

lid of a cooking pot. Bwabu, cut off.

katubukwalela

call to a distance; shout.

katubwagi

(see bwagi for ex.) cut short, as by throwing

/fP\

a stone and

katududuni

hitting something running away to stop it.

scratch, tease out, unravel.

katubababila

caloma belt, a vaigua (riches).

katugagabila
lighten.

katudabu

katugagi
miss. A katugagi menana mauna.

surround.

/ katudabu inia wa-wota, gala

nata bi la.

katugeya
scattered, i.e. contents of a basket.

katudabuma

tease, play (of lovers).
katugebi
carry on the head. See nugebi, carrying pad.

katudada

grumble.
katudewa

play about. Gugwadi i katudewasi. Also for

katugesi
Prize off. / katugesi kaikegu, it tore a lump
out of my foot.

immoral practices.
katudidaimi

knock down, knock to pieces. / katudidaimi
bwala kwaibogwa.

katugigi
bind tight.

katudou

katugini
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scratch the cross designs. / katugini waoma,
(top fringe of woman's dress).

wave about, as in a strong wind, shake. /
katugogeuna kulula, shake the head.

katugininini
pain intensely. Agu pwasa i katugininini,
my sore pains intensely.

katugogova
applaud. Seegogovtf.

katugogeuna

half ripe, as bananas ripe at top, green lower
katugogwau

down.

bang.
/ saili dakuna o-lopola tin, i
katugogwau. Bell.

katukoluvi

hijack, collect, take full possession.
katugudu
smash off. / katugudu mwelina (mwalina).
katukopwi
gather in, as a taitu crop.

katugunugunu
chew to bits.
katukovi

lean right over, bind right over. Yagila bi
katukovi waga, the wind blows the canoes
right over. / katukovi tokatoula, he bends
the sick man right over.

katuketoki

(Ketoki, smoke)- parch, shrivel, gala loaloa
kalasia i katuketoki, without clouds the sun.
katukeu

hang up, suspend, as a pig on a carrying
pole.

katukubona

see Bona, dumbfounded.
katukikila

hold out for better pay.
sakaigu ten shillings.

A katukikila bi
katukubugwa
corked, stopped. / katukubugi bottle.

katukikita

jam, as a door or window, so that it is hard
katukuliga
set steer. / katukuliga waga, of a sow
setting out at the call of its young.

to open.
katukili

sort out. I katukili yagogu(sQQd).
katukulu

set up, as a canoe out of water.

katukisi

tear, rip.
katu kola

katukwa
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summon by shouting to a distance.
cast out, something or someone no longer
any good. / katulai kaula gaga.

katukwabula

lid
katukwani

katuli

twist round. A vitau kavatam, ba katukwani

make estranged. / katuli lubeila. I katuli
nanola, estranged.

taitu.

katukwapapa
twine round, of a taitu vine twining round of
itself up the yamstake.

katuligavi
see katulaguva.
katulilivi

support, as by putting a strong stake against
a weak one for vine support.

katukwari

or katukwali- katukwani.

- bruise. / katukwatuyamagu.

katuliliva tabuya
(supported prow-board)=(the
finished). Name of a rite.

katukwatuya
tattooing.

katulipiepi
knock down fruit with a long stick.

katukwatu

canoe

is

katukwevili

katulogusa
rest interval during a dance.

twist back as to fold one's arms behind one's
back.
katulaki

refuse, reject; keep from. A katulaki ulo
vavagi, I keep back my things from him.

katulokwasi

beckon.

Kwatulokwasi matouna bi ma,

beckon him to come.

katulagua or katulaguva
Trans, katuligai. Go or come up, right up. /
katuligai la waga, he puts up his canoe,
(out of the water).

katulova

(Intr; of katulai) thrown aside, thrown off,
as old clothes. / katulovi=I katulai.

katulibulabu

katuluai

dry, make dry. I katulibulabu plate.

(luluwai)- bring to mind, make an effort to
remember.

katulupulapu

katulai
/0^\
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finish off, v.g. all the garden (all work
finished only the crop to be waited for), the
last magical rite performed for the success
of the crop. The highest price before a sale
is rejected.

katumimisi

shatter, fly to pieces. / katumimisi bottle.

katumkulovi

or katumkulai- finish off properly,
packing a basket real full.

katumapu

swap, alternate.

as

katu mati

katumlikwai

kill.

rouse oneself.
katumiasa

clear around a plant,- so that it is not
overshadowed. Ba katumiasa luya.

katumova

katumidilaki

katumovi

list over, of a sailing canoe in a strong wind.

ba katumovi matouna, I will save him.

made living, saved(v.g. with

katumigileu

katumoya

clean, make clean.

saved by.

katumiki

katum'somosoli

answer back, cavil.

medicine).

syn. Katumimisi.

/ katumiki tamala bi

giburua, he answered his father back and
annoyed him.

katumwali

katumila

rouse, anger, infuriate.

crushed. / katumili bua, crush up betelnut.

kaukwa.

katumwena

katunenia

climb right up.

small drum.

Taga katumwali

katumwimwili

katuninisi

shake, as water in a bottle.

deafen. / katuninisi taigagu.

katumyogila
var; of Taitu.

knock, as in hitting a ripe coconut with a

kutunisi
stone.

katunaki

stick fast in, as a spear in a tree.

katunukuli

fit together, as joints of a skeleton.
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katupeli
change over; transfer; cross. / katupeligu,
he passed over me/ he transferred me.

katununuma

crumple up, / katununuma moi.

katupeni
unfold, unwrap. / katupeni laya.

katupaili
= Katupeli.
katupakakula
lash two canoes together, v.g. when there is

only one sail between them.

katupeula

strengthened. Tr. Katupewali, strengthen.
ba kam bi katupewalegu, I must eat to
strengthen myself.

katu pali
put aside. Kwatupali um vavagi. Put your
things out of the way.

katupwala
make overtures, give a little gift.

katupatu
joined up; completely covered; surrounded.

ka-tupi
pushed. See tupi.

katupilipilepi
bustle, rouse. Katupilipilepi matala kaukwa,
a rite over a dog (hunting dog) before going
after wild pigs.
katupini
wind up, revolve, wind round.

/ katupini

wotunu.

katupipi
bind up, bind together.

katupisisi
strip right off, as bark of saplings.
katupisisi yovai.

/

katupusagi
slop, splash.
katupituki
jam against. Mabwana gala bi la, bogwa i
katupituki dakuna, that log won't go, its
jammed against a stone.

/ katupipi kaikela.

katupisawa
(=katupisawa)- wash up, of flotsam.
katupisawa o-kwadewa (beach).

katupoi
ask, question, interogate.

/ katupoiegu.

/
katupoki

katupisi-

puff,

of the

wind.

(First

hit, as with a short stick.

movements of the wind after calm before a

blow.,) Ikatupisi yagila.
katupoma

coil up, as a reel.
/$f^\
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Kwatupoma wotuna.

